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.-/Mill ".may., attract 
'',.: eiter.s,kelter' cam p 
-regional board fears 
by Ted Strachan 
Orenda Forest Products and their 
main logging contractor; Ebworth 
Logging, were amajor .part of the 
agenda at the IGtimat-Stikine 
Regional District board meeting 
last Saturday. Of specific interest 
was the current Crown status of 
the Elsworth logging camp and 
housing problems that might 
become a concern if Orenda goes 
ahead with their planned pulp and 
paper mill between Cranberry 
Junction and Meziadln. 
According to a letter from Minis-  
try of Clown I, an~ regional direc- 
tor Jim Yardley, Ebworth has been 
granted a 15-year lease for a log- 
ging camp. This is a compromise 
to their application for a ~.yesr 
lease, says Yerdley, due to objec- 
tions noted by the Regional Dis- 
trier of Kitimat-Stikine. 
The regional district has long 
been concerned about haphazard 
development in the Highway 37 
corridor and tackled a portion of 
that problem last year when they 
began a process of public consulta- 
tion in order to put together a 
Meziadin development bylaw. The 
bylaw, which" i~ nearly complete, 
would control the area much like a 
community plan and prevent 
"helter-skelter" conflicting develop- 
merits that would be difficult if not 
impossible to service. 
Objection was filed over the 
Elsworth crown application 
because, says Pete Weeber, the 
logging camp was located and built 
with no official status and is ex- 
panding beyond the realm of log- 
ging; a servlce station and store 
arc now located there as well. 
"They ignored us," says director 
Pete Weeber of the Ministry of 
Crown Lands. 
Several .yeats ago, Elsworth 
Logging wanted to set up a log- 
ging camp and since this is nor- 
really done by applying for a 
- -  continued on page A2 
Dramatic fire 
beinginvestigated 
A fiery red glow reflected against low clouds. Blinding white 
flashes and a shower of white hot sparks.., this was the scene at a 
couple of Tbernhill St. residences at about 7:00 a.m. Tuesday room- 
ing. 
According to Thornhill fire chief Art Hoving the fire began in a 
guest house at the rear of a private residence. The son of the 
property owner was living in the guest house and he apparently woke 
up in darkness Tuesday morning to the sound of a fire. 
By the time the fire was brought under control, the guest house was 
destroyed, two bedrooms, a bathroom and a part of the exterior of the 
nearby main residence on the property wcrc extensively damaged, 
rendering it unllveable, and a neighbouring garage was gutted. 
Also destroyed in the fire, according to Hoving, was an apparently 
uninsured 1977 Ford Mustang that had been 80 percent restored. 
Hoving adds that the fire In the main residence was particularly 
difficult to extinguish because the structure was originally a mobile 
home to which a second roof and an exterior wall had been attached. 
Hovlng says the occupant of the geest home was a non-smoker and 
the came of the blaze Is yet to be determined, There is no estimate at 
this time of the value of property ~a~ or destroyed in the fire, 
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A blinding shower of high,voltage sparks was pad of the scene yesterday morning in a 
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Geotherma,! proj..ect , getS., thumbs-down 
by Ted Strachan $50,000 thatl would be spent Other than tourism, then, what geothermal exploration. "The risks enough to deter him from future 
While Fairbank Engineering Ltd. 
awaits permits to begin geothermal 
exploration at near Lakelse Lake, 
Opposition to the project continues. 
Saturday morning, Mount Layton 
Hot Springs owner Bert Orleans 
offered an ,ominous case scenario 
to the Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
District board of directors, a pre- 
sentation that has prompted the 
board to call for a drilling ban 
anywhere within six kilometres of 
the main hotsprings pool. 
The Fairbank proposal calls for 
drilling sites within two kilometres 
of the hotspdngs. 
"There is a danger to drilling in 
the vicinity of the hotsprings," 
Orleans told regional district direc- 
tors. "The flow of water may 
change or stop altogether." This 
isn, t something new to the board, 
they've heard a similar prediction 
Lmm other sources as well. But 
Orleans did offer something new 
that perhaps brings things into 
better focus. 
According to Orleans, Fairbank 
proposes to spend $150,000 in the 
first two years of their operation. 
This is consists of about $100,000 
for engineering studies and another 
locally and somehow find its way 
into our economy. 
By comparison, Orleans ays he 
has already spent $5 million deve- 
loping Mount Layton Hot Springs 
and plans to spend a lot more in 
the near future: about $350,000 in 
the next hree years, and about $15 
million for a major development a
the site in about five years. Part of 
this development includes an 18- 
hole golf course, a project he says 
he's been fighting for over the past 
three years, and now that he's 
finally got the land a project that 
will be underway soon. 
He drew a comparison between 
the potential for his existing and 
planned investment o draw a 
wealth of tourist dollars to the 
area, and the potential of the geo- 
thermal exploration project, which 
is says has yet to be identified. 
The water is too cold to run a 
steam turbine, it's only 100°F, so 
the chances for electrical genera- 
tion appear slim. And the possi- 
bilities of building a successful 
commercial greenhouse complex, 
while it might be feasible in prac- 
tical terms, doesn't look much 
better in financial terms, says 
Orleans. 
Mill - - -  Continued from page A1 
Special Use Permit from the 
Ministry ofForests, Orcnda For~t 
Products made application for a 
site selected by Elsworth. Through 
the referral process, this site was 
rejected by federal Fisheries and 
Oceans because itwas too close to 
Meziadin Lake. 
Elsworth chose another location, 
and Orenda filed a new applica- 
tion. This was rejected by the 
Ministry of Environment. Elsworth 
chose another location, .Orenda 
filed a new application. This was 
rejected by Fish and Wildlife 
because it was located in bear 
habitat. Elsworth chose another 
location, Orenda filed a new appli- 
cation. Crown Lands noted that the 
site was located on a Ministry of 
Highways gravel reserve, but 
Highways indicated they could 
move the reserve to the other side 
of the road. 
And this is where the regional. 
district came in. They didn't want 
Highways to move to the other 
side of the road - -  a study con- 
ducted by Stanley and Associates 
on their behalf had identified the 
other side of the road as the best 
location for a future airstrip: in the 
Meziadin area, and it had been 
reserved for that purpose. 
In the meantime, though, Els- 
worth was anxious to set up camp 
and the Ministry of Forests, 
although the referral process hadn't 
been completed and a Special Use 
Permit couldn't be granted, gave 
verbal permission for Elsworth to 
go ahead. The camp was built, has 
been there for a number of years, 
continues to grow, a Special Use 
Permit still hasn't been issued.. 
and, according to the regional 
d~strict the camp has no official 
states and Elsworth has been 
"squatting" all these years. 
No longer, however. This month, 
other potential do the hotsprings 
offer? None, apparently. Director 
Bob Cooper agrees with Orleans 
evaluation of electrical generating 
potential. Even if the water was 
hot enough, says Cooper, 700 ° like 
New Zealand hotsprings for 
example, New Zealand has found 
it to be a potential with limits and 
is presently looking for a new 
source.  =° 
And board director Sandy Sand- 
hals backed Orleans on the green- 
house idea. Admittedly, Orleans is 
planning a greenhouse operation, 
but only to supply his own needs 
at the resort. If tried on a commer- 
ciai basis, says Sandhais, it would 
fail. Federated Co-operative tried it 
in Regina, and even with "free 
heat" from a nearby refinery it 
• failed. According to Sandhals, it 
didn't take long to find out that 
they could import California pro- 
duce cheaper than they could grow 
it themselves. 
The board, then, left with two 
choices, opted for the protection of 
the Mount Layton development. I  
was either the apparent certainty of 
the Mount Layton success, or the 
apparent uncertainty of getting 
anything of value at all through 
in the approaching shadow of the 
regional, district,s oon-to-be deve- 
lopment bylaw, Crown lands has 
given Elsworth a 15-year commer- 
cial lease legalizing the camp for 
the first time. "It's ludicrous," says 
regional district director Ray 
Brady. Other less complementary 
things were said around the board 
table, it was noted that the Skeana 
MIA is also the Minister of 
Crown Lands, and director Harry 
Nyce voiced a fear that was on 
everyone's mind: what other deve- 
lopments are going to be legalized 
through the back door while the 
regional district attempts to main- 
lain some sort of reasonable order 
in that area? 
Elsworth's old Special Use Per- 
mit is a few years old but it's still 
pending, and the regional district 
has now, after a delay of a few 
years, received a copy. The 
board's response is expected next 
month, but if the Special Use 
Permit is also officially approved, 
the regional board will have even 
more to complain about. This 
permit will legalize not only the 
camp, just granted by a Crown 
lease, but a log sorting area as 
well. 
And there's more to come. The 
regional district supports Orenda's 
pulp and paper mill proposal 100 
percent in principle, but the board 
is concerned about housing. Once 
a community of 150 or so houses 
springs up, someone has to main- 
rain services in the community, 
and that someone is usually local 
government. This brings the 
regional district back to their pend- 
ing development bylaw and why it 
exists. 
The regional district, though, has 
been told not to worry. Orenda has 
told them their employees will live 
in Stewart, or Kitwangs and Hazel- 
ton if they prefer, and commute. 1 
Plans apparently call for commuter 
buses 
The regional board believes, 
however, Orenda will need:~,Qfne, 
if not a lot of, on-site housing. 
What happens if there's a slide7 
The mad could be closed down for 
days. Orends must have a contin- 
gency plan, they believe, 
Discussion on this topic carried 
from the regional district meeting 
to the Economic Development 
Commission; basically the same 
beard, less the Terrace and Kitimat 
members, 
Orenda has said the will close 
the mill if the road is shut down. 
Director Los Watmough said, "But 
you don't close a :$350 million 
mill. They have a real problem 
with their staffing." 
Telegraph Creek director Dave 
Brocklebank made short work of 
describing what he thinks will 
happen: "A mill that size will 
sooner or later be unionized. Then 
they'll want paid travel time. Thus 
the costs will be too high and the 
mill will shut down." 
Hot necessarily. Los Watmough 
has a final chapter of his own. 
Consider the cost of 150 men 
travelling three to four hours a day 
at $20 an hour he says. This, if his 
estimates are correct, comes to 
$10,500 a day. And, he adds, 
"That's a big expense." 
Pete Wether agrees. "I think 
there has to be some kind of 
accommodation at the site," he 
says. And according to Alice Mait- 
land, "Either there's something 
they're not considering, or some- 
thing they're comtdering and not 
telling us." 
Sandy Sandhals' view: "I think 
it's going to be another Elsworth 
camp." And in Watmongh's mind: 
"Elsworth camp is very close... I
think they're going to go there in 
spite Of what they told Stewart." 
The debate continues next month. 
are high," says Orleans of any 
exploration, "and the benefits 
almost non-existent." 
And Orlcans's bottom line likely 
made the boards choice rather 
easy. If drilling somehow disturbs 
the delicate balance that generates 
the hotsprings, Mount Layton can't 
expand. =Eve n the possibility that 
anyone in the future might be able 
to disturb that balance would be 
expansio n • 
"I'm not willing to invest if it 
can be stopped by someone lse," 
Orleans explains. "With something 
like this hanging over my head I'm 
reluctant to proceed." 
A motion calling for no drilling 
at all within six kilometres of the 
main hotspring pool was carried 
unanimously. 
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|<r  The Terrace Inn 
" 'Every Friday & Saturday 
8 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Dolly Varden Room 
Fhe Terrace Inn 
:e music by MTV 
on large screen TVs from 
PRO TECH ELECTRONICS 
Admission $5.00 
Food & Beverages for sale 
NOTE: Dolly's Teen Dance Party 
is restricted to 
Teens 13 years to 18 years of age 
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Link emerging between • port and smelter 
by Michael Kelly 
l ,  r 
In separate discussions last week 
the MLA for Skeena nd the pro. 
ponents of a copper refinery and 
smelter concept revealed that the 
copper project and a move to 
develop a locally-controlled port 
facility in Kitimat are each count- 
ing on the other's success. 
Dave Parker said during a press 
conference Friday at his Terrace 
constituency office, "PRM makes 
the whole project very feasible. 
Without it, it's still feasible but the 
return is just adequate." 
The day before while addressing 
a meeting of the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Chamber of Commerce, PRM 
representative Roger Taylor said 
the Kitimat port development 
would be "enormously beneficial" 
to the viability of the proposed 
copper plant. "The existing facil- 
ities are not realistic; we need a 
dedicated area to offioad the con- 
centmte from barge to hopper to 
conveyor," Taylor said. "Port deve- 
lopment would be the answer. 
Otherwise we'll have to build our 
own dock." 
Members of the local port deve- 
lopment committee are scheduled 
to meet with officials from the 
Ministry of Regional and Eco- 
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Farivlew Terminal: the Prince Rupert deep sea port recently expanded to three berths but is operating at only 40 percent of" 
capacity due to low shipping demand. Port officials believe more capacity in Kitimat is illogical. 
nomic Development and the 
Ministry of Environment in Vic- 
toria Jan. 29. Parker said they will 
discuss the prospectus for the 
project and receive the final report 
from Sandwell, the consulting firm 
that did the two-part feasibility 
study. The committee may send 
the final report back for further 
changes, he said. 
Parker would like to see the 
prospectus put before the N.ajor 
Project Review Process before the 
end of February. "We want to be 
dredging by November," he stated. 
No details of the feasibility 
studies have been made public. 
Parker declined to give any indica- 
tion of the estimated cost of the 
project or the land area it will 
occupy, other than to say it will 
involve lands currently held by 
Alcan, Euroc, an, and the Crown. 
He also said the feasibility study 
shows that most of the goods 
flowing through the proposed port 
would be forest products and 
mineral concentrates. 
The port would be governed by a 
body of local representatives, but 
Parker again declined to discuss its 
structure or statutory nature in any 
detail. "It will be very much a 
local entity," he said. 
TERRACE HEALTH 
CARE SOCIETY 
iNTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
Effective February 1st, 1991, 
the Board of Trustees of the Terrace 
Regional Health Care Society wishes 
to announce that Visitors, Staff and 
Patients of Mills Memorial Hospital 
and Visitors and Staff of Terraceview 
Lodge* will no longer be permitted to 
smoke within their respective facili- 
ties. This policy contributes to the 
goal of the Board to promote a 
healthy environment. 
*Residents of Terraceview Lodge may 
smoke in designated areas of the 
Lodge. 
Parker sees the port concept as a 
collaborative ffort between the 
government and the port users. 
The port users would build their 
own docks and develop their own 
working areas, and the government 
would do the rest. "It's the govern. 
meat's job to provide the infra- 
structure, the access to the gate," 
he said. 
The main boost for Terrace in 
the scheme would be integrating 
the port with the Terrace-Kitimat 
airport and its surrounding lands. 
Once the port authority, or what- 
ever the governing body will be 
called, is established, "then we can 
look at tramferdng the Terrace 
airport to the pert authoflty", 
Parker indicated. Control of the 
airport being transferred, the port 
authority could then examine the 
development of lands around the 
airfield. Parker noted that here has 
been no development to date dt¢ 
to the terms of the agreement 
between Transport Canada nd the 
provincial government that spells 
out conditions of occupancy. 
The process of tuning up the port 
idea requires the port committee to
deal with several provincial 
government agencies, Transport 
Canada, the federal marine trans- 
port authorities, federal fisheries 
and one federal Crown Corporation 
- -  the Canadian National Railway. 
The line between Terrace and 
Kitlmat is currently serviceable for 
the type of traffic the railway has 
been shipping for many years: 
wood chips and chemicals. Cargo 
with greater density - -  like 
mineral concentrates - - would 
have to be shipped in partial 
carloads if the line isn't upgraded. 
Decreased loading per ear would 
make the material more expensive 
to transport for the shipper. 
CN has its own internal upgrade 
and maintenance schedule, which 
at the present ime calls for a 
gradual upgrade of the line over 
the next 10 years. Tfiat upgrade 
Struggling Rupert port 
opposes Kitirnat plan 
Prince Rupert in general is taldug a dim view of the push 
for port development in Kltimat. Acrimony over the 
development move, being advocated by SkeeB MI..A Dave 
Parker, appears to be growing, with Parker and Prince 
Rupert mayor Peter Lester trading Insults through the media 
last week. 
Parker clshned in a press conference Friday that Rupert 
"Just doesn't want anything to happen in Kltimat". The 
revenue and traffic situation, however, at Rupert's main 
commodity port, Fairvlew Termlanls, is far from healthy and 
the port's manager Is concerned. 
Terry Andrew said Monday of the Kltimat plan, "We've 
made it clear that it does not seem to us like a productive 
move." Fairvlew recently expanded from two berths to three, 
and Andrew said the port has been running lately at about 40 
percent capacity. Shore workers are feeling the pinch, and 
there is no indication that traffic through the port is going to 
make any kind of dramatic surge in the immediate future. 
"The market is in a depressed state, and expansion has been 
sufficient for the existing market, and more," Andrew said. 
He believes there would be no net gain in shipping traffic 
simply through the establishment of more l~rt capacity, 
meaning that the two ports would split the existing traffic, 
rendering both economically questionable. "It's like a 
transfusion from your left to your right arm," he said. 
"It's difficult to determine what the objectives are," he 
added. "they're being very secretive with that feasibility 
study." 
Andrew concluded by acknowledging that there will be a 
need for more port capacity in the Northwest sometime, but 
not now. "It doesn't seem to be the opportune time. It isn't 
logical," 
does not include replacement of 
more than a dozen wooden trestle 
bridges, which are currently the 
limiting factor in the speed and 
size of trains that haul between 
Terrace and Kitimat. The cost of 
replacing the bridges has been 
estimated at $14-16 million. 
Parker said he is attempting to 
persuade CN to do the work in 
three years instead of 10, starting 
the bridge replacement i  1992. "It 
means a fair bit to the petro. 
chemical and mineral concentrate 
shippers," he said. When asked 
how his proposal was received by 
CN, he replied, "Guardedly. u 
If all goes as planned, Parker 
said, the port committee will be 
able to report o the Cabinet com- 
mittee on sustainable development 
Jan. 31 and Parker himself will be 
able to take the proposal to Cabi- 
net Feb. 6. 
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Professionals finish comprehensive abuse prevention course 
eb 
by Ted Straehan 
A group of Northwest pro- 
fessionals are now better prepared 
to make a difference here: from 
Terrace are Lynn Hughes repre- 
senting the Northwest Counselling 
.centre, Karen Walker of the Vic- 
tim's Assistance Program, Jeanne 
Mermans from.the Terrace Sexual 
Abuse Centre, Marilyn Bailey who 
works for Terrace. and. District 
Community Services, Lauren Stin- 
son of the Terrace Sexual Abuse 
Centre, Doreen McMillan from 
the Muks-kmn-ol Housing Society 
and representing Kitsumkalum 
Band Council is Mildred Roberts. 
From Kitamaat Village are Verlie 
Nelson, Kay Grant and Frieda 
Ross who are all employed by the 
Kitamaat Band Council. 
Every one of these professionals 
has recently completed the Canada 
Employment Centre-sponsored, 
Gitksan Wet'suwet'an-designed 
"Child Sexual Abuse Prevention 
Training Program" under the direc- 
tion of Gitksan Wet'suwet'an 
coordinator Veronica Morrison. 
This is the second time this pro- 
gram has been offered to pro- 
fessionals, the first time being in 
Hazelton. Helping Mordson in 
Terrace with the presentation of 
the program were Roberts, who 
doubled as the cultural resource 
person, and Hughes, who served as 
the core.resource p rson. 
The Child Sexual Abuse Preven- 
tio n Training Program is not just 
another, weekend ""workshop". 
Participants pend 10 months of 
their time and attention learning 
how to address the needs of their 
particular community. Each month, 
the program involves a week of 
classroom discussion and three 
weeks in the field studying and 
putting into practice what has been 
[earned. 
• The first session began in Ter- 
race early last April with a week 
of orientation during which the 
group identified their expectations ~ 
and learning needs. This was fol- 
lowed by developing a clear under- 
standing of all aspects of sexual 
abuse; human needs, rights and 
responsibilities; the impact of 
victimization on developmental 
!~i':i ~: ? :i ~ 
i 
Recent graduates of the Gitksan Wet'suwet'an-clesignecl Child Sexual Abuse Prevention Program are (back row, from left) 
Veronica Morrison (program coordinator), Verlle Nelson, Karen Walker, Kay Grant and Lynn Hughes (core resource 
person), (front row) Frleda Ross, Joann Mermans, Mildred Roberts (cultural resource person) and Marilyn Bailey. Program 
graduates not available for the group photo were Lauren Stinson and Doreen McMillan. 
tasks of children and adults; back- non-native ideas, and a not-so- 
ground factors and profiles of surprising fact was discovered: 
offenders and intervention strate- there are far fewer cultural dif- 
ferences than most people believe. 
"We thought we were different... 
But we're not," said Kay Grant 
during an interview. Everyone in 
the room agreed. Perhaps adecade 
or .two "ago" there ,were + differences, 
but the gap has narrowed to a 
point where it is practically non- 
existent. 
In describing the Gitksan Wet'su- 
wet'an Child Sexual Abuse Pre- 
vention Training Program, Veron- 
ica Morrison explair~ that partici- 
pants first have to understand the 
issues involved in sexual abuse, 
become comfortable in their own 
minds with the whole topic of 
sexual abuse, and then decide 
exactly what it is that they want to 
do prevent o prevent sexual abuse. 
In confronting personal biases 
and misconceptions, confidence is
gained, and according to Mordson, 
"You're more comfortable... And 
others are more comfortable too." 
gies; the phases of the "helping" 
process; communication skills with 
children and adolescents; skills and 
techniques helpful in dealing with 
groups of abuse survivors; liaison 
between cultural groups and social 
organizations; and perhaps most 
importantly, stress reduction tech- 
niques... "Taking care of yourself'. 
Clearly, these are all skills that 
will help these workers battle the 
devastation caused by sexual 
abuse.., a battle that Is gradually 
being won through public aware- 
ness and confidence. But other 
things were learned as well and 
many of these perhaps are of equal 
importance. 
One factor of significance in the 
minds of these most recent gra- 
duates of this program is the 
"cross-cultural" experience they 
discovered. Classroom discussion 
mixed equally both native and 
Big Band Dance ready to boogie 
workshops. Geoff Parr, music 
director at Caledonia, explains 
that the bulk of the money goes 
toward travel expenses. "Taking 
a school band down to Van- 
couver, for example, can cost 10 
grand. And that's travelling by 
bus." Parr, who plays the saxo- 
phone, urges people to reserve 
their tickets in advance, even if 
they are unable to pay for them 
immediately. This better allows 
the Band Association to plan 
around the number of people 
who will attend. 
So if you're looking for a fun- 
filled, foot-stompin' evening of 
good food and great music, plan, 
on attending the Big Band 
Dance; it's a great way of show- 
ing support for our students. 
Tickets are $25 per person and 
• are on sale at Sight and Sound. 
Ticket reservation information 
is also available there. 
The Big Band Association, in 
conjunction with the Terrace 
Concert Society, is gearing up 
for their annualBig Band 
Dance, which will be held Feb. 
16 in the Caledonia school gym. 
Band musicians consist mainly 
of teachers from Terrace, 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert and 
Smithers. 
Preparing for this yearly event 
is a tremendous amount of 
work, First put together in 1975 
by Community Band manager 
jim Ryan, and sponsored by the 
Banff Parents Association, it 
was staged as a Christmas dance 
to raise funds for local school 
bands. It proved so popular with 
the community that it became a 
yearly event. 
Ryan says many a fine musi- 
cian faithfully made the once- 
yearly round trip to play at the 
dance (as many still do), and 
that as an example of this, the 
entire trumpet section from 
Prince Rupert put in an ap- 
pearance nearly every year, 
regardless of what winter road 
conditions may have been. 
To the best of his knowledge, 
Ryan added, School District 88 
is the only district that allows 
such an event to be held on 
school property. Not only do the 
proceeds of the dance go to a 
good cause, but Ryan feels it in- 
spires a sense of community. 
The work of preparing for the 
dance is divided between three 
schools; Skeena" Junior Secon- 
dary, Thornhill Junior Sec- 
ondary and Caledonia Senior 
Secondary. Each school handles 
a different aspect of the dance 
each year, such as decorating 
and food preparation. 
Funds from the dance go to- 
wards the band travel budget of 
all three schools, band 
uniforms, festival entry fees and 
W.hy tough 
.... l imes  are  
good  t imes  
)Ill" 
Peoe 
...If you'd invested $5,500 in 
a Tflmark Canadian Fund 
RRSP duflng the '82 
recession, it would be worth 
$19,636" today. 
That's the value of long-term 
thinking. And it's why 170- 
,000 Canadians have already 
put their trust in Tflmark - the 
people whose long-term in- 
vestment management has 
Is now really a good time to 
invest? It couldn't be better 
because, in tough times like 
these, prices are low and 
opportunities for growth 
abound. 
If you'd like to share in the 
value of our long-term think- 
ing, please call 1.800.663. 
0361 or mail in the coupon 
below. Thank you. 
earned their clients more than £ 
virtually all bank or t rus t~TRIMARK RRSP 
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Qual~ l~aune~.  
Trusted Leadership. 
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Ti'm ng"., critical n smelter plan 
TERRACE --- If everything oes 1900's, Taylor said, concentrates the tariff policy is being phased 
right, the •$400 million copper from underground mines ward out. That, Taylor says, creates an 
smelter that PRM is proposing to processed at local smelters. During ,opportunity for a B.C. smelter to 
build in Kitimat will still take four the depression years all the copper, export refined copper to Japan - -  
and a half years to become reality, mines in the province closed if the price is competitive. In addi- 
a company official told e luncheon, except he big underground opera- lion to the Japanese market, world 
meeting of the Ten'ace and District tions at Britannia Beach and demand for refined copper is 
Chamber of Commerce Jan. 17. Princeton. Their production was growing at between one and two 
Roger Taylor thinks the timing sent into the U.S. for smelting, percent a year, he said, on a cur- 
should be about right, ~,vith aging New technology developed in the rent consumpti6n of seven million 
smelters being closed down over 1960's allowed the use of open pit tons. • 
the next decade, a change in mining methods bexause copper Taylor said PRM chose Kitimat 
Japanese internal policy regarding could be extracted from a lower for a number of reasons and 
guaranteed prices to its smelters, ore grade, through a p/ocess of elimination. 
and the development of new cop- Japanese financing backed much It's on tidewater, there is adequate 
per mines that are not contractually of the new mine development, electrical power, and "it's a natural 
associated with existing smelters. Taylor said, and the concentrates location for collecting concentrates 
The operation will have to be were shipped to Japan for smelt- from new mines to be developed 
timed fight to enter the' world ing. He said a major impediment in the next t0 years." 
smelting market, but Taylor thinks to smelting in B.C. was the Japan- One of those mines is Mount 
PRM has the right time and the ese policy of applying a tariff to Milligan, a giant copper and gold 
right place to build B.C.'s first imports of refined copper but not discovery in the remote Toodog- 
copper smelter since early this to copper concentrates, a policy gone region northwest of Prince 
century, that favoured the Japanese George. It is being developed by 
Historically B.C. has been a smelters. But the gap between the Placer Dome, and company public 
copper ore producer of major world price of finished copper and affairs officer James Cooney said 
consequence in the world market, the price Japanese smelters charge Monday they expect to submit a 
accounting for about five percent is making the end users of copper Stage I report o the government in 
of global production. In the early in that country uncompetitive, and April and, if no obstacles are en- 
countered, start the permitting 
process and early road construction 
c ,~ COLo,,_ in the fall. With a 14-18 month 
. PAC IF IC  construction period, the mine will 
NORTHERN be operating by the spring of 1993. 
GAS LTD.  Coo ney said the property contains 
"minable material" totalling 4.9 
~_~r-_ ~ .-'-~' o, App l i ca t ion  to million ounces of gold and 1.4 
% coO'"  Increase Rates billion pounds of copper, according 
to exploration results to date. Mine 
production is expected to be 
NOTICE  OF  PUBL IC  HEARING 6o,  to = of ore dsuy, ship: 
9:00 a.m. ping between 800 and 1,000 tonnes 
Time: 
Date: 
Location: 
March 18,1991 
Crest Motor Hotel 
222-1st Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
THE APPLICATION. 
On November 30, 1990, Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. ("PNG") applied for an 
increase in natural 8as rates to become ffective January 1, 1991. The Com- 
mission, by Order No. G-I-91, dated January 8,1991 authorized an across the  
board interim increase of 4.572 percent over existing rates, subject to refund 
with interest, if determined tobe appropriate after a public hearing. 
THE PUBLIC HEARING - 
The Commission has set down the Application for public hearing to com- 
mence at 9:00 a.m. local time, Monday, March 18,1991, at the Crest Motor 
Hotel, 222-1st Avenue West, Prince Rupert B.C. 
The Division of the Commission amed to review the Application is com- 
prised of the following members: 
Mr. J.D.V. Newlands, Deputy Chairman and Chairman of the Division 
Mr. N. Martin, Commissioner 
Mr. W.M. Swanson, Q.C., Commissioner 
PUBLIC INSPECTION OF THE APPLICATION 
The Application, supporting material nd Commission Order No. G-2-91 are 
available for inspection at the Head Office of PNG at Suite 1400, 1185 West 
Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4G6, at its District Offices located 
, throughout its service territory, and are also available for inspection at the 
office of the British Columbia Utilities Commission, Sixth Floor, 900 Howe 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
Art Executive Summary of the Application will be made available for inspec- 
tion in PNG Offices and will be distributed by the Applicant to Intervenors 
and Interested Parties as they become registered with the Commission. 
INTERVENTIONS 
Any person wishing to be present at the public hearing and to give evidence 
or cress-examine witnesses should provide written notice, to be received not 
later than Friday, February 15, 1991 to the Commission Secretary and to the 
Applicant. The Notice should include a brief statement as to the nature of the 
interest in the proceedings. 
SUI~MISSIONS BY INTERESTED PARTIES 
Any person intending to request additional information of PNG shall do so 
not later than February 22, 1991. Written submissions to the hearing should 
be submitted, one copy to the Commission Secretary and one copy to the 
Applicant, prior to March I, 1991 in order for all parties to be provided with 
information prior to the public healing. 
CLARIF ICATION 
Persons intending to partidpate in the public hearins, who are uncertain as 
to the manner in which to proceed, may contact Mr. R.J. Pellatt, Commission 
Secretary, or Mr. Simon Wong, Manager, Rates and Finance- Petroleum, by 
telc, phone (660-4700) or B.C. Toll Free (I-800-663-1385), or in writing. 
I BY ORDER Robert J. Pellatt 
Commission Secretary 
St)('111 I'I.(X)R, 9(}0 i IOWF, ,ql"Rl'l..'r, VA NCOUVF.R, B.C, V6Z 2N3 
. . . . .  . _  . . . .  | I 
A5 
of concentrate, the mine might have with 
Cooney said he is familiar with proposed Smelter. 
the Kitimat smelter concept but 
said at this point Placer Dome is 
dealing with what he termed 
"visible customers" m existing 
smelters and concentrate buyers - -  
to line up financing to put" the 
mine into production, a project he 
estimates will cost $400 million. 
-He  s~"d it would be premature to 
speculate about any relatiomhip 
the 
Taylor said the next stage for the 
project will be to arrange financing 
for the detailed engineering and 
environmental studies, aprocedure 
he expects will take two years. 
After that, he said, "we pull 
together the consortium to finance 
construction." The "best case" 
scenario, he said, would see the 
smelter start up in late 1995. '
Tough year ahead 
for Skeena Cellulose 
"It's fortunate we're done with 
the major capital projects. We did 
them while we had the money." 
That was Skeena Cellulose offi- 
cial Rag Lightfoot's remark last 
week on the company's financial 
situation as a result of simul- 
taneous long slumps in both lum- 
ber and pulp markets. Lightfoot 
was in Terrace recently to speak to 
employees of the company's saw- 
mill, "preaching austerity and 
telling them to watch inventories", 
he said. 
Li'ghffoot said the company isnot 
considering immediate production 
cuts or layoffs, but he said he told 
local staff, "It's going to be a 
tough year, and we'll have to work 
together to survive." 
It is unmual for lum~r and pulp 
markets to take a dive at the same 
time. IAghtfoot said the lumber 
markets went flint, when housing 
.starts ground to a halt in the U.S. 
last year. An oversupply of lumber 
began affecting Skeena Cel's mar- 
kets m Japan and the United 
Kingdom - -  driving prices down. 
Pulp has recently gone into a 
slump as well, and Lightfoot 
blames more pulp-making capacity 
coming on stream and a series 
inroads into the traditional northern 
bleached softwood kraft pulp terri- 
tory by other types of pulp and 
pulp substitutes, among them 
recycled pulp stock and hardwood 
pulp. Paper production is steady, 
he said, but there are more com- 
panies trying to sell pulp to paper 
manufacturers. 
• ."~ere have b~n happier times," 
he remarked. 
Rossignol SKI DEMO 
Shames Mountain ski area 
Sunday, Jan. 27, 9 a.m.- 3:30 p.m. 
Check out 
the latest 
Rossignol 
ski 
equipment 
and 
clothing 
Brougl 
you by 
O uraca, m
• • . : !i!ii;;~i/:~ ¸, 
4662 Lakelse Ave. phone 635.2982 
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Ships in the nag . . . . .  
T HE IDEA OF BUILDING A MAIOR DEEP SEA PORT  l l ,l el it l  CgtlRI Ti T . v   TOatl . " 
• expansion at Kitimat, along with all the roads, ~)~0 ~9~ ~C~O~a~'O~ 
railheads, dredging, filling and port paraphernalia, is ! ~  I/Ui~lw,,, ~N"iC~ 
a puzzling suggestion. 
Not having access to the curiously well-hidden Sandwell ~0~ '~(~ ~e~)l~}... 
feasibility studies for this inspiration, we can be forgiven for n 
questioning the wisdom of spending what will inevitably be 
tens (hundreds?) of millions of dollars in public money to 
duplicate something that already exists - -  and is not causing a 
great deal of market excitement by being there - -  150 short 
kilomeires to the west in Prince Rupert. 
The idea, apparently a bolt out of the blue that struck our 
MLA Dave Parker, was announced in June of last year by a 
committee of local officials that sprang, like Athena out of the 
forehead of Zeus, fully armed and ready to dock. At the same 
press conference Kitimat mayor Rick Wozney passed out 
another announcement just as everyone was getting up to 
leave, a bulletin that someone had decided Kitimat would be a 
good place for a copper smelter. That was around the same 
time the provincial government told Prince Rupert a group of 
mentally deranged Chinese billionaires were giving thought o 
building a steel mill in their city, a place thousands of miles 
from the nearest source of iron ore where they would have to 
qusn T downwards through undreds of feet of solid granite to 
establish a blast furnace. The summer of 1990 was a season of 
fantasies. The government kicked in $25,000 for the steel mill 
"pre-feasibility" study, $50,000 for the same sort of study 
involving the copper smelter, and $400,000 on the pert 
development research. 
PRM is selling the copper smelter, at least tile potential 
viability of it, well, and the pert concept is still alive, hut we 
have to wonder what it's living on. It is the same sort of bulk 
commodity port that Prince Rupert has at Fairview, and that 
terminal is currently working at 40 percent of its design 
capacity. The seafaring city has built up a social matrix of 
longshoremen, stev~or~_and .other ;dock-hand sorts, o~e~,its 
history, most o f  whom are experiencing a hungry winter. 
• Shipments of lumber are in decline, and they're going to 
~ continue that way no matter what happens to the markets. 
There is no indication that any major base metal mines are 
going to develop in the foreseeable future within the northwest 
pert trading area except Mount MiUigan. That mine will ship 
through Prince George, being handily proximate to the recently 
revived Dease Lake extension of the B.C. Rail line, a revival 
that Parker himself had a hand in when the Sustut-Takla was 
awarded to Prince George. From there its a toss-up whether the 
material is shipped through Vancouver or the north coast. 
Parker himself said last week he expects the Kitimat pert, if 
it comes into existence, to siphon off about 20 percent of 
Fairview's current raffic in forest products and bulk mineral 
concentrates. Unless there are some extraordinary surprises in 
the pert feasibility study, we can expect wo major ports in an 
isolated area, located within hailing distance of one another, 
operating on a total business foundation that can't keep one of 
them occupied half the time. 
The committee is also playing a somewhat rigged game of 
poker with the CNR, in which the railway is holding all the 
aces. There is no incentive for them to improve the Kitimat 
Hue, particularly in view of the money they've already spent 
.... upgrading the line to Rupert to handle fast-moving heavy 
commodity traffic - -  going to Prince Rupert. 
The only benefits that emerge out of examining this 
confusing scenario are that it would help push the copper 
smelter into existence and it would put the Terrace airport, a 
part of the Corridor plan, under local control. If that's the case, ° 
let's just build PRM a dock, ask the feds for the airport, and 
save the taxpayers of this province, including the ones that live 
in Terrace, Kitimat and the rest of the region, several million 
dollars. The building of the whole concept as being promoted 
by Parker and the port committee would create many 
temporary jobs, but when it was all over it appears doubtful 
that even IOtimat would get much out of it relative to the cost, 
and Prince Rupert would definitely be damaged. 
In terms of the region - -  and that's the way we should be 
thinking - -  what we know of the port development concept 
makes little sense. The northwest has to function as a region if 
it is to have any economic and political clout. Its component 
communities are too small to prosper in isolation, never mind 
when they are set against one another. 
o,s ,~s~S, ,~. / / / , / s~* , . . . .  . . ° . °~**~s~o.o .  " "  "#* .~1,  ' : * , "o#'s tS  ~ ' '  , , , ,oo ,  . . . . . .  . ~ ' i /~  
The view f rom 
Victoria - -  
by John Plfor 
,,VICTORIA -- The commence- 
ment of war in the Persian 
Gulf mustpre-empt discussion 
-in this corner this week of what 
seems at this moment to be 
wholly petty and inconsequen- 
tial provincial politics. 
Surely no one could concen- 
trate just now on anything 
other than what global politics 
has wrought in that corner of 
this planet of ours. 
And surely no journalist, no 
person, could do anything but 
marvel at the e~xceptional vision 
of war on televisionf -- up 
close and personal, thanks 
primarily to the coverage pro- 
vided by international TV net- 
work CNN. 
The amazing courage and 
determination f CNN war cor- 
respondents John Holliman, 
Peter Arnet and BernardSlade, 
broadcasting from a ninth-floor 
hotel room in blacked-out 
Baghdad last Wednesday night/ 
Thursday morning, as the 
bombs fell about hem, was un- 
paralleled in modern times. 
They regularly referred to the 
"miracle', of the fact that the 
transmission line stayed open 
, so long (16 hours until 8 a.m. 
PST), and who could argue 
with that description7 
Around the world, we were 
glued to our TV sets "watch- 
ing" what usually would be 
considered poor TV -- static 
photos of maps and the 
reporters, over top of their 
basic radio reports of the war's 
first assault. 
Even when the network 
broke to carry live trans- 
missions with moving people, 
from Washington or London 
or Amman, Jordan, or 
willing. CNN" to get back to 
John, Peter and Bernie, so we 
could learn how they were far- 
ing. 
Those three men gave view- 
ers a true sense of the fear, the 
excitement, and the confusion 
which surged through the Iraqi 
capital as the night skies lit 
from hundred of bombs zero- 
ing in on their (hopefully) 
military targets, and as the 
Triple-As (anti-aircraft ar- 
tillery) reached out'in vain to- 
ward the jets carrying them. 
Twenty-four hours later, 
CNN correspondent Larry 
Register in Jerusalem brought 
the world the first reports and 
pictures of the Arabs' missile 
attack on Israel, and we were 
again plunged ,into an emo- 
tional cauldron of fear and ap- 
prehension. 
. - -  continued on page A7 
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j~ 
This week: 
Pro .duction 
eCls lon 
lot of interest in Terrace, but little 
rea l  support. In fact, as far ashe 
knew, not one letter had been 
written to B.C. premier Woody 
Waffle, or its forest minister Bugs 
Weevil. Not one letter expressing 
support for his need to export 
chips. 
Still, he had put a lot into this 
project and he didn't really want o 
give it up. He hedged. It offered 
him a sense of the pioneering spirit 
to break fresh ground. 
On one hand, given the rules of 
the game, he knew it wasn't a 
good investment. But on the other, 
he had paid his Terrace forester 
Herby Squish and his marketing 
and mill design consultants good 
money to get as far as he had. 
Another plus(he felt, was the 
positive reaction he found at the 
public meeting in Terrace. Those 
people did want another mi l l  in the 
area. Even though they had shown 
little willingness to do any work to 
help him realize his objective, they 
did want the jobs. 
And that interest might still be 
tapped. What if he built the mill, 
created the Jobs, then threatened 
advantage before... Why not? 
"Herby," jovial spoke into the 
telephone. "It doesn't look good. 
I'd be a fool to invest in your 
province... Unless I double or 
triple my investment and put in a 
pulp mill too there's no way I can 
make any money. But I'm not 
quite finished yet. I have a plan. I 
want you to sharpen your pencil, 
cut all the comers you can, and 
tell me if you think I can at least 
break even in the first five years." 
Jovial wouldn't have to walt for 
an answer. Squish wasn't certain 
what Jovial had in mind, but in 
general terms, his question wasn't 
all that difficult to answer. "There 
are a number of things you can do 
in the short term," Squish began 
his reply. "But..." 
Jovial wouldn't let him finish. 
"Name some," he cut in. "Well," 
Herby thought for a moment. "We 
could do a little horse trading'with 
your timber supply, and we can 
'Terrace Revkw ' Wddn6sday, Janil'ary 23,~1"99~ 'tAT 
cut your short term costs by fol- 
lowing all the rules... But only to 
the bare minimum." 
At Jovial's urging, Squish went 
i',. 
For try 
M  ghts 
by Tod Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 
halfway between his timber 
licences near Terrace and Hazel- 
. o .  
ton. This meant trucking logs 
about 60 miles. But there•were 
other northwest logging concerns 
who had licences less than half 
that distance from Jovial's pro- 
posed mill, and trading logs isn't 
uncommon. 
"The clincher here," Squish said 
jokingly, "is that there's no GST 
on a trade." 
In addition, there was other tim- 
ber closer to Cedarvale that Jovial 
could probably buy for less than it 
would cost to cut and haul trees 
from Jovial's own wood supply. A 
quick estimate, Squish guessed, 
was that he could buy about 10 
percent of his total fibre require- 
ments from farmers, woedlot 
owners and Indian bands. 
"I like this idea of buying and 
using someone lse's trees," Jovial • 
cut in. "When they run out, I'll 
still have my own." 
percent of the trees in his coastal Squish explained. "Harvest all the 
licence that were too large in easy stuff first and you're faced 
diameter to be put through the mill with cutting the more difficult, 
he planned to build. 
As far as provincial regulations 
were concerned, there were ob- 
vious comers that could be cut. 
Initially, go after the easy "stuff ~ 
Squlsh advised. Flat land closest to 
the highway offers trees that can 
be accessed with minimal road 
comtruction, the trees are less 
labour intensive to harvest and 
they can be hauled to the mill at 
the best cost. Going after these 
areas first, Squlsh added, meant 
reduced reforestation cost, another 
part of the operation that Jovial 
could reduce to a minimum. 
And a final cost-saving trick, one 
that caused Jovial some concern, 
was to get "the most for the least" 
from small contractom; logging 
companies and trucking companies 
for example. "That's a given," 
more costly trees later... And if the 
market's oft..." 
This advice, Jovial was willing to 
ignore. "Don't worry about it," 
Jovial interrupted. "I've got a plan. 
Within five years I'll be exporting 
chips... No matter what Weevil 
says now." 
Squish was worried. "You can't 
count on that," he countered. 
"Yes I can," Jovial replied. "I've 
got a plan. If barging into Waffle's 
office every few months doesn't 
work, I'll bring out the big guns 
when I start working on my second 
five-year cutting plan. I'm going to 
export chips. You just wait and 
See. 
"Right now," Jovial ordered, "I 
want you to start cutting a few of 
those deals you were talking about 
Squish. Horse trading. The most 
closure because he was losing into greater detail. First, he' Something else pointed out by 
money? That would grab every- explained, Jovial, planned. .to build-'sqtds~"was' 'that-a~qlttle ~ tam 
one's attention, including Waffle his sawmill near ~rva le ;  about revenue could be realized from 
Pifer - "  
I used the world "marvel" 
earlier, regarding TV's ability 
to bring war into our living 
rooms. 
That is not to suggest hat I 
consider the use of  Weapons of 
death and destruction which 
Man has perfected to be 
wonderful and marvelous. 
Rather, it is to be further as- 
tounded and amazed at the ad- 
vancement of satellite tech- 
nology which enables us to 
communicate across a globe in 
a matter of seconds. 
Oh, but that such skills in 
communication had been able 
to prevent this bloody war! 
Do not get me Wrong. l fully 
support he decision to proceed 
to war.under the United Na- 
tions mandate, when all other 
efforts to get through to Iraq's 
Saddam Hussein had failed. 
! support it; but I don't have 
to like it. 
Surely all sane-thinking peo- 
ple pray that it will end as 
swiftly, and with as few 
casualties on both sides, as !s 
possible. 
Now,' as to a veteran jour- 
nalist's critique of the coverage 
provided by the Canadian 
television etworks, it was" vir- 
tually no contest. 
CBC-TV News, along with 
its sister news magazine, The 
journal, and the fledgling CBC 
Newsworld, left the commercial 
network, CTV, far in its wake 
during the first crucial 24 hours 
of the Gulf War. 
in fact, even Vancouver's 
yuppie U.TV and the young 
Global Network with which it 
is affiliated, provided better, 
consistent prime-time coverage 
on that historic Wednesday 
than did BCTV, which opted 
out of the network for a 
hockey game! 
Talking heads and maps for 
the first few hours gave way to 
footage from the war zone, and 
the overall combination was the 
most compelling viewing in the 
history of global television. 
It was even more dramatic 
on Thursday, as we watched 
CNN reporters and cameramen 
in Jerusalem don gas masks 
and try to make sense of the 
confusion. 
Meanwhile, Family Feud was 
running on BCTV --  a pro- 
gram they finally broke into 10 
minutes •after the first gut- 
churning report from Israel. 
I do not doubt that each 
day, TV coverage is eclipsing 
even that of the Nov. 22, 1963, 
assassination f U.S. President 
John F. Kennedy, or of the 
June 29, 1969, first manned 
landing on the Moon. 
More than half of those peo- 
ple around the world watching 
this war are tuned to CNN; 
and as l did, many of them on 
that first night, probably came 
to feel that they were listening 
to dear friends in a tight spot 
--  John, Peter, Bernie, and 
Larry. 
War is inhumane, yes; but 
these journalists proved that 
there also is humanity in the 
midst of war. 
Jovial's licences by finding mar- 
kets for the species he didn't need. 
This included birch, aspen, 
cottonwood, cedar and about eight 
Jovial said. 
"so"a l l  these '  things'could help 
keep me in the picture," Jovial 
thought aloud. Then, "You started 
to say 'but'... Give me the bad 
news." 
"It's as obvious as it is simple," 
for the least. All that kind of stuff. 
, .And~ get • the, job done soon. 
Tomorrow I'm telling my planners 
I'm ready for the final drawings. 
Within a week or two, I'll be 
advertising for a contractor to 
build my mill." 
Ksan thanks Elks and OORP 
An open letter to the members 
of the Order of the Royal Purple 
and the Terrace Elks: 
Ladies & Gentlemen; 
On behalf of the Ksan House 
Society, I would like to thank 
you for your very generous do- 
nation of $2,000. 
As you know, Ksan House So- 
ciety operates three programs in 
Terrace: the Sexual Assault Cen- 
tre, the Transition House and 
the Osborne Home. None of 
these are "glamorous" pro- 
grams and we, both staff and 
volunteers, ometimes feel frus- 
trated with public reception of 
our work. 
It is at times such as now that 
we are grateful to know there is 
some community support for 
our endeavors. It brings hope 
that the support will continue to 
grow and that someday family 
violence and sexual assault will 
be eradicated and that under- 
standing and acceptance of the 
psychiatrically disabled will be 
in fact, a fac t . . :  
Again, •with ,our heartfelt 
thanks I am.., 
• , Sincerely ours, 
• Carol Sabo, 
Executive Director, 
Ksan House Society. 
Thanks from Osborne 
To The Editor; 
The staff and residents at Os- 
borne Home wish to thank the 
following people and communi- 
ty agencies for their generous 
donations and support of our 
facility: Xi Beta Mu; Ladies 
Auxiliary, Royal Canadian 
Legion; Kitimat-Terrace & 
District Labour Council; Salva- 
tion Army; The Golden Rule; 
Anglican Church; " and the 
businesses who gave their sup- 
port. 
And Ksan Society would like 
to say a special thank you and a 
• Happy New Year to the staff of 
Osborne. 
Invitation to a homecom=ng 
To The Editor; 
Have you ever lived in Fruit- 
vale, B.C., the heart of the beau- 
tiful Beaver Valley? Are you 
planning your summer vacation 
or a weekend away in 19917 
• Why not make plans to attend 
the Fruitvale Homecoming, 
Aug, 2 - 4, 1991. 
Due to limited space for some 
events pre-registration is re- 
quired. So avoid disappointment 
and Send for h~'ormation right 
away! A stamped, self-addressed 
legal-size envelope would speed 
up the forwarding of our events 
schedule and registration forms, 
In order to make our 
Nardis Blomgren, 
Osborne Home, 
Terrace. 
registration forms must be 
returned by April 30, 1991 (post- 
marked). 
K.W. Mitchell, 
Fruitvale Homecoming 
'9i Committee, 
' Box 272, 
• F, ruitvalei B.C, 
. . . .  V0G 1L0 plans, . . . .  ~ i :  
I* , • 
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Down by the River 
watching the issues flow by 
Commentary and analysis by Terrace Review staff aJnd guest writers 
By Steve Remzi 
N 
ow war has broken out in 
the Middle East, there are 
suddenly many experts, 
but still few authorities. The fol- 
lowing are the facts about the 
history of Kuwait and its relation 
to Iraq, a history that has been 
distorted by the popular news 
media. As it is often said, history 
is always written by the winners. 
Two important families moved 
from inner Najd (now called Saudi 
Arabia) around the year 1710 to 
southern Iraq due to terrible 
droughts in their homeland. Those 
families were AI Sabah and Al 
Khalffah, and they were accom- 
panied by smaller families, which 
included the manes AI Zayid, AI 
Ghanim, AI Saleh and AI Shamiah. 
They chose southern Iraq because 
it was an area know for abundant 
fresh water, being near rivers. 
They settled at Zubair, an Iraqi 
city near Basra, and Zubair is still 
an Iraqi city - -  until now, at least. 
Some of the group settled at Umm 
Qast, also an Iraqi city - -unti l  
n o w .  
The Iraqi government of the 
lime, under the Turkish empire, 
allowed them to live there but not 
to claim the land. They agreed to 
live as part of the Iraqi people. 
Some of the families found water 
at Ras AI Ajuzaha, where Kuwait 
City stands today. It was then an 
area of Iraq under the Ottoman 
(Turkish) Empire. There was 
another city in Iraq called Kuwt, 
and the settlement was called 
Kuwait - -  "littie Kuwt" - -  
because of similarities between the 
land and the people. 
Through the 19th century Kuwait 
and the area of resettled tribes 
around it in southern Iraq deve- 
loped into a trading centre for 
pearls, fish, dates and wool. One 
family came to dominate all the 
tribes in the area, the family of 
Shalkh Mubarak A1 Sabah. 
Since 1534 all of Iraq had been 
under the domination of the Otto- 
man Empire. The Kuwaiti tribes 
hated the Turks, as the Saudis did, 
and the two groups asked for help 
and protection from the Bdtish, 
who at first refused because the 
land was under control of another 
government, the Turks. 
In 1898 the Russians took action 
to establish awarm water port and 
naval base on the Persian Gu l f -  
that was and still is the dream of 
the Russians. So the British 
stepped in and stru. ck a treaty of 
friendship with Shaikh Mubarak Ai 
Sabah of Kuwait in an effort to 
balance the political developments 
they saw from Russian actions in 
the Gulf. Mubarak's brother was 
murdered by Mubamk's family 
because he opposed splitting 
Kuwait from Iraq; 90 percent of 
British and took control of the 
area. In the end, the behaviour of 
the tribes that had settled in 
Kuwait toward their host Iraq 
could be compared to a guest who, 
after being invited into your home, 
takes control of half of it by force. 
A more recent example could be 
what the Israelis did to the 
Palestinians. 
On Jan. 23, 1899, Lt. Col. Mead, 
the British officer in charge of 
matters in the area, made an agree- 
ment with the AI Sabah family that 
the British would have all rights of 
treaty and trade in the region, with 
any action by the family subject o 
British ratification. In return, the 
British offered protection to them 
and created a small nation. The 
Kuwaitis imported thousands of 
slaves to work for them and their 
interests. 
The British treaty blocked the 
Russians in their ambitions and 
discouraged the Turks from assert- 
ing themselves in Kuwait, and it 
also discouraged the Germans from 
extending the Berlin-Baghdad 
railway to the Gulf. 
F tom 1895 the Ai Sand 
family were also refugees 
in southern Iraq, and in 
1902 AIxI-Al,Ibn Saud and his 
followers fought he Turks, a battle 
that ending with the death of Ion 
Rashid, defenders of the Ottoman 
Empire in the area. They then went 
on to defeat he Hashmites in the 
area then known as Hijaz. Ion 
Sand was proclaimed king of Hijaz 
and Najd, the area now called 
Saudi Arabia. 
Kuwait became stabilized as a 
kaimakam, a small town under the 
jurisdiction of the Iraqi city Basra. 
The Turks allowed Al Sabah to 
become apert of the local govern- 
ment. 
In the now romanticized Law- 
fence of Arabia days, the British 
aided the Arabs in overthrowing 
the Ottoman Empire in the region. 
At the end of the first world war, 
the United Kingdom High Com- 
missioner, Sir Henry McMahon, 
gave the Arabs guarantee of auto- 
nomy over their lands. But, at San 
Remo, Italy, in the pest-war boun- 
dary negotiations, the British and 
French decided to create a series 
of small nations in the area, pro- 
bably to weaken and divide the 
Arabic people. ' 
At the Cairo conference in April 
1921 Winston Churchill decided 
that Faisal should be king of the 
state of Iraq. In the following year 
Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the 
U.K. held a conference to establish 
borders between the three coun- 
tries, but it failed and there were 
no borders until recent times. 
Iraqis and Kuwaitis demonstrated 
against he division of their coun- 
tries, but the British and the AI 
Sabah family split the two coun- 
tries, creating a series of "neutral 
zones" that can still be seen on 
maps. 
There was great political instabil- 
ity and intrigue in those timesand 
for decades afterward. Sandi Ara- 
bian families killed hundreds of 
Kuwaltis, eventually occupying 40 
percent of  their land. Ion Saud 
ruthlessly murdered and deprived 
Kuwaltis to entrench is power as 
king in the region. 
On July 14, 1958, the Iraqis 
revolted and killed the British- 
appointed king, whom they per- 
ceived as a traitor. I remember that 
day personally. I saw the dead 
king being pulled through the 
Steve Remzh Terrace resident 
has had no communication f rom 
his family in Iraq since the- 
bombing began. 
streets of 13aghdad by the neck of 
his robe. I remember I had a small 
stone and made to throw it at his 
body, but my mother stopped me, 
saying that we must respect he 
dead even if they are traitors. 
In 1961 the Iraqi president Abdul 
Kadem Kassom took over Kuwait, 
but the British stopped him. lraq 
again entered Kuwait in 1969 
under president Ahmed Assert Ai 
Baker, pulling out with the under- 
standing that Kuwaitis would res- 
pect the border and not raid Iraqi 
oil reserves. But when the Iran- 
Iraq war began, Kuwait began 
pumping oil from disputed areas 
on the boKler. Saddam Hussein 
protested to the Saudis and the 
United Nations but nothing came 
• of it. The additional oil pumped by 
Kuwait's AI Sahah family, coupled 
with increases in SatKli production, 
had the effect of lowering the 
world price of oil and 
consequently ftallcr weakening 
Iraq's economy, Now Iraq has 
reoccupied Kuwait after 150 years. 
T his crisis could have been 
resolved by the Arab 
countries, but it seems" 
that oil is the life blood that flows 
in the veins of American politi- 
cians. The U.S. interest is well 
known, the U.K. interest is well 
known, and the complexity of the 
situation is compounded by the 
animosity between israel and Iraq. 
President Bush's scenario is 
wrong. No blood should be spilled 
over oil. In his .various capacities 
in the U.S. government both before 
and during his presidency, Bush 
helped the Shah of Iran and then 
got rid of him, helped Ferdinand 
Marcos and then got rid of him, 
helped Manuel Noriega and then 
got rid of him, and now he has 
helped Saddam Hussien and is in 
the process of getting rid of him. 
This is rnafia-style politics. There 
is fear expressed about the deve- 
lopment of nuclear bombs in Iraq, 
yet Israel reportedly already has 
156 nuclear weapons of its own. 
The idea of a Middle East peace 
conference is a great idea, and the 
U.S. should listen to what 300 
million Arabs ~ and a billion 
Muslims - -want .  Israel, Syria, 
Lebanon, Iraq, Kuwait, the 
Palestinian Liberation Organiza- 
tion, Jordan and Egypt all have to 
be:part of the-peace talks in order 
to settle the problem in a parallel 
way. 
The occupation of Palestinian 
lands will still remain the great 
question. When Egypt and Syria 
declared war on Israel in 1967, 
Iraq and Jordan didn't know, the 
Palestinians and all other Middle 
East nations were surprised. Egypt 
and Syria lost, but how is it that 
the Palestinians were made to pay 
• for it by forfeiting their land? They 
want their land back - -  like the 
Lithuanians - -  and they look at 
Saddam Husse~n as their hero 
because they believe no one else 
cares about hem. 
The drums of war reach to 
heaven, andes my mother used to 
tell me, "Listen son, if Jesus Christ 
couldn't make it in the Middle 
East, nobody will and nobody can 
until God wills it." I pray for peace 
and the hope that the Prince of 
Peace J~us Christ will save us all. 
Editor's note: Steve Ramzi was 
born in Baghdad of Arabic and 
Greek parents and grew up in the 
Iraqi city. He has lived and 
worked in Ira@ Lebanon, Syria, 
Germany, the U.S.A. and Canada. 
He travelled to Kuwait in 1962. He 
is currently living in Terrace and 
works as, a medical diagnostic 
sonographer at  Milis Memorial 
Hospital. 
i 
the other Kuwaiti tribes fought 
agaimt ~ Mubamk. because they "No blood for oiL" About 100 Caledonia Senior Secondary students took to the streets last Wednesday alter lunch and students 
were loyal ,to Iraq, But the . at  Skeena Junior Secondanj signed a petition to be sent to: Pdme Minister Brian Mulroney. The message from the youths is clear,.. , 
Mubemk AI ~Sabah family were don't want war in the Middle ¢::~t 
,~ .uPldied with arms. from ,the t l '~  . . . . . . .  . , ,  . . . .  - -  - . . . . .  . ,  , ~ .......... : .,,,: . . . .  , . . . . . . .  
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The curling events for the Northern B.C. Winter Games got some support recently from the 
Skeena Mall, which decided to kick in $2,000 for the sport. Mall manager Lynda Breffeld delivered 
the cheque to.Games society fund raising coordinator Campbell Stewart. 
The Way I 
See It,,. 
by Stephanle Wlebe 
Yesterday, I bought five new 
ink pens. I'd just re-stocked my 
supply back in December, but 
those pens mysteriously 
disappeared, forcing me to use 
the crummy "reject" pens from 
the back of the desk drawer - -  
you know, the cheap ones with 
the gnawed ends, that leave big 
blobs of ink across the paper. So 
I bought new ones -  Papermate 
Flex-grips, these are called - -  
two black, two blue and one red. 
They were on special and they 
don't blob. 
But I'm wondering what 
happened tothe December pens, 
the ones that disappeared. And 
the November ones. It seems I'm 
constantly replacing pens. These 
are not great pens, not awful 
pens, just middle.of-the-read 
good pens. Though I'm fairly 
protective toward a decent pen, it 
will predictably vanish within 
weeks of purchase. As for the 
crummy cheap "reject" pens - -  
they'll still be around in the next 
century, haunting my great- 
grandchildren. 
Apparently, I'm not alone with 
this pen problem. For years, 
banks, post offices and many 
government institutions have 
chained their pens to the counter, 
effectively discouraging customer 
pen-theft. Most of the time this 
measure seems to work, though 
I've seen a few dangling pen-less 
chains as evidence pointing to the 
criminal tendencies of the public. 
It's possible that these stolen 
bank pens could be the work of a 
frustrated left-hander, who, in 
rage over the blatant right-handed 
dextrist attitudes displayed by the 
pen.placers in institutions, wrench 
the pen from the chain in furled 
protest. Or maybe not. 
As far as my own pens go, I'm 
undecided about my Papermate's 
fate. I've determined that the 
most common route of pen 
liberation begins with the 
innocentquestion, "May I borrow 
your pen?" Generous desk clerks 
b 
and sales people around the 
world know this ruse - -  the pen 
is borrowed, casually pocketed 
and never seen again. Many 
businesses xpect his shameless 
illicit behavior from their 
customers, and for this reason, 
will print advertising slogans 
directly on the to-be-stolen. , • 
merchandise. Not a bad idea, 
although I'd be tempted to 
inscribe my own writing 
instruments with "Return this pen 
or d/e." 
Once the pen has been removed 
from its original owner, only God 
knows where it will end up. 
Between the borrowings, the out- 
and-out heft and a few 
misplacements, myTerrace 89- 
cent drug store Papermate could 
be traded and stolen enough to 
travel across the country, ending 
up in a gas station in Come-by- 
Chance, Newfoundland, for all I 
know. It's a small world for pens. 
And while some Newfie-accented 
mechanic named Joe is using my 
pen to write notes to his ex- 
girlfriend, I'm back at the drug 
store in Terrace, buying more 
Papermates. They probably won't 
be on sale next time, either - -  
does Joe care? I think not. 
But that's okay. I can live with 
the idea of Joe using my pen in 
Newfoundland. It's kind of 
exciting, actually, to think of my 
Papermate writing steamy love- 
notes to Joe's old girlfriend in 
Come By Chance. It's the local 
thefts that get to me. When I buy 
a black Bic Erasermate, and 
subsequently lose it to a pen- 
thief, I become irritated - -  this 
quiet petty larceny has gone on 
for YEARS. And it's not the pen, 
it's the inconvenience, the 
annoyance, the principle - -  if I'd 
wanted to give it away, I'd have 
gilt.wrapped It. Meanwhile, for a 
few days after this loss, any 
person using a black Blc 
Erasermate in my presence is 
, suspect. I used to Imagine myself 
grabbing the suspect's collar, 
' ! 
L 
~ i .  
slamming himagainst the wall, 
and with wild eyes and clenched 
teeth, demanding, "WHERE did 
you get that PEN?" But that was 
last week - -  I'm more mature 
and controlled now. 
You see, yesterday when I
bought my new supply of pens, I
had to write a cheque, and due to 
the recent crime wave, I didn't 
have a pen, so I borrowed one 
from a lady at the drugstore. And 
yes, I'll confess in prim, it seems 
that I unconsciously stole it. 
Somehow, it sort of stayed in my 
hand, and came home with me. I 
know just how annoyed that 
generous pen-less lady feels. 
But I'll have to live with the 
guilt - -  even if I could find the 
lady, I couldn't clear my 
conscience by returning the pen. 
You see, it's on its way to Come- 
By-Chanee, Newfoundland right 
nOW. 
Jan. 17 
Jan. 18 
Jan. 19 
Jan. 20 
Jan. 21 
Jan. 22 
Jan. 23 
~+."  
, 7"  . . . .  COMING 
EVENTS 
Our Coming Events column is a public service offered by the Tar. 
race Review. Deadline Is Friciny at 5 p.m. Coming Events must be 
mailed In or dropped off at our office, 4535 Grelg Avenue, typed or in 
legible writing. 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project is available 
from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of 
Apsley Street and Lakelse Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Branch 73, B.C. Old Age Pensioners Organization, hold a pancake 
breakfast at the Happy Gang Centre the first Saturday of every month 
from 8 to 11 a.m. Everyone welcome! 
The Terrace French Preschool has openings for three- and four-year- 
olds. Previous knowledge of French is not required. Phone Pam at 
635-4260 for information. (1/30). 
Wednesday, Jan. 23 -- Uving With Cancer Support Group for Families 
and Friends meets at 7:30 p.m., 4623 Tuck Ave., Senior Citizens' 
Lounge. Sponsored by the Canadian Cancer Society. Contact Mrs. L. 
Nielsen at 635-2995 for further information. 
Thursday, Jan. 27 -- Trustee education at 7 p.m. in the education 
room at Mills Memorial Hospital. Speaker is Philllp Grocott, Director 
of Personnel, Doctors' Privileges. 
Thumdey, Jan. 27 -- Notice of board meeting at 7:30 p.m. In the educa- 
tion room at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Saturday, Feb. 2 --  Pancake breakfast at the Happy Gang Centre, 
3226 Kalum St., Terrace, from 8 to 11 a.m. Sponsored by Branch 73, 
B.C. Old Age Pensioners' Organization. Everyone is welcome to at. 
tend. 
Feb. 4 and 5 --  Auditions for "The Crackwalker" at 7:30 p.m. at the Mc. 
Coil Playhouse (Terrace Little Theatre building) at 7:30 p.m. Directed 
by Daniel Barnswell. Needed are two females and three males. Call 
635-5170 for further Information. 
Wednesday, Feb. 6 --  A free law class will be held regarding Wills and 
Estates at 7 p.m. at the Happy Gang Centre in Terrace. Speaker Is Don 
Brown of Crampton, Brown and Amdt. Class size Is limited, so be sure 
to register early by calling 635-4750. 
Feb. 11 and 12 - -  Auditions for "Talking With" at 7 p.m. at the McColl 
Playhouse (Terrace Little Theatre building). Directed by Karla Hennig. 
Needed are eight women. Call Karla at 635-5463 (mornings and even- 
ings) or Marianne at 635-2942 for more Information. 
Tuesday, Feb. 12 -- A free law class will be held regarding Buying and 
Selling a Home at 7 p.m. at tbe Happy Gang Centre in Terrace. Speaker 
is John Bandstra, Brstr. & Solctr. Class size is limited, so be sure to 
register early by calling 638-4750. 
Friday, Feb. lS -- The Pacific Northwest Music Festival committee Is 
asking for volunteers to help during the Music Festival which takes 
place March 10 to 23. Adjudicators' secretaries and door-people are 
required. The list of helpers must be completed by Feb. 15. Anyone 
willing to assist, please call one of the following between 4:30 and 8 
p.m.; Linda Tupper, 635-3582; Crispina Cote, 635-9281; Uta Flynn, 
635-6263. 
Saturday, Feb. 16 -- Don't miss the 15th annual BIG BAND DANCE at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary. Cocktails at 7 p.m., dinner at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are available at Sight and Sound. Call Claudia Edmonds at 
635-4341 for further information. 
Thursday, Feb. 21 -- Northwest Regional Jurled Art Show will be held 
in Prince Rupert March I to 30. Entry forms are available at Wallinda 
Craft Supplies. Deadline for entries is Feb. 21. For further information, 
call 635-9960. 
Tuesday; Feb. 26 --  A free law class will be held regarding Mortgages 
& Renewals at 7 p.m. at the Happy Gang Centre in Terrace. Speaker is 
Herbert Dar r Santos. Class size is limited, so be sure to register early 
by calling 638-4750. 
Jack Cook, Terrace 
Sandra Shippit, Terrace 
Erwin Cooper, Terrace 
Michael Johnson, Terrace 
Lawrence Baker, Terrace 
Julia Mitchell, Terrace 
Erwin Alexander, Greenville 
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Campaig begins preparations Heart n 
According to all those roman- 
tie ballads, love gone wrong can 
break your heart. An unhealthy 
lifestyle can also break your 
heart. 
Fifty-nine percent of aUadults 
in British Columbiahave atleast 
one of the major risks of heart 
disease: 45 percent of B.C. 
adults have high blood choles- 
terol; 14 percent have high blood 
pressure; one in four smoke; 27 
percent are overweight and less 
than half exercise regularly. 
The Terrace unit of the Heart 
and Stroke Foundation of B.C. 
and Yukon met last Sunday at 
the Inn of the West for their an- 
nual reception preparatory to 
February's Heart Month cam- 
paign (Feb. 15 to 28). 
Betty Campbell, area coor- 
dinator of northwest B.C., ex- 
plained that volunteers are the 
life blood of the Foundation, 
that little could be accomplished 
without them. Campbell gave 
recognition to several ong-time 
volunteers, among them Edith 
Martin, whose impressive r cord 
includes more than 12 years ser- 
vice under various presidents. 
Campbell added that the 
number of volunteer canvassers 
has increased this year to ap- 
• Heart attack is associated with 
symptoms uch as severe chest 
pains, but as was explained in a 
later interview with a gentleman 
who suffered amild heart attack ~ 
last year, a mild attack, or warn- 
ing, can be little more than a 
feeling that something is not 
quite right. He cautions every- 
one to visit their doctors regular- 
ly for a complete checkup. 
And here's food for thought 
in ease you're wondering just ex- 
actly what your dollars accom- 
plish: 35 years ago many people 
died because doctors had no sure 
way of treating hypertension 
(high blood pressure). Since 
then, researchers have developed 
many drugs, including beta 
blockers ahd calcium channel 
blockers, to treat this silent 
killer. 
Having a heart attack in 1955 
meant you would have to spend 
up to six months in bed. Today, 
some patients can be out of bed 
and discharged from hospital 
within one week of a heart at- 
tack. Surgical techniques for 
valvular heart disease were 
primitive or non-existent. To- 
day, researchers have designed 
numerous types of artificial 
valves, and valvular heart 
surgery is readily carried out. 
And all this has been made 
possible because of the generosi- 
ty of Heart and Stroke Founda- 
tion supporters. 
• Beat th 
I---' January Blahs! 
proximately 130 volunteers. 
The province-wide goal of the 
Foundation this year is $7.2 . . . . . .  . _ , , _ .  . . . . . . .  
million. Campbell says the re- 
sponse in Terrace to last year's S 4 n nn  ANY PERM 
Heart campaign was overwhelm- 
Tho Pete of tho Week are a brace of cats. Thetabby, dubbed ing - -  they had targeted $10,000 .n U B U U  off with coupon 
Che Che, is spayed, one arid a half years old, has all her shots but actually raised $15,000. This I 4646 LIIkOlge Ave, 1~~)5]  
and is reputedly an outdoors kind of cat. Her black companion is year's campaign will have to 
• compete with both the Northern L___.,____.._..__.....---.----.--,.-----.----------,----'--" "---. two and a half years old and very affectionate, despite a missing _ . . . . .  , 
eye. Both can b e met at the Terrace Animal Shelter on Haugland. B.C. Winter uames ano variety I _ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Club Telethon. I ' S  PEDiC U R E I 
' ' ' . . . , I  O ,UU off  ' . I 
= " " A regular feature ofthe TerraceReview on" I ' M, ANICURE I i Your money, I  .Ug Off ,with coupon [ 
1 ' " 1 a Gordon Oates, accounts manager, l 4646 Lakelse Ave. 6354555 I | your ChOiCe Terrace branch, Bank of Montreal " ..------------------------------------------ 
.With recent changes to pen-dollars in lost or deferred tax t° assume a greater level ° f  ~ ~ . ~ a - ~ m ~ m m - - ~ ~  
sion legislation, RRSPs will revenue for Revenue Canada. responsibility for their financial / _ _  
become an increasingly impor- 
tant source of retirement income 
for Canadians. This article looks 
at why the federal government 
provides us with such a powerful 
incentive to save for retirement. 
Over the past few years, 
changes in federal tax law have 
~irtually eliminated any oppor- 
tunity for average Canadians to 
shelter their earnings from taxa- 
tion. 
In 1987, for example, the 
$1,000 Investment Income 
Deduction was consigned to the 
legislative scrap heap, along 
with a number of other tradi- 
tional tax. deductions. Last year, 
the Pension Income Deduction 
was downgraded to a tax credit. 
All of which tends to suggest 
that Ottawa has a very keen ap- 
petite for potential sources of 
tax revenue. So why was it that, 
in the summer of 1990, our 
federal government passed a bill 
that deliberately encourages 
Canadians to reduce their taxes? 
What I'm referring to, o f  
course, is the new pension 
reform legislation - -  specifical'- 
!Y, the new rules providing for 
much higher contributions to 
RRSPs (up to $11,500) starting 
in the 1991 tax year. The conse- 
quenCeS of theserules, while cer- 
tainly beneficial for RRSP in- 
vestors, will be millions of 
Clearly, the federal govern- 
ment believes it has an impor- 
tant responsibility to encourage 
more Canadians to put more of 
their money aside for retire- 
ment. The question is, why? 
Aging baby boomers 
One answer can be found in 
the unprecedented number of 
Canadians who will be reaching 
retirement age over the next few 
decades. By 1996, almost a third 
of the population will be over 
the age of 50. And in only 20 
years, seniors' centres across the 
country will be welcoming their 
first members from the baby 
boom generation. 
The resultWill be a major shift 
in the demographic profile of 
our society, with fewer people in 
the work force having to provide 
social benefits for considerably 
more retirees. And because 
average life expectancy con- 
tinues to rise, these benefits will 
be required for a greater number 
of years. 
While no one is predicting the 
day when the government s ops 
mailing out its pension cheques, 
the fact remains that Ottawa 
may eventually have to cut back 
on its traditional level of social 
assistance to retirees. Given this 
prospect, it's not surprising that 
Canadians are being encouraged 
security in the future. 
Significant tax Incentives 
Certainly, it appears that we 
need the encouragement. Ac- 
cording to a recent Gallup 
survey of Canadians' financial 
preparedness for retirement, on- 
ly 46 percent o f  people inter-. 
viewed were enrolled in a retire-" 
ment savings plan or a company 
pension plan. More than 30 per- 
cent had no Savings or invest- 
ment program of any kindset up 
to  provide income for retire- 
ment. 
Not surprisingly, the survey 
concluded that many Canadians 
are dangerously ill-prepared for 
retirement; some, it said, will 
simply be unable to retire. 
The outlook is not entirely 
bleak, however. As more and 
more people get closer to retire- 
ment, it seems reasonable to 
assume that interest in RRSPs 
will continue to grow. 
And besides, who can resist an 
opportunity to pay less taxes? 
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  EDNF.SDAY IS  
D IRTY  SHIRT  
.. DAY  
Men's or Ladies'  cotton blend 
dress or business shirts expertly 
laundered. 
,,,, Only drive.thru in town 
,,, Beet, most reliable and cleanest service 
,,, Drop off point at Tbomhill *Public Market 
Icl?ioRa s ( leanera 
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CLALSSIFIt ;D_: 
Terrace Re, Vie'w" 
CLASSIFIED AD RATES 1 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG IM7 
• Phone  635-" /840  
All classified and classified display 
ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mqstercard, except for es- 
tablished business accounts. When 
phoning In ads, please have your 
card number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
"1O a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSI ~IED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or  boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. PrepaYment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non.commercial 
use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: it is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser e- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect item only, 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
NIRVANA 
METAPHYSICS 
'CENTRE 
Unique 1991 Calendars 
Open Channel Readings 
Courses, Open Sharing 
Evening. 
3611 Cottonwood Cres. 
635-7776 
BE SLIM FOR 1991 
10-29 Ibs. in 4 weeks 
Amazing 100% Natural 
Weight Loss Program 
24 Hr. Toll Free 
1-978-3075 
JOB POSTING 
EMPLOYER: Ksan House Society 
LOCATION: Osborne Home 
POSTION: Temporary- Activity/Recreati°n Worker 
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Salary: 12.47 - as per 
B.C.G.E.U. contract shift Work and weekends if 
necessary 
CLOSING DATE: January 28, 1991 
INTERVIEWS: February 2, 1991 
START DATE: February 6, 1991 
QUALIFICATIONS: preference will be given to in- 
service employees; preference will be given to ap- 
plicants with education and or a background in 
psychiatry. 
Applicants would hope to have good communication 
skills with residents and team members. Have the abili- 
ty to introduce own ideas and demonstrate initiative. 
Being self-motivated is a definite plus. 
Be able to keep accurate records and prepare reports. 
Be willing to work with both female and male clients. 
Knowledge of recreational/craft activity would be an 
asset. 
Submit resume to: 
N. Blomgren, 
AdministratorlOsbome Home 
Ksan House Society 
4 - 3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 2N4 
CiTY OF TERRACE 
VACANCY 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK 
The City of Terrace is seeking a highly motivated in- 
dividual to fill the position of Accounts Payable Clerk. 
The successful applicant will process payable invoices 
and payments of By-Law debt charges, reconcile ac- 
counts, enter computer data including inventory, and 
provide relief on the switchboard during rest breaks 
and lunch hours. 
A minimum of 2 years' related work or bookkeeping ex- 
perience is required, as well as an accurate typing 
speed of 40 w.p.m. Computer experience would be an 
asset. 
This is a Union position with a 35-hour work week and a 
probationary rate of $16.32/hour. 
Applications will be received by the undersigned no 
later than Friday, January 25, 1991 at 4:30 p.m. 
Personnel Director, City of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C., VaG 2X8 
Phone: 635-6311 Fax: 638-4777 
Employment Opportunity 
with growing Delivery 
Business. Must have de- 
pendable vehicle. Will 
train and supply C.B. 
Driver must be very de- 
pendable and any age 
over 19. Phone 638.8398. 
Announcement 
Mr, and Mrs'. J. .lef[eri~" and Cari~'~'a wouM like 
Io annoum'e /he marria.~e o[ 
.lani~ Pei~'ki Io Terry Morriwm, wm of  
Mr. and Mrs'. R. Morriwm of  Park,'vii~e, B,C. 
t,t Det'(,m/wr 291 1990 a l  F rent 'h  Creek. B.C. 
I I I I  Ii I I / I I I  
-Terrace Shell $entlce requires an. 
Assistant Manager for the con- 
venlence store/gas sales. Ex- 
perience in personnel manage- 
ment preferred. Please submit 
written applications to: 
Pro/to Enterpdees Inc., 
c/o Cadyle Shepherd & Co., 
4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VaG 1P8 
FOR RENT OR LEASE -- 850 sq.ft. 
office space at 4623 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace. $525 per month. Phone 
635-2552. tfn_c 
Luxury condo In Klsslmmee, Florida 
from March 11 to 18. Five minutes 
from Disneyworld. For details phon D 
798-2449. 1123 ) 
OffiCe spice for rent In the Almarlln 
Building, 3219 Eby St. 5,000 e¢ ft. 
(2,500 sq.ft, on each floor). Top qual- 
ty accommodation. Air conditioned. 
Phone 635.6051. 2/13p 
For rent --  double wide trailer, 
natural gas heat, four appliances, 
adults only, no pets, $500 per month. 
Damage deposit and references re- 
quired. Phone 635-5786. 1123p 
PROJECT CO.ORDINATOR: 
"FLAME-OUT" -- a participatory 
action-research project to reduce 
teenage smoking in Northwestern B.C. 
The Skeena Union Board of Health is seeking a highly 
motivated individual with experience in Health PromO- 
tion to co.ordinate a demonstration project intended to 
help secondary students in the Skeena Health Unit to 
tackle the problem of smoking among their peers. 
Knowledge and experience within the School system 
and/or Public Health would be an asset. The ability to 
relate well to teenagers is a must! 
The position is offered on a contract basis and will re- 
quire full-time commitment for most of the time period 
from March, 1991 to May, 1992. Office space will be 
provided at the Skeena Health Unit in Terrace. Travel 
within the region will be required. 
Contract terms will be negotiated with the Project 
Steering Committee. 
Interested individuals should contact Cathy Ulrich 
before February 8, 1991 at: Skeena Health Unit, 3412 
Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., VSG 4T2. Telephone: 
638.3468. 
COMMUNITY VOLUNTEER BUREAU 
AND 
SENIORS INFORMATION ACCESS 
Available: Full-time position to develop and coordinate 
a volunteer bureau -- 7 month duration with strong 
possibility of ongoing funding. 
Qualifications: skills in communication, interviewing, 
• budgeting, computer usei must be energetic and peo- 
ple oriented. 
Start Date: March 1, 1991 
Wage: $15.00 hour - 
Please send resume to: 
Terrace Home Support Services, 
, Terrace, B.C., V8G 2X6 i 
ipti Job descr ons available. -=~ ~ 
Closing Date: February 8, 1991. 
WOODGREEN 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
LUXURY CONDOMINUMS 
4832 Lazelle Avenue 
Natural Gas Fire Places 
Dishwashers, Fridge, Stove, Drapes 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies 
or Personal Patios 
Ceramic Tiled Main Bathrooms & Ensuites ~ 
1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & McDonalcls 
Large Kitchens, beautiful ly appointed 
, , , .k , • -k , .k , 
Resident Manager and Security Entrance 
Undercover Parking 
Price Range 
s3 ,0o0 - s47,so0 
PHONE: 635-9317 
For rent st Clinton Manor -- We are 
now taking applications for a 
bachelor suite. $310 per month, hot 
water Included. References re- 
quired. Phone 635-3475. 2/13c 
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"'m--O"C'ha'°Pen I / ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. Hap Birthday FOR RENT Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
pad-time or drop.in available. Phone O M 
t fnc  
Large cleared lot on quiet street, 
already serviced on Thornhill water 
system. Location, Seaton Road. For 
information, call 635-3319. 1/23p 
For sale or trade ($5,000), 32.ft. steel 
hull work boat, sleeps five, sink, 
stove, toilet, Ice box. Phone 
635-3963 evenings, tfnp 
i977 Datsun pickup, good running 
condition, with toolbox. $1,350. 
;:;;:3baS"3:ls~atlon wagon, 4 :/h30eePl 
drive, 15,000 kms, like new. Phone 
Vacant 1 acre lot between 838-8429or638-8398. I 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- Kalum Tire & Kondolas Furniture 
ALSO - -  CENTRALLY LOCATED 
8,100 square foot warehouse 
7,257 square foot warehouse - 3 phase power 
4,800 square foot heated building 
- 3 phase power 
DAVE McKEOWN 635-7459 
FORMER HIGHWAYS YARD 
FOR SALE 
The British Columbia Buildings 
Corporation invites Offers to 
Purchase the following land and 
improvements. 
Location: Good Hope Lake, 
+i.40 kilometers Northeast of 
Casslar, B.C. 
ILAND AND IMPROVEMENTS 
Legal Description: D.L. 2983 and 
Block A of D.L 7683, Casslar 
District 
Improvement Descr ipt ion:  
Former Highways maintenance 
building including service 
garage, warehouse, carpenter's 
shop, equipment shed, oil 
storage,' residence, various 
storage sheds. 
iSite Description: Irregular 
shaped parcel + 1.8.84 ha ( + 21.8 
acres) enjoys excellent frontage 
and exposure on Highway #37. 
II TRAILERS FOR RELOCATION 
Improvement Description: (a) + I. 
1974 Fabco Moldular Bunk 
House Triple Unit +1- 145.02m = 
(b) +/- 1974 Britco Rec Hall 
Trailer- +/- 96.6m = 
(c).+/- 1974 Atco Kitchen Trailer 
+/- 70.98 m = 
Information/Offer to Purchas~ 
packages may be obtained frorr 
the office of the Governmenl 
Agent, Provincial Governmen 
Building, P.O. Box 340, Connel 
Drive, Casslar, B.C. or fron 
Michael Sampson, Real Estat( 
Analyst, B.C. Buildings Corpora 
tion, 3350 Douglas Street, Vic 
i toria, B.C. V8W 2T4, at 387-738;. = 
(Victoria) or 1-800-742-6152 (toll | 
free) or facsimile particulars to | 
387-7413. 
• [ • 
~1 :K Ig  :~111['; II,[,_ ~.tlT,] a,>] ~-U [,] J i 
Newapaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635.7840. 
tfnp 
El~tdc hot water tank, 40 gallons 
-- $50. Phone 635-4810. tfnp 
835-3019. 1130p 
1989 Flrsblrd, V8, 5.speed, 350, with • 
stereo. Asking $21,900 OBO. Phone 
638-0124. 1130p 
Camera equipment -- Pentax SP 
500, 55mm f2 std. lens, 35ram f3.5 
wide angle, 100ram f2.8 tele, 2x ex- 
tender, gadget bag. $395 OBO. 
Phone 638-0877. 1123p 
1979 Jeep 4](4 J20 :A-ton pickup, ex- 
cellent running condition, rebuilt 
360 V8, new brakes and shocks, 
paint three years old emerald green. 
Must be seen. $3,500 firm. Call after 
6 p.m., 638-1621. 1130p 
635-7840 
~' I~O1WE 
DISPOSAL SALE! 1990 F260 
4x4's, Crew Cal~, 1 Tons, Ex-BC 
Government Rentals. 40 units. 
1.800.452-6709. Lake C~ Ford. 
I)#5606. 
BOSlNESS OPPORTUNmES 
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT business, even spare 
time. No money or experience. 
Since 1946. Free brochure: 
Wade Wodd Trade, c/o Cdn. 
Small Business Inst., Dept. W1, 
18 Skagway Ave., Toronto, On- 
tario, M 1M 3V1. 
Unique Oppadunity. New high- 
way tractors for sale with year 
round contracts pulling company 
trailers. B.C., Alia., Saak., Man. 
Full benefits. Call Phil or Moose 
(604) 583-7421. 
Invest In The Future. Environ- 
mentally Safe Agro Business has 
ol~xxtun~ for f~ndal .p~ners: 
Can offer good eecumy ano 
return. Write Box 317,150 Mile, 
B.C., V0K 2GO. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
ORDER YOUR "LOVE STUFF" 
BY MAIL FROM OUR NEW 
LOVER'S LANE CATALOGI 
You're assured privacy and 
rity from our established store~ 
Check us out with the BBB IN 
HOME SHOPPINGI BEST SE- 
LECTION! GREAT SERVICEI 
$5/catalog. LOVER'S LANE 
BOUTIQUE, 1074 SHOPPERS 
ROW, CAMPBELL RIVER, B.C. 
VgW 2C6. PH.286-1010. 
COMPUTERS 
Complete Guaranteed Computer 
Systems from $784. For free 
catalogue: write, phone or fax 
Super-B~e Computers Lid., 
22361 1.19th Ave., Maple Ridge, 
B.C., V2X 2Z2. (604)463-8733. 
Fax (604)463-9797. 
For sale by owner - -  Buy direct; 
save the commission. Undeveloped, 
treed lot with character In Thorn- 
heights subdivision. Call 635-6244 to 
view. tfnp 
Better than average 14'x7u' 
moduilne, wall to wall, four ap- 
pliances, vendor will carry balance 
at $570 per month. Call Mary at 
638-0800 nr Bill at 638-1182. tfn¢ 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. 
• The Cupboard Is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. tfn 
Funeral services for the late Jacky 
Justus will be: viewing at 6 p.m. Fri- 
day, Jan. 25 at MacKay's Funeral 
Home; service at 2 p.m. on Saturday, 
Jan. 26 at the Catholic Church. 1123p 
The Family of Miriam Temple would 
like to thank the staff of Terracevlew 
Lodge and our many friends for all 
the cards, flowers, food and kind i 
thoughts during our time of need. A Paula Kuemper 
special thank you to Dr. Redpath. Cissy, Addle, Roy From Art & all the Bratst! 
and families. _ 
Thank-you 
We would like to take this Opportunity 
say Thank-you to the nurses and staff Of 
Mills Memorial Hospital for the 
care and comfort that was given to our 
late husband and father, Robert Barwise. 
A special Thank-you to Dr. L. Brown, Dr. R. 
Grant and the nurses with L C.U. Your kindness 
and sympathy will long be remembered. 
The Barwise Family 
MEMORIAL NOTES 
in loving memory of 
A Great Lady 
i 
There's a home on John's Road 
up on the hill, 
It stands there so peaceful, 
it stands them so still. 
Miriam Temple lived there 
with her little dog Maggie. 
She was called Auntie by some 
and Granny by many. 
The laughter of children 
often filled the air, 
And many a story 
for llttle ones there. 
The path was well trodden 
by family and friends, 
And a helping hand 
she was always ready to lend. 
She has gone to Heaven 
to be with her Albert. 
They are together now 
away up there, 
And with many others 
this place they will share. 
She will meet her Iovedones 
who have gone before, 
This great lady 
wlfl suffer no morn. 
God be with you and give you peace. 
~. Don Roper, 
Nlcole Welsh. 
BLANK---- ET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear In more than 100 Nowpapars d the B.C. and Yukon Community NempaporsAssociation 
and reach more than 3,000,000 potential readers. 
$195. for 25 words ($3.70 per each additional Word) 
EDUCATION 
A REWARDING CAREER! 
Loam Income Tax Preparation or 
Bask= Bookkeeping. Free Bro- 
chums. No obligation. U&R Tax 
Services, 205 - 1345 Pembina 
Highway, Winnipeg, MB, R3T 
2B6,1-800-665-5144. Exclusive 
franchise territories available. 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
FOR SALE MISO 
TIRED of HIGH fuel prices? 
Learn how to make your own 
gasahol. Forplans end $10 and 
serf-addressed stampea enve- 
lope to: R&C Mechanical, Box 
212, Rycrolt, AB, T0H 3A0. 
Stained Glass: Shop by mail. 
Glass and supplies. Great Prices. 
184 pg catalogue, $5 (relundabie): 
The Glass Place, 50 Ste-anne, 
Polnte-Clalre, Quebec, HgS 4P8. 
Orders call: 1-800-363-7855. 
FEEL GOOD ABOUT YOUR- 
SELF! SELF ANALYSIS by L 
Ron Hubbard Is the complete do 
Hy: yoursoff handbook to improve 
,our abilities and realize your 
iO(el ~ness.ltlal tor success and happi- 
Order this high quality hard- 
backbooktoday- $39. Dianetics 
Centre, 401 West Hastings St., 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1L5 or call 
681-0318. Visa and Mastercard 
accepted. 
FOR VIKINGS ONLY. 1080 
Homer Street:, Vancouver, B.C., 
V6B 2W9, 688.8619. Scandi- 
navian Giflware. Featuring 
"Hngar the Horrible". See ua at 
Brsntwood Mall Marketplace, 
January 21 - February 3. 
HELP WANTED 
$1001DAY. How to stay home 
and make $100/day. Call 
(403)455-6034 for amazing m- 
oordsd message. 
Westem Canada's largest pizza 
chain is looking for energetk:, 
motivated people for profit shsr- 
lag, manageflal positions: Exse!- 
lent oppodueitlas for ~ .w~.: 
ing more than just a salary..MUm 
be willing to relocate. Sane re-qv 
umo to: Panagopoulos Pizza, 
#201,34314 Marshall Road, Ab- 
bctstord, B.C., V2S iL9. 
HELP WANTED 
TRAIN TO MANAGE AN APART- 
MENT/CONDOMINIUM COM- 
PLEX. The Government licensed 
homestudy certHicatlon I cludes 
free placement asalsstarce. Free 
brochure: 681-5456 or outside 
Vancouver 1-800-665-8339 (24 
hm). 
TAKE THE SHORTCUT TO 
SUCCESS. Enroll in the BCIT 
Batoer/Slyling program. Call Ken 
Coleman at (604)432-8632. 
Classes begin every week. 
TRADESPERSONS- Millwright, 
prefer individuals with.coal prepa- 
ration plant experience and 
knowledge d hydraulics. Mainte- 
nance Electrician, live years eiec- 
tdcal maintenahse experience in 
open pit mining, coal processing 
or en industdal envlronmem. 
HeaW duty mechank~, experi- 
ence working in an open pit mine 
environment repaldng Euclid/and 
Cat haul trucks, Cat graders and 
dozers, production ddlls, Demag 
shovels, P&H 2800 shovels and 
Letourneau front end loaders. 
Oualificatlons: Must possess or 
be eligible for AIl0eda Journey- 
man or Interprovinolal CedHica- 
j lien. Salary: $21.41 per _h£ur, plus 
full benelits package. Forward 
resume to: Personnel Coordina- 
tor, Grogg River Rasouross Ltd., 
Beg Service 5000, Hlnton, AB, 
17V 1V6. 
WELCOMETOVICTORIA. Busy 
Victoria building supply centre 
requires aparson oxpefl.en~d.in 
pro.hanging inlenor a.ne exl.anor 
doom. Relates expenence is an 
asset. We offer Canada's warm- 
oat dimate and a very attractive 
¢ompensstionpackage. Cal Pe- 
ter Nasmyth at (504)479-7151. 
TRAILERS -TRAILERS -TRAIL- 
ERS. Kiefer goceenocks, pull 
types, aluminum, steel-stock trail- 
era from $3995. Utility trailers 
from $1075. Trailedand, Rag, 
Dale, (403)291-3767, (403)250- 
6909, ms. (403)275-8888. 
FOR SALE MaC 
i 
A FREE HUNTING, FISHING, 
CAMPING CATALOG ($6 value). 
Sand your expired hunting or fish- 
Ing license (pholocopy..acospt- 
able) end S.I.R. will mall you our 
,Spo~srnan Catalog F'~eE ~ 
(388 pages -over 6,500 
plus; all Sale Fliers lot one year. 
S.I.R. Mail Order, Dept. :312, 1385 
Elfios Avenue, Winnipeg, Mani- 
toba, R3G 3N1. Oiler expires 
March 31,1991. 
Join thousands d s~tisfled ore- 
remora. Buy wigs at wholesale 
pdces. From $39.95. Shop I~y 
catalogue and save. For FREE 
catalogue CALL TOLL-FREE 1- 
8O0-265-7775. 
PETER'S BROS. PAVING AND 
INLAND CONTRACTING are 
disposing d approximately 150 
suq)lus pieces el major equip- 
ment. Trucks, Loaders, Trailers, 
Paving Equipment, Boly Dumps, 
Ponya, Hlabs, Ambu_ lanoss, L0_ w 
Beds, Excavators, Dozers, srugK 
Scales, Graders and Crushing 
Equipment. Cal Vi¢ 
(504)4g~-6791. 
63r.71B4o 
MISCELLANEOIJ~ 
Yesteryear's CounW musk= -
Those favourile old adlsts and 
=~gs hard~ found in stores _a~/- 
more. Free catalogue: ins 
Mualo Barn, 7805 Woedbine, 
Dept. 522, Markham, Ontario, 
L3R 3V7. 
PERSONALS 
The Govemment, owes you 
money- if ~ on weHm, no tax 
mtum fled alnce lg87. Lee Hour- 
man, 1130 Millstream Road, 
West Vancouver, B.C., VTS 2C9. 
PETS 
AKITA'S (JAPANESE BEAR 
DOGS). Excellent famgy pots 
and guard dogs. Registered 
S~,from champion stock. 
tattoos. 766-2282 or 767- 
3167. Mastercard and Visa a¢- 
cel:~ed. 
REAL ESTATE 
Modem, Attractive 1-3 Bedroom 
Condo Apartments. Balconies, 
Patios, Appliances, In.suite stor- 
age, etc. 500-1200 square feet. 
Beautiful Logan Lake. $25,000 to 
$43,000. 1-523-9048 or 1-523- 
6924. 
SERVICES 
MAJOR ICBC and injury dalms. 
Joel A. Wener tdal lawyer fo¢ 22 
years. Call collect: (604)736- 
5500. Contingency tees avail- 
able. Injured in B.C. only. 
TRAVEL 
AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND. 
Call the South Pacific spedallal, 
ANZA Travel. VanceuverlAuck- 
land, rstum from $1,204 to 
$1,724. VancouverlSydney re- 
turn from $1,344to $t,863. Van- 
coiner call: 734-7725. Tel.Ires: 
1-500-972.6928. 
¢.  : l  s 
Discover a lovelier newer you. 
Experience a softer, smoother, 
younger looking skin with the 
wodd's newest and finest 
personal skin care. 
Features "011 of Mink" the closest 
known to your own body oll wlth.a 
zero Irritation factor, designed'for 
teenagers, men arid women of all 
ages. Call now for s free com. 
pllmontary facial and Introduction 
to this exciting new product. 
Call Gayle at 635.6271 
Independent Distributor 
ADD AN ASSET 
TO YOUR 
OPERATION 
Available for employ- 
ment - -  General office 
clerk with accounting 
background. Experienced. 
in: computer data entry, 
month-end invoice billing 
systems, accounts receiv- 
able and payables. Strong 
organizer, eye for detail. 
Prefer full-time work 
but will accept part-time 
position in the Terrace 
area. Contact Helen, 
685-4810. 
Wanted -- Double/Queen-size box- 
spring mattress In good clean condi- 
tion. Reasonably priced. Phone 
635-7840 days oi" 635-4047 evenings. 
1123p 
WANTED 
Curlers wanted for the 
Tuesday A.M. League. 
Luncheon served every 
Tuesday at noon. Every- 
one welcome. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF ROLAND GARONER 
WILLOUGHBY, FORMERLY OF 
TERRACE, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the above estate 
ere required to send full par- 
tlculars of such claims to 
Warner Bandstra, 200-  4630 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
VaG 168, on or before the 5th 
day of March, 1991, after which 
date the estate's assets will be 
dlstributred, havtng regard only 
to claims that have been receiv- 
ed. 
Murdoch R. Robertson 
Administrator 
Warner Bandstra 
Solicitors 
. . . . . .  | 
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CLASSIFII !',D-- Happy Birthday 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
KITWANCOOL COMMUNITY CENTER 
KITWANCOLL, B.C. 
STAGE II 
Sealed tenders for the following sub.contractor services wil l  be 
received at the office of the Architects: David Nairne & Associates 
Ltd., 530 - 171 West Esplanade, North Vancouver, B.C., V7M 1A1. 
Phone: (604) 984-3503. Fax:~(604) 984-0627 on or before Wednesday, 
February 6, 1991 @ z4:00 p.m. 
In general, the work shall consist of the completion of a 12,557 sq.ft. 
gymnasium and community centre, as outlined In the tender docu- 
ments: 
1. Supply and installation of: 
• Insulation 
• Gypsum Wallboard 
• Acoustical Ceilings 
• Wood Flooring 
• Asphalt Shingle Roofing 
• FRP Panels 
• Acoustical Panels 
• Resilient Flooring 
• Carpet • Painting 
• Mechanical Plumbing & Fire Protection • Electrical 
2. Supply only FOB Kitwancool 
• Wood Doors • Rolling Counter Shutters 
• Finish Hardware • Specialties 
• Washroom Accessories • Metal Compartment & Cubicles 
• Lockers • Gymnasium Equipment 
• Kitchen Equipment 
Tender documents are available on Wednesday, January 16, 1991 at 
the office of Daivd Nairne & Associates Ltd. upon receipt of a refund- 
able deposit of one hundred dollars ($100.00), certified cheque or 
money order. 
The sub.contractor must be a company capable of performing all of 
the requirements of the proposed construction contract CCDC 2 
-1982 Supplement thereof: A 10% Bid Bond, letter of credit or cer- 
tiffed cheque must accompany each bid. The contractor must show 
proof of being able to secure a 50% performance and 50% labour 
and material payment bond, letter of credit br certified cheque at the 
time of securing the contract. 
Tender documents may be viewed at: 
• ACA Plan Room -- 2675 Oak Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
• Bulkley Valley - -  Lakes District Construction Association -- 4124 
Railway Avenue, Smithers, B.C. 
• Prince George Construction Association --  3851 - 18th Avenue, 
Prince George, B.C. 
• Terrace-Kitimat Construction Association -- #5 - 3238 Kalum 
Street, Terrace, B.C. 
A13 
I ;    Yvonne Anderson  Yvonne and all her friends had a great brae celebrating her Birthday at the Inn of the West! The best part about Yvonne's party was the b/rthday g/rl got her appetizer & 
entree FREE from the Inn of the West just for having her 
party with them. 
Bring ~ special birthday girl or boy and a group of 
at least four friends to the Inn of the West for the party 
and enjoy the same gre.at times that Yvonne and her 
friends did! 
Give us a call today for details. 
638-8141 
- -  PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
ADVANCED PUBLIC NOTICE 
LOAD RESTRICT IONS 
Pursuant to Section 26 of the "Highway Act", notice is hereby given 
that load restriction may be placed, on short notice in the near 
future, on all highways inthe Skeena (Terrace) District. 
Restictlons Will be imposed as conditions warrant. 
The restricti0ns will limit vehlclee to 100 percent, 70 percent, or 50 
percent of legal axle loading, as allowed under the regulations pur- 
suant to the Commercial Transport Act. 
Overweight permits will not be granted. All term overweight permits 
are invalid for the duration of the restrictions. 
The public, and truckin0 and transportation companies, should 
govern themselves accordingly. 
Your co.operation in adhering to the above regulation will be ap- 
preciated. 
J.R. Newhouse 
District Highways Manager 
DATED AT TERRACE THIS 18 DAY OF JANUARY, 1991. 
Province of 
FREEDO~f British Columbia 
#~OVE and Highways. 
Hon. Rlta M. Johnston, Minister 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATrER OF Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No. A9410 to 
Lots 4 and 5, Block 13, District 
Lot 468, Casslar District, Plan 
905. 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of 
Duplicate Certificate of Title No. 
A9410 to the above described 
land, Issued In the name(s) of 
Benedict, Gary Milan has been 
flied in this office, notice Is 
hereby given that I shall, at the 
expiration date of two weeks 
from the date of first pub,cation 
hereof, Issue a Provisional Cer- 
tificate of Title in lieu of the said 
Duplicate, unless In the mean- 
time valid objection be made to 
me In writing. 
i DATED this 14th day of January, 
1991. 
Brian Bigras 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION 
JANUARY 23, 1991, 
DIVISION OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE Is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the 
Director of Vital Statistics for a 
change of name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: Edna Grace Smith of 70- 
3232 Apsley Street, Terrace, 
B.C., VaG 5L1 as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
Edna Grace Smith TO Edna 
Grace Sheridan. 
DATED THIS 8TH DAY OF 
JANUARY A.D. 1991. 1123c 
Polly's Care 
  Chinese & Western Cuisine 
'~  Mon.--Thurs. 10:30 a.m. -- midnight 
Frl. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. -- 1 a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. -- 10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or 638"8034 
GIM'S  , - . -  
RESTAURANT 
.~,~'.~>" Chinese & Canadian Food "~,~- 
/l'J~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ]]~, 
Mort -  Wed 11.30a m, - -  iO'OO p m t I [ . . . .  
Sunday 12:00 a.ur. !0:00 p.m. 
4643 Park A venue 635-61 i I 
Sunday Buffet Brunch i 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. I 
All you can eat 
breakfast & lunch itemsl 
Adults $10 =5 I 
Seniors $7 =" I 
I Kids $5 =s . . . .  
This Week 
4551 Greig Avenue, TerraCe, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL.FREE: 1.800.663-8156 FAX: 635.2788 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
[~_~1 4606Gr(,Ig Ave.. lor Take.Out 
Terrace. D.C. Ph. 635-6184 
i 
, • . , v ~ w ~  ~• ~ . ~  , F -  i - , ~ - - - j -  . . . . . . .  . ,  . . . • .  . . . . .  
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I Lam's  real .. destination ' " The  Herbar um " ' In the capttonofa photograph of Lamb was going to seek his l Plant lore and olmorvatto~ by Bunter I . ,o~t  ......................... 
departing Terrace resident Jim fortune in Vancy. uver. In fact, he 
Lamb on the cover of the Jan. 16 has taken a job m Victona. i i ~ i i ~ i i i ~ l i ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  
Terrace Review, we indicated .. 
INSURANCE CAREER OPPORTUNITY • 
GENERAL OFFICE AND 
INSURANCE TRAINEE 
position available 
Applicant requirements include accurate 
typing/computer skills and enjoy working with 
the public. Previous office experience neces- 
sary and insurance knowledge would be an 
asset but is not a requirement. Please submit 
resume to: 
PARAGON INSURANCE, 
SKEENA MALL 
H 
It is assumed that cayenne 
pepper was cultivated for thou- 
sands of years in the Americas, 
Africa, India, and other tropical 
countries on our Earth. 
It is also assumed, by histor- 
ians, that Columbus was the 
first European who tasted this 
pungent herb in his food and im- 
ported this slender, red and hot 
herb to Europe. 
Unfortunately there is no 
known name for this biting 
herb, even though it was 
cultivated in many ancient 
countries. 
The name cayenne derived 
from a Greek work meaning to 
bite. If you ever carelessly or 
unknowingly bit into one of 
these peppers, you probably 
remember the consequences; 
flushing of your face, biting of 
your tongue, and watering of 
your eyes. 
The great London herbalist 
John Gerard reported the culti- 
vation of cayenne in Great Bri- 
tain, after the onset of growing 
interest in Europe for this amaz- 
ing herb in the 16th century. 
Many names for cayenne were 
adopted, like African pepper, 
goat's pepper, cockspur pepper, 
and others. Cayenne peppers 
really became important to Her- 
balists the world over. 
Even though cayenne and 
other peppers, like black and 
white, share the same genus 
capsicum, they are not related. 
However, they all can make you 
"Can claimants in an accident dispute get 
fair treatment when their adjusters both 
• work for ICBC?" The answer is yes, for two 
reasons. First, the adjuster for each party 
serves as an impartial representative in the 
claims process. And, second, since most 
claims are totally paid by Autoplan, the 
adjusters have no reason to favour either 
side. After considering every element of a 
case, both adjusters use their experience 
and expertise to reach an equitable settle- 
merit. Anything less would be unfair to the 
claimant. But to offer more would be 
Last year, 81% of the people surveyed who 
had property damage claims were satisfied 
with their settlements. 98% of injury claims 
were settled out of court. Many daimants 
opted to settle disputes through mediation 
and other alternatives, rather than long, 
costly legal action. 
Which side is your adjuster on? On the side 
of fairness. 
equally unfair to some two million other 
ICBC policyholders whose premtums are 
affected by rising clatms costs, insurance costs down. 
Which side is your 
ICBC adjttster on? ~,i ~i~!ii~!!~i!iii!i~!i~i!~!~iiii~i~i!iiii~!~ ¸,/I!I :¸ : • 
sneeze, and, as condiments in 
your kitchen, will enhance the 
flavour of many meals. 
A respected horticultural ref- 
erence book lists all species of 
hot peppers as capsicum an. 
nuum. These include cayenne, 
bell peppers and capsicum 
frutesens from which tobasco 
sauce is made. All these peppers 
are cultivated in the Americas, 
hot, mild, red, green or brown., 
They are all variations of the 
above named species. 
Hot peppers are busting not 
only with heat, but also with 
nutrition. 
They contain more vitamin 
"C" than any other plant you 
may be growing. 
Medical and 
culinary uses 
Would you expect hat a spice 
so hot tO your tongue could have 
medicinal properties? Herbalists " 
have used hot peppers to treat a 
variety of ailments from gas and 
diarrhea to asthma and 
toothache. 
According to researchers con- 
sumption of peppers can also 
help your digestive system 
because of their soothing and 
restorative effect. 
Other authorities uggest o 
use hot peppers as a gargle for 
sore throats, and, believe it or 
not, as a remedy for a hangover. 
However, hot peppers can be 
dangerous for people with in- 
testinal ailments uch as ulcers 
or chronic bowel illnesses. Even 
a healthy person, by using hot 
peppers in excessive amounts, 
can get into troubles by inviting 
severe stomach upsets and other 
problems. So, use moderation. 
Cayenne has many culinary 
properties. Do not confuse it 
with chili powder, which is a 
mixture of various herbs and 
spices. 
I can only confirm the positive 
results of reasearch by herbalists 
and other authorities. For the 
last four years I consumed a 
mixture of garlic, onions, and 
peppers on a daily basis, in 
moderation, but regularly. 
Results: besides the culinary 
pleasures, no colds, no flues, no 
digestive problems. Of cause, we 
all have a different metabolism. 
Please consult your physician 
before undertaking a crash diet 
with peppers on your own. 
Try a pinch of cayenne in your 
soups, stews, vegetables, and 
pasta sauces for enhancement, 
especially to Creole, Cajun, 
Spanish, Mexican, or Asian 
recipes. Moderately, but regu- 
larly. 
Good sneeze --  good appetite! 
Learn to say kind things - -  no- 
body resents themt 
Jtmuiry 1.~.31 
I . . . . .  
/if:i//~:/i~/!:i ¸ 
Arl 
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f ,rts groups may get 
] city-paid coordinator 
::!!i 
Tanle Sutherland (centre) was in Germany when her name was drawn as one of the auxiliary 
winners in the Bank of Nova Scotia "Forgive and Forget" mortgage sweepstakes. She accepted 
the prize - -  a year of her mortgage payments covered by the bank - -  at a luncheon recently from 
bank manager Jim Fick and staff member Deanna VanHulle. 
Woman returns from Europe 
to claim mortgage write-off 
'ranis Sutherland of Terrace was 
one of twenty lucky auxiliary 
winners in the Bank of Nova 
Scotia's "forgive and forget" mort- 
gage sweepstakes. For a period of 
one year, Sutheriand will have her 
mortgage payments covered by 
Scotia Mortgage Coq~oration. 
The contest was open to all Bank 
of Nova Scotia first mortgage 
holders in "good standing on a 
residential property. When the 
draws were made on Nov. 1, 1990, 
'ranis Sutherland was on vacation 
in Europe and unaware of her win. 
In order to redeem her prize, she 
was ~quired to answer a 
mathematical skill-testing by Nov. 
30. 
'ranis couldn't believe her good 
fortune when her parents finally 
contacted her in Germany. She 
made contact with the Bank of 
Nova Scotia and correctly 
answered the mathematical ques- 
tion. 
Last Wednesday, Bank of Nova 
Scotia manager Jim Fick and 
employee Deanna VanHuile took 
Tanis and her parents to the 
And the winners are... 
These are, the winning lottery numbers as provided by the B.C. 
Lottery Corporation. In the event of a discrepancy between these 
numbers and those held by the corporation, the corporation's 
numbers shall be held as correct. 
OBJ~LgJffJ[ 
LOTTO 6/49 Jan, 19, 1991 
Jan, 10,1991 
EXTRA Jan, 19,1991 
Jan, 16, 1991 
LOTTO BC Jan, 19, 1991 
LOTTO BC LUCKY DIP Jan. 19, 1991 
BONUS NUMBERS 
EXPRESS 
PROVINC 
B0 KENO Jin~ i9, i991 
: Jitfl, ~S, 199i 
Ji~. i7, i991 
J~n. t8,1991 
JBii, 15,199i 
Jan, 14, i991 
PUNTO SELE~i / ' :  :i=~ : JAb. i7, t991 
HOCKEY 
PUNTO ACTION 
HOCKEY 
/ 
Jltfi, 18, i99t 
Jan. i1, t99i 
~tluuttta au~ 
05.07-10-16-24-29 BOnuS 43 
17-33-34-37-41.47 Bonus 12 
07-37-39-42 
05-29-66-79 
04.08-07-22-24-34 
04.06-15-22-34-35 
02-08-22-24-25"29 
01.07-I 2-21-31-38 
07.13-16-26-20-33 
08-13-19-21-22-33 
10-14-t5-16-82-33 " 
03.09-10-20-26-31 
0t-03.06-22-33-38 
03.06-08-12-16-32 
03-08-20-25-28-29 
066210 087243 
221553 833024 
$500,000 6060649 
$250.000 6475767 
$100,000 2108139 
$50,000 6442995 
$5,000 3463036 
2329115 
4700460 
3999171 
4329427 
2888454 
2212113 
1652674 
4548889 
07-O8.09.21-28-40-43-54 
03-06-17-23-35-40"49"56 
01-02"15"25"36"41"53"55 
02-09-24.25.31"44"50"53 
03-14 "3S -39.42-45-47-51 
04-20-29-34-36"39"53"55 
0OS wins by 2 
CHI wins by 1 
PHI wins by 4.~ 
EDM wins by 4+ 
PiT wins by 1 
MTL wins by 2 
02 03 06 
09 12 i3 
22 - 
lS65S76 
6242543 
1436617 
6384112 
31 t 5494 
4485194 
3837704 
6647660 
4335333 
08 
iS t6 ~0 
Golden Flame Restaurant tomake 
her prize presentation. 
Organizers of the Aurora Summer School of the Arts made an 
official request for $25,000 in seed money to city aldermen 
Monday night and got in turn a commitment.., of sorts. Their 
request will be considered by the Finance Committee inthe first 
draft of the city's 1991 budget. 
There's a problem with this commitment, however m 
everything ets thrown into the first round of discussions on the 
annual city budget.., and many don't make the ont.Also, this 
puts the Aurora Summer of School of Arts in direct competition 
with the Terrace Art Association, who say they can't continue 
operating their public art gallery without a $25,000 grant for a 
full.time coordinator. 
But an idea that might make more sense and would provide 
something for everyone was suggested by city administrator Bob 
Hallsor. The city already funds a staff member at Heritage Park, 
the Art Gallery needs a full time employee, Aurora needs eed 
money... And then there's the ILE.M. Lee Theatre, the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival... The list goes on and on. 
"Do you think it's time the city considered a fuil.time arts 
coordinator?" asked Halisor. In response, he received a
spontaneous round of applause. "We've been talking about hat," 
said one spectator f om the back of the room. 
Aurora representative Brian Koran told council during an 
earlier preser~tation that they didn't really require a long-term 
commitment; the $25,000 grant would get them through the first 
year, a smaller grant would be added to federal and provincial 
grants the following year, and within a few years organizers were 
convinced that Aurora would be self sufficient and would require 
no grants at all. 
With Hailsor's idea now on the table, In coming weeks a new, 
more coordinated proposal may emerge, a proposal that could 
cost the city less and meet the needs of all groups involved. 
The City of Terrace has changed some of its 
telephone numbers, in order to provide long- 
term improvements to customer service. 
The  new numbers to note are: 
Aquatic Centre - -  638.4755 
Parks & Recreation Office - -  638.4750 
Trouble Calls (After Hours) - -  638.4744 
Fax- City He'll - -  638.4777 
Non.Emergency Fire Dept. --- 638.4734 
Animal Shelter - -  638.4736 
Thank you for your patience during 
this transition period. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
PERSONAL SECURrrY TIPS 
FROM TOLSEC 
by Ed Greydon 
With the recent increase In house break-ir~ there ate a few simple 
but very effective ways to guard yourself and your home against 
any possible vandals. The following "DON'Ts" are a good start. 
- DON'T rely on night chains! A good dead-bolt is your safest bet. 
- DON'T allow strangers into your home. If a stranger asks to use 
your phone have them wait outside while YO.....~U make the call. 
- DON'T broadcast news of holiday plans or "out of town" business 
trips of your spouse. 
- DON'T hesitate to call the police if you suspect prowlers or 
vandals. 
- DON'T give out personal information when talking to strangers 
on the phone. 
Nobody ever thinks that they will be the victim of a break. 
In.. But every year hundreds of homes in Terrace are 
vandalized. A Iiflle common sense and some good door 
and window locks will help to keep your home and family 
safe from vandals. 
• .... : . ,  
Little .... 
eatre, Th 
ets . . . .  g 
zoning 
approval, 
prepares 
to build 
The rezomng-of two properties 
owned by Terrace Little "l~..~tre 
from .Two-Family Residential to 
Admimstration and .Assembly 
classification, along with an ad- 
joining city lot the Little Theatre is 
about o purchase, was finalized by 
Terrace city council Monday night. 
At the same time, council amended 
the designation of these three 
properties on the Official Com- 
munity Plan from Residential to 
Parks and Institutional. 
This clears the way for a long- 
awaited Little Theatre upgrade. 
Council was told by Little Theatre 
treasurer Gordon Oates Monday 
night that the changes were the 
beginning of a project in which the 
existing Little Theatre building on 
Kalum St. will be replaced with a 
new 80x82 foot structure with 
seating for 150 to 200 patrons. 
This is double the capacity of the 
existing building and according to 
Oates will provide a new facility 
that other organizations will be 
able to use as well. He added that 
a 41 vehicle parking lot was 
included in the plan. 
!1 '  
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co# ' q.2o p ¢orZtot e wmone 8 sun. . .  
just for test driving a 1991Toyota! 
...... ~.~!'~i~ 
Elimination of the Federal Sales Tax has just made 
all Toyota models an even better value! 
Take our popularTercel Z Door Sedan S Model: 
the removal of the EST., the MSRP was 
$9,248* Now, it's a low $8,258* 
But thath not the only reason to come in and see your 
neighbourhood Toyota Dealer today. 
You could win one of Z0 trips for two to sunny 
Puerto Vallarta Mexico from Air CanadaTouram, just 
for test driving a value-packed newToyota! (Estimated 
prize value 52,400 for two, from Toronto.) 
Come and see the Corolla LS and Camry  SE, "~i~i~ I 
with all the extras you've been wishing for.., take a spin . . . . .  
in the futuristic new Previa...put arough-and-ready /~:~ 
4Runner through its paces.~st drive any newToyota i;:i~ 
and you could be on your way to a dream vacation. ~7 ~->~ 
Call or visit yo~'" ln,-~! narticinatin~ Toyota - :~ Ci!~ 
Dealer for full detail 
contest rules. Contes 
January 31,1991. So 
up an entry form at 
Toyota Dealer tocla 
!::, i ~':~ ..... 
TOYO 
1he promise of something better. 
~tts 
• MSflR Frelgm, P.D.I., t~xeS 8rid llcenclng fe~S not Included. Desl~ ~ Sell for less, 
)~.• - 
~./:•!:i: ~ ~::~:•~v,? ......... • ... I 
• >:  : :~'~'~ "~ ~: :  :~:~:~-~-~','~.~:~:~:•i~:!::i!i ,~ I ~,•  • ,  •~• ~•~ ~,~•,~ :~• ~,  ~•~•~•~:~ ~! i ! i  ~ 
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Your hometown locally owned 
and operated newspaper 
Section Sports Features 
Community News 
Arts & Entertainment, 
Local  libraries 
" to get chosen 
. . . .  government 
publications 
• Contributed by Patti Barnes 
- ,The British Columbia govern- 
ment is supporting a new initia- 
,.: . tive by librarians to improve ac- 
• ,tess throughout the province to 
' information about government 
• activities and programs. Both 
": . the Northwest Community Col- 
. . . . .  .•lege Library and the Terrace 
• . Public Library, two of 43. pub- 
:lie, college, and University 
libraries selected to participate 
.... in the British Columbia Govern- 
.merit Publications Depositoi'y 
• Library Project, are now receiv- 
ing at no charge a core collection 
of important publications val- 
ued at approximately $1000. 
(: 
j: • 
The collection provides local 
access to current ,information 
about new legislation tabled in 
: the Legislative Assembly in Vic- 
toria. The British Columbia 
Gazette, part 1, contains, govern- 
ment notices. Proceedings in the 
Legislative Assembly can be fol- 
lowed through the Orders of the 
Day, announcing upcoming 
• matters; the Votes and Proceed- 
ings, a brief summary of what 
has taken place; and the Official 
Report of Debates, popularly 
known as Hansard, which fully 
records the speeches in the 
Legislative Assembly by the 
MLA's, 
First reading bills are present- 
ed and if they pass third reading 
they are again printed. If a bill 
receives Royal Assent and be- 
comes law it is called a Statute, 
and is given a chapter number 
which differs from the bill num- 
ber. Statutes are among the most 
heavily used government publi- 
cations, and the Depository 
Library Project ensures that 
? 
libraries will receive them as 
soon as they are published.- ~'. 
Many Statutes allow a Minis- 
ter to make regulations contain- 
ing the details that are not in the 
statute itself but which are 
necessary in order to carry out 
the intent of the legislation. 
Once regulations are approved 
by an Order in Council they are 
published first in the British Col- 
umbia Gazette, part 2, and then 
in the looseleaf Consolidated 
Regulations of British Colum- 
bia. 
Other publications being sup- 
plied to the NWCC Library and 
the Terrace •Public Library are 
the Estimates (projected expen- 
ditures), Public Accounts (ac- 
tual expenditures) and the very 
useful phone directory listing 
government offices and officials 
throughout the province. Annu- 
al reports of numerous minis- 
tries are also being received 
through the Project. Many in- 
dividual ministries that distrib- 
ute publications on a compli- 
mentary basis are also partici- 
pating by including depository 
libraries on their mailing lists. 
An advisory committee of 
members of the British Colum- 
bia Library Association con- 
tinues to meet and make recom- 
mendations regarding publica- 
tions included and the future of 
the three-year pilot project. Per- 
manent depository programs 
established by governments 
following initiatives by library 
associations and librarians cur- 
rently operate in Canada, On- 
tario, Quebec and Nova Scotia. 
\ 
\ 
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It'e lit, and it will keep buming until the 1991 Northern Winter Games in Terrace are history. In a 
ceremony at city hall Friday night, Caledonia high school athlete Kenny Knull applied the flame 
from a torch conveyed by a parade of athletes and local officials. The Games run Feb. 1-3. 
Project Literacy gets grant, 
starts search for coordinator 
More than one year since they started .to provide an opportunity for any adult 
member of our community to learn to read 
and write or to improve his/her basic liter- 
acy skills 
• to provide a learner-centred program and 
instruction i  a relaxing environment where 
students can gain confidence 
• to strive to ensure that this program is 
accessible to all persons regardless of age, 
ethnic origin or any disability 
• to maintain strong links with other com- 
munity agencies and to encourage broad 
community support for, and participation 
in, the development of the downtown 
learning centre. 
i 
putting their first grant application together, 
Project Literacy Terrace has finally 
received funding. A $51,000 grant from the 
B.C. Ministry of Advanced Education and 
the federal Secretary of State (half from 
each) will allow them to hire a volunteer 
adult literacy program coordinator, set up 
an office in or near the downtown core of 
Terrace, buy resource and learning 
• materials, and rent office equipment. 
Terrace Project Literacy, established in 
December 1989, recognizes that "basic 
literacy is a right to which all members of 
our society are entitled and undertakes: 
Hiring a coordinator for the program is 
Project Literacy Terrace's number one 
priority. The position has been advertised 
through Canada Employment Centros 
across the country, the Adult Literacy 
Contact newsletter, in all B.C. colleges, 
and next week in the Terrace Review. 
Closing date for applications i  Feb. 15. To 
date, two applications have been received. 
The first task of the volunteer literacy 
program coordinator will be to set up an 
office space. If anyone knows of a com- 
mercial space or even a residential location 
near the downtown core, please call Patti 
Barnes at Northwest Community College in 
Terrace. Once the location is established 
and furniture gathered through donations, 
the next step is to train volunteer tutors. 
There has been strong interest expressed 
by beth prospective tutors and learners for 
the program. It is hoped that the first batch 
of tutors might ~ trained by April or May 
so that tutoring can begin as quickly as 
possible. 
A new executive was elected at the last 
Project Literacy Terrace meeting: president 
Gillian Campbell, vice-president Larry 
Bolingbmke, Secretary/treasurer Patti 
Barnes, and board members Ella Goodlad, 
Francis Smith. and Janet Harris. 
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Medic enlisted 
to keep boxing 
on Games card 
Fears that boxing may be 
kicked off the Northern B.C. 
Winter Games chedule in Ter- 
race next month have been shuf- 
fled aside. 
Bylaws call for medics to be 
on hand during competitions, 
but Terrace organizers admitted 
problems finding available local 
medics. Some doctors expressed 
a scheduling conflict while 
others were simply opposed to 
the sport and didn't wish to get 
involved. 
The solution came from 
Workers Compensation Board 
first-aid examiner Brenda 
Lavalle, who informed organ- 
izers that doctor J.E. Schinbein 
of Prince Rupert had agreed to 
oversee the event. 
Downhill alpine 
skiing try-outs 
Region 8 downhill skiingtry-outs for candidates from Dease 
Lake, Hazelton, Kitimat, Stewart and Terrace will be held,Sunday, 
Jan. 20 at 1 p.m. on Shames Mountain. 
Teams of six are to be formed in three age groups, which must in- 
clude both male and female racers: 
Junior: 12 to 15 years. 
Intermediate: 14 to 19 years. 
Senior: 19 and over. 
Age is determined as of Dec. 31, 1990. 
ROles and eligibility: No "carded" racers. C.S.A. rules are to ap- 
ply. Ski brakes and helmets are mandatory. 
Registration: By phone, call Brian at 635-2141, or watch for sign- 
up postings at Shames. 
i t i t  L /n~ qt~ ~-~ 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 2 I-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
AuR. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov, 21 
SAGITi'ARIUS 
Nov. 22-De¢. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCE,q 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
to beontl~e age~tda~-Be warY of one who creates 
a stir at.home. 
Ideas expressed by others could contribute worth- 
while data in joint financial dealings. Be alert o 
credit inducements of a questionable nature. 
A close associate raises ome questions regard- 
ing joint assets. Look to mate or partner for a 
strong shoulder to lean on. 
Socializing with co-workers can be enjoyable, but 
be alert to emotional outbursts when the Moon 
is full on Wednesday. 
A date with one you meet on Ihe job takes an un- 
expected turn and leads to things you hadn't plan- 
nedon. 
Domestic responsibilities are rather heavy but 
you derive much pleasure in sharing the good 
times with friends and family. 
Information comes your way in a subtle fashion 
on how to become involved in a productive inter- 
change of ideas and beliefs. 
Jupiter, the benevolent planet, indicates luck 
and happiness coming throtsgh travel and visits 
with those at a distance. 
You make a powerful impact on people and can 
be as successful as you want o be in promoting 
your ideas. 
Confidential news concerning a partnership 
matter gives a favorable upturn to the financial 
situation, The risk factor is minimal. 
Transactions involving friends could lead to 
friction on the job. Be careful in how you inter- 
pret messages. 
BER T'S DELICATESSEN 
WE HAVE.. 
.a large variety of 
meats, cheeses, European 
novelties, super 
sandwiches, fresh salads 
I We cater for large and 
small parties and picnics. 
~S440 
4603 Park Ave. Terrace (across from Ihc library) 
The Scores Are... 
Minor Hockey Tri-City League 
Kitlmat Legion Bombers 5, 
Terrace Totem Ford Midgets 3 
Terrace Totem Ford Midgets 10, 
Kitimat Legion Bombers I 
Terrace Minor Hockey - -  
Peewee House League 
Bradford 3, Heaman 3; Heaman 8, FanNest 0 
Terrace Minor Hockey-  
Atom House League 
Centennial Lions 15, Kinsmen 3 
All Seasons 12, Tilden 9 
Centennial Lions 5, Tilden 1 
Kinsmen 7, All Seasons 3 
,, - • , 
Terrace Minor Hockey - -  -,~, ..... 
Novice House League • 
Wilkinson 1, Elks 1 
Doyles 11, Wilkinson 5 - - 
Legion 5, Elks I .. " 
Terrace Peewee Reps Minor Hockey 
Exhibitions vs Burns Lake 
Terrace won all four games --  12-1, 18-3, 9-3, 11-2. 
Bant0m Minor Hockey 
Tournament at Smithers 
Final standings --  Kitlmat 1st, Smithers 2nd, 
Houston 3rd, Vanderhoof 4th, Terrace 5th, 
Burns Lake 6th. Results of Terrace games - -  
lost 7-4 to Smlthers, lost 4-2 to Vanderhoof, 
beat Burns Lake 4-2. 
Kitimat Non.Contact Hockey League 
Legion Bombers 6, Weldall5 
Alcan 3, Geordles 3 
Weldall 7, TLT 6 
Schooleys 4, Alcan 2 
Terrace Men's Basketball League 
North Coast 76, Skeena Hotel 70 
High scorers - -  Steve Dewacht 26,Trevor Shannon 25 
All Seasons 105, Ev's Clippers 76 
High scorers - -  Wads Watson 30, Dave Hogg 29 
Results of recent children's Chito Ryu 
Karate examinations 
Promoted to White Belt, 1st stripe 
Bryan Raposo, Jamle Kerman, Chris Kerman, Bradley 
Causey, Ryan Huffman, Eric Smyth, Beau Levesque, 
Todd Holkestad, Jeff Marcsau, Michael Urbanoski, 
Teresea Lefebvre, Stacey Marceau, Catherine Audet, 
Llndsey Filllon, Alana Urbanoski, Johnathon 
Gagnon, Jagjit Buttar, Toby Parsons, David Fleming. 
Promoted to Yellow Belt 
Kevin Cage, Troy Gagnon, Tom Mack, Simon Fisher, 
Kevin Andolfatto, Armar Parmar, Joshua Smith, Mat- 
thew Janzen, Jamle Janzen, Cheranne Sheppard, 
Mareo McKeown, Warren Connacher, BabalJit 
Sanghera, Katie Dedlluke, Grace Mitchell, Costa 
Sainis, Karyn Audet. 
Promoted to Yellow Belt, 1st stripe 
Harvaven Gill. 
Promoted to Yellow Belt, 2nd stripe 
Mike Davies. " 
Promoted to Orange Belt 
Peter Murle. 
Promoted to Orange Belt, 1st stripe 
Paul Fleming, Jim Casey. 
The children of Winter Games' age range will be com- 
peting in the Northern Winter Games. An additional north- 
ern regional tournament for children under the Games' age 
limit will be held in conjunction witfi the Games. Registra- 
tion for the winter session for children will be at 7 p.m. at 
Clarence Michiel school Mondays and Thursdays. Adults' 
session will begin at 8 p.m. 
i 
TERRACE MEN'S RECREATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE " 
: Game Scores .... i 
'/ Jan. 12 
: Riverside Auto Wranglers 6, Inn of the Wes 
': Skeena Hotel 8, Northern Motor Inn Okies 
i 
Jan. 13 
~, ' Norm's Auto Refinishing 8, Convoy Supply 
: : Inn of the West 4, All Seasons 3
Jan. 15 
"~ All Seasons 5, Inn of the West 1 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 5, Riverside Aut 
......... Jan. 16 
: :~ : Convoy Supply 6, Terrace Timberman 4
• Jan. 1"/ 
Skeena Hotel 9, Norm's Auto Refinishing 4 
dotor Inn Okies 
~uto Wranglers 
tpply 
: Terrace Ttmberma I . 
:: : : :  ~: Recreational Dtviston 
,, Team 
GP W L 
28 8 13 
29 9 16 
29 7 15 
19 8. 9 
GP W 
28 17 
28 16 
28 15 
27 I 1 r : N°rm's Auto Refinishing 
• i 
T GV G 
7 92 I 
4 108 1: 
7 91 1: 
2 75 ~- 
L T GF GA Frs  
8 3 127 95 37  
8 4 149 118 36 : ,:: ::: 
s 5 143 109 35 
14 2 128 123 24 . . . .  
Come over to the Professionals at 
BOAT-- BUSINESS 
~i/ : : : : : : : i i  ¸  : .... 
• i:. 
~..., 
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"rerrace's Ron Townley rink, skipped by Ken Blanes, took the zone six mixed curling title at the Terrace Cuding Clubon the 
January 12 weekend. The group went to Prince George last Weekend for a best-of-three series against the zone fh/e winner. (Note: 
this really is the Ron Townley foursome, not the group i.._n the photo we ran last week.) 
1==== 
Golf club elects new board,- 
sets sights on coming year 
Cont r ibuted  Past President: Jim Holland. fruition this year with the open- 
At a meeting Jan. 14, the Club Manager: Bruce Car- ing of a temporary driving 
directors of the Skeena Valley ruthers, range. 
Golf and Country Club elected Golf is the sport of the 90's. 
the following people to the ex- The board of directors looks As announced earlier, Bruce 
ecutive positions of the board of forward to the challenge of pro- Carruthers is now the manager 
directors for the 1991, season, viding the membership of the of the Skeena Valley Golf and 
President: John Taylor. Skeena Valley Golf and Country Country Club. Bruce's expertise 
Vice President: Jake DeJong. Club, the golfing public ofTer- in business management and the 
Secretary: George Clark. race and area, and all new- food and beverage industry will 
Treasurer: Pare Biffle. comers to the sport with a be a valuable asset to the club 
Committee Chairmen: Out- season of fun and fellowship for and its membership. 
side Committee -- Glen all ages. The 1991 board of directors 
Johnson, Inside Committee --  Last season the membership salute Lynn Cooper, Marylin 
Brian Miller, Plan of Progress looked to the future by purchas- Davies, Al McAlpine, Dick Graf 
- -  Howard Pruner, Junior De- ing adjacent farm land for the and Dale Schuweiler, whose ex- 
velopment -- Jake DeJong, purpose of future expansion, ecutive terms of office expired 
Driving Range - -  Jim Holland. The challenge for the 1991 board last year. Their dedication and 
Ladies' Club Captain: Edith of directors will be the develop- time has been an inspiration for 
Gieselman. ing of ways and means of bring- the newly elected executive to 
Men's Club Captain: lan ing future development to reali- carry on for the betterment of 
Smith. ty. The first ohase will come to the club and the game of golf. 
Smithers monster cash spiel 
close to making history 
It'll go down in the curling Gord Judzentis, the first annual Rick Folk and Ed Lukowich. Ed 
books as the third largest cash Smithers curling classic hopes to Werenich said his entry would 
bonspiei ever held in Canada. attract several world-class corn- depend on how he fares in this 
All the organizers need is 32 petitors, year's brier play." 
teams and $57,000 to make it "We'll fill 26 of the 32 spots The December 13-to-16 event 
come off at Smithers in mid- by invitation," Judzentis said. charges a team entry fee of 
December of this year. "We've sent out 40 invites and $1,000, but the prize money 
already have acceptances from makes it worth while. 
According to spiel chairman noted Canadian Curlers like Top prize is $15,000 in cash, 
plus eight air vouchers valued at 
ndry CI best He an's ,.o wios 
$11,600 in cash, plus four air 
An average of 25.7 points per Clan's 79-57 win over Western vouchers valued at $2,800. Third 
game has Terrace's Michelle Washington U. in the ¢~ther and fourthplaceteamseachpick 
Hendry in sixth place overall in matchup, up $5,000 in cash. Teams plac- 
the National Association of In- Overall on the season, the ing fifth to eighth pocket $3,000 
tercollegiate Athletics basketball Clan has a 15-win, 3-10ss record, each. 
loop. In her district one, Statistically, Hendry con- Judzentis also s~id the regular 
Michell¢ has paced the Simon tinues to lead district one in field Smithers cash spiel, set for Nov. 
Fraser Clan to a perfect 5-0 goal percentage, hitting 67.2 29 to Dec. 1, will qualify its top 
mark. percent of her shots from the four teams for the classic. 
Hendry's two recent outings field. Hendry is currently sixth With only 26 of the 40 teams 
saw her score 29 points and pick in NAIA national scoring and invited to be accepted, teams are 
up 16 rebounds in the Clan's fourth national field goal per- reminded entries will be taken 
86-53 win over University of centage. Michelle also leads the on a first-come, first-servebasis. 
Puget Sound. She put up a Clan in rebounding with 8.5 Contact the Smithers Curling 
34,point, six-record effort in the boards per game. Club for more information. 
Townley 
rink takes 
mixed zone 
playdown 
The Ron Town!ey rink of Ter- 
race, skipped by Ken Blanes, 
won the zone six mixed curling 
playdown at the Terrace Curling 
Club on Jan. 13 weekend. 
Blanes lost his opening game in 
this six-team modified double 
knockout series, but came back 
with a four-game win streak to 
clinch the title. 
In his last two matches, 
Blanes beat Larry Gordon of 
Prince Rupert 11-4 in the 'B' 
side final, then outscored Don 
Palmer of Smithers 9-7 in the 
'A-B' final. Blanes travelled to 
Prince George this past weekend 
for a best-of-three s ries against 
the zone five winner. B.C. finals 
start Feb. 15 at Victoria. 
Zone interior 
curling winners 
ready to advance 
• i f : i / ?  : ~iii ~ 
i ~ii:ii i l l, i ,  ~ 
The seven zone winners of the B.C. Interior Curling Association 
have now been declared. They are: 
• Zone I from Trail: Skip, Paul Devlin; Grant Fines; Dean Horn- 
ing; Don Freshie. 
• Zone 2 from Cranbrook: Skip, Lorne Qually; Gary Barrett; Dee 
Nickell; Don Morrison. 
• Zone 3 from Kelowna: Skip, Rick Folk; Pat Ryan; Bert Gret- 
zinger; Gerry Richards. 
• Zone 4 from Salmon Arm: Skip, Gene Puetz; Fred Puetz; Doug 
Nakano; Dewayne Long. 
• Zone 5 from Prince George: Skip, Les Abriel; Kevin Kemper; 
John Shymanski; Blair Moffatt. 
• Zone 6 from Smithers: Skip, Gord Judzentis; Gord Pratt; Tom 
O'Niel; Dennis Singer. 
• Zone 7 from Kamloops: Skip, Rob Kuroyama; Tony Eberts; 
Ken Brown; Brian Eden. 
These seven zone winners now advance to the BClCA zone 
round-robin playdowns in Kamloops, starting Jan. 27, to delcare 
one direct entry into the Labatt Tankard provincial championships, 
also at Kamloops. The BCICA 95th annual open bonspiel will 
declare l0 qualifiers to enter into the 16-team triple event qualifier 
Tankard playdowns. They will be joined by the six remaining zone 
winners to make up the 16 teams. 
A further three teams will come out of this playoff to enter into 
the provincial championships. Four teams froin the BCICA will 
join with four teams from the Pacific Coast Curling Association at 
Trail Cominco arena Feb. 8, 9 and 10 for the right to be the best 
team to represent B.C. at the Labatt Brier in Hamilton, March 3, 
1991. 
This Tankard championship s an A,B,C, qualifying event with a 
playoff format. 
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Games 
Warmup by Mary Ann Burdett 
The clock's running 
Terrace Rotary decided to back ringette with a donation of $2,000 to the Northern B.C. Winter 
Games Society. Rotary president John Jack presented Games representative Vern Ferguson with 
the cheque last week. 
" "  with eight days left 
co .  ow. - ,n on,. 0 i . . ,  0 . . ,  t.e par,,0,.an,, t.e 
- " "  Northern B.C. Winter Games will be arriving and we still need 
• . . . . . . . . . . .  , , : .  i:  ,aoos,o  ,,et,o o our,ou.  a' 'o"o,uo'ts. If,o. a eno,.  
,,,~ yet offered your home, phone the Winter Games office at 635-1991 
• " ~ ~  right now. They need you. 
..... . . .m Your home does not have to be elaborate or palatial - -  your 
guests will bring their own sleeping bags and foamies. Transporta- 
tion will not be a problem as they will be receiving free transit passes 
for the weekend. It will be very little inconvenience toyou and could 
be a great deal of fun, so pick up that phone and dial. If you have 
already offered to take billets and have not been contacted by the 
Winter Games office with confirmation, please call them as soon as Behind the scenes things possible - -  remember that number is635-1991. Absoluteconfirma- 
tion of billets and their approximate arrival time on the 31 st should 
be forthcoming by mail the week of Jan. 28. 
tense, determined for Games 
by Betty Barton 
Communications 
Cord Sweeting, communications 
coordinator for the Not'them B.C. 
Winter Games in Terrace, says 
"It's all working on paper. In the 
next week, we have to collect, 
inventory and channel all the 
equipment. We'll start o install the 
equipment on Jan. 30. The control 
centre will be fully operational by 
Thursday, Jan. 317 
As one would expect, Sweeting, 
a communications technician for 
the R.C.M.P., knows a lot about 
communications. He figures that 
was why he was approached to 
head this department for the North- 
em B.C. Winter Games. "The only 
thing that was new to me was 
telephone systems," he says. He 
began organizing the communica- 
tions department in June 1990 by 
reading all the reports from the 
eight previous Northern B.C. Win- 
ter Games, sorted through their 
recommendations, and added his 
own ideas. "It's involved lots of 
meetings and telephoning," says 
Sweeting. 
The function of the communica- 
Securities is supplying the tele- 
phone system." The Amateur 
Radio Club is providing operators 
and radio communications from 
the remote venue site at Shames 
Mountain (downhill skiing) and 
Onion Lake (cross-country skiing). 
Sweeting is taking the last week 
of January off work to concentrate 
his efforts on coordinating the 
whole communications etwork. 
Transportation 
"In the eleventh hour, it's all 
coming together," says Bob Petras, 
transportation coordinator for the 
Northern B.C. Winter Games. The 
job of his committee, which 
includes assistant coordinator A1 
Bishop and pool car coordinator 
Bob Middleton, entails cheduling 
all in-bound buses carrying athletes 
and coaches from all parts of the 
region, storage of the buses in 
secure compounds at Freightways, 
Bandstra nd Williams/Lindsay's, 
arranging courtesy vehicles, pool 
cars, and bases from the control 
centres to venues at Shames 
Mountain (downhill skiing), Onion 
Lake (cross-country skiing) and 
Kitimat (volleyball, hockey, figure 
skating and speed skating). "It's a 
able at any time for the duration of 
the Games) are being coordinated 
by Bob Middleton. Middleton has 
recruited many of the pool car 
drivers through the Northwest 
Loggers' Association. The pool 
cars are available to move officials 
around from venue to venue, to 
"go fer" stuff as required, and for 
unplanned trips to or from a 
venue. 
The courtesy cars, available to 
the regional directors, are being 
donated during the Games by 
Tilden and Budget rental car 
agencies. The billeting families are 
also a critical part of the transpor- 
tation operation. Although each 
tions department is o determine all 
communications requirements - -  big operation," he states 
remote, radio and telephone-- for emphatically. 
the control centre at the arena, the The pool cars (four or five avail- 
venues, and for the registration 
centre at Thornhill Junior Second- 
ary School, and to provide paging 
for directors, the host committee 
and departmental heads, explains 
Sweeting. Security, administration, 
first aid and transportation are the 
four departments hat have to be 
linked constantly for the duration 
of the Games to ensure verything 
runs smoothly. 
"We've begged, borrowed and 
had genero~ donations of radios 
from B.C. Forestry, Highways, 
RCMP, E.H.S., A.G.K., B.C. 
Hydro and B.C. Tel, Tolsec, Lock- 
port, Amateur Radio Club and 
Sight & Sound. Lockport 
Bob Petree: Still need Class 1 
and 2 drivers. 
athlete will be given a complimen- 
tary transit pass for the weekend, 
the host families may be required 
to get them to the control centre at 
some time during the Games in 
order for them to catch buses to 
their venue. 
The scheduling and the weather 
are major factors in the success of 
the transportation peration. One is 
within the scope of the transporta- 
tion committee; the other isn't. 
"There are so many variables," 
explains Petras. "Last week, I 
presented a revised, revised, 
revised standard version of the 
plan to the Games committee". 
Bob began coordinating transpor- 
tation in February 1990. He has 
worked in close co-operation with 
the control centre and the events 
committees. Each driver will com- 
municate with the control centre. 
Once again, if you don't hear from the Games office -- you call 
them. 
Terrace athletes are reminded that they must register for the 
Games at Thornhill Junior Secondary School on Jan. 31 between 
the hours of four and five p.m. 
There is still a need for more volunteers in several areas, with 
First Aid and Security being two of the priorities. Can you spare a 
few hours? Every little bit helps. Just call that Games office and 
give them your name as another community-sp~irited T rrace person 
--  it's coming fast, let's "Catch the Skeena Spirit". 
When we think about the Northern Winter Games, its activities 
and participants, we tend to think in terms of the young in years, 
but there is one event in which the participants lean towards being, 
rather than young in years, young at heart. The event is, of course, 
the one which will take place in the "Happy Gang Centre" on 
Kalum Street and which will have the interest and attention of 
m?y; 
CARPET BOWLING 
There are three provincially accepted carpets et up in the base- 
ment of the centre and all the necessary equipment required to carry 
out the hosting of the carpet bowlers. There are duly qualified 
referees ready to make the decisions and a group of seniors who are 
ready, willing and able to see that the contenders receive the 
warmest of hospitality, 
Carpet bowling calls for skill, strategy and self-control. It is a fist 
of temper and a trial of honour. Carpet bowling promotes physical 
health and gives opportunities for companionship. It is a game well 
suited to people into their most senior years. It has many similarities 
to regular bowling, or could be said to be lawn bowling moved in- 
doors. Whatever the description you might apply to the activity, it 
provides many hours of pleasure and competition to those involved 
and will be an interesting part of the upcoming Northern B.C. 
Winter Games. 
For a younger group 
GYMNASTICS I 
L 
Pool cam will be dispatched 
through the control centre. Some 
will be radio controlled. Othcn 
will check into the control centre 
for assigmnents. "This is my criti. 
cal month," says Bob. 
"Our biggest concern is the avail- 
ability of fully qualified drivers. 
We still need drivers with current 
will be the centre of their interests. For these Winter Games there 
will be four categories of eligibility -- Midgets, nine years old; 
Argos, 10 and 11 years old; Tyros, 12 and 13 years old; and Open, 
14 years and up. 
In this event one will witness great shows of strength, grace and 
artistic impressions. To excel in this most pleasurable vent for 
spectators, the contender must have great determination a d must 
have devoted many hours to tedious repetitive practice which, in the 
end, grants contender and spectator alike much enjoyment and 
great satisfaction. 
Class 1 or 2 driver's licenses," he It will be with the utmost of interest and enjoyment that we will 
says. Call Bob Petras at 635-2810 be attending the events for the young and for the young at heart. 
or 635-7316 or Glenn Thomsen at Hey, Terrace, see you at the venues on the fast approaching first 
weekend of February, 
635-2268 to volunteer, 
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Duncan-rink win,s 
master's., curling 
The Gord Carmichael rink of 
Duncan has repeated as B.C. 
master men's (over 60) curling 
champions. 
The Pacific Coast winners 
from Vancouver Island did it in 
a best-of-three playoff at the 
Terrace Curling Club on Satur- 
day the 19th. Carmichael de- 
feated B.C. Interior champ John 
Merkley of Trail in two straight 
games --  7-6 and 5-3. 
Carmichael now heads to the 
Western Canada masters curling 
championship at Saskatoon, 
March 28 to 31. He'll face the 
other three western provincial 
champs, hoping to repeat his 
1990 triumph. 
Masters curling is not yet rec- 
ognized in eastern provinces. 
At the B.C. Interior finals, 
Merkley came back from an 
opening round loss to Laurie 
Rustad of Prince George on 'A' 
side of the modified double- 
knockout series. The score was 
8-3. 
Merkley then had to win three 
in a row to get another shot at 
Rustad who went on to win 'A' 
side. 
Terrace's Ivor Bristol was the 
first of Merkley's victoms by 
a 9-4 score. Then Merkley 
knocked off Prince Rupert's 
Ray Billing 8-2. 
In the 'B' side final, Merkley 
downed John Copeland of Ver- 
non 6-5. He revenged his open- 
ing round match on a title- 
clinching 5-4 win over Rustad in 
the 'A' - 'B' final. 
Kermodes not up for 
Vancouver. touraey 
In their worst outing of the 
season, Terrace Caledonia Ker- 
mode boys lost all three games at 
the Vancouver College senior 
boys' basketball tournament on 
January 19 weekend. 
They opened with a 56-47 loss 
to Maple Ridge, then dropped a 
63-46 decision to Nanaimo. 
Their final game was an 83-68 
loss to Kitsilano. 
Gary Peden was high scorer 
for Kermodes in all three games. 
He averaged over 13 points a 
game.  
Thornhill Pub 
& 
Owl's Nest Kitchen 
J \ 
II 1.00 p.m. Cash Prizes !!! 
II _. ,,,'~"='~=. ? ~ __ 
, , /~  ~ ' 
2387 Thornhill St 
638-8404 
The Cord Carmichael rink of Duncan, featuring third Ralph Fulford, second Duke Collins and 
lead Mike Zabrick, emerged as B.C. master men's curling champions on the weekend in a best-of- 
three playoff at Terrace. Carmichaers Pacific Coast champs defeated John Merkley of Trail (the 
Interior winners) in two straight games - -  7-6 and 5-3. 
John Merkley's Trail foursome won the B.C. Interior men's masters (over 60) title in a six-team 
playoff last week at the Terrace Curling Club. The team of third Red Koehle, second Sam Anselmo 
and lead Mickey Maglio later lost the best.of-three B.C. playoff to Cord Carmichael of Duncan.  
Advertising that works: the Terrace Review 
I 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Annual Open Bonspiel 
January 25, 26 & 27/91 
Everyone welcome] 
.trophies 
.prizes 
• banquet by Legion Ladles - 
.3 B's breakfast 
$120 per person ($50 deposit required). For further information, call jim McKenzle at 635.9201 or the Legion at 635-5825. 
z,lb 
I I I ~  ~ I~ r . , ,  a . 
Sr ~, 
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Pet 
poke 
I keep.a pet in 
my refrigerator. 
It's a real, live, 
living, breathing 
thing. It's more 
prolific than rabbits 
but takes up no 
more space than a 
juice container. In 
fact, that's what I 
keep it in - -  a 
large juice 
container. And it 
doesn't require 
much attention. It 
needs feeding only once a week. Usually on Wednesdays I take it out 
for some exercise. It's really a great pet. 
What is it? You've probably guessed. It's a poke of sour- 
dough. My very own home grown poke of traditional Great 
White North sourdough. 
I love working with living things. And my poke is a lively little 
pet. 
If you would like to have a pet live in your refrigerator, this is 
all you have to do: 
Sourdough starter 
In a large bowl dissolve l tsp. honey in V2 c. lukewarm water 
(100°F.). 
Sprinkle with 1 envelope active dry yeast. 
Let stand in a warm, draft-free place for l0 minutes. 
Stir briskly with a fork. 
Into yeast mixture stir: 4 c. lukewarm water 
. i 
1 tbsp. salt 
1 tbsp. honey 
' 4 c. whole wheat flour 
Cover and let stand at room temperature. During its first day, 
some disciplinary measuresmay berequired: if it threatens to 
overflow from the bowl, stir it down using a wooden spoon. It's 
easily trained and learns quickly. 
Continue to keep covered at room temperature for three days. 
Stir batter down each day. 
On the third day, pour contents into a large sealer or juice con- 
tainer. Cover and store at the back of your refrigerator. 
Feed weekly: 1 tsp. honey, stir well, cover and return to fridge. 
The more often your pet is exercised, the happier and more 
content it will be. I recommend the following exercise regime: 
Sourdough bread 
Pet Poke (sourdough starter): 3 V2 cups 
Playmates (ingredients): 1 c. milk 
1 c. milk powder 
¼ c. honey, molasses, sugar or brown 
sugar 
2 tbsp. oil 
2 tsp. salt 
5 to 7 c. whole wheat flour 
1 c. gluten flour 
:: (Variations: replace portion of whole wheat flour with rye 
flour, millet meal, ground oat flakes or coarse oat meal and oat 
bran, rice or barley flour.., or add a small amount of cooked 
cereal or sprouted wheat berries...) 
Exercise program: Scald milk. Stir in sweetener, oil, salt. Cool 
to lukewarm. Blend in milk powder to dissolve. Add Pet Poke 
(sourdough starter). Beat in gluten flour, then 2 cups of whole 
wheat flour. Mix vigourously with electric mixer for 7 minutes 
(use dough hooks). 
After this vigourous workout, gradually stir in 3 to 5 cups of 
flour, or combination of flours, using a wooden spoon. Work in 
last of flour with a rotating motion of your hand, turning the 
dough over and over in the bowl. 
Turn dough out onto a floured surface. This is where you real- 
ly get to play with your pet: knead for 8 to 10 minutes. (Any 
good cookbook will explain this procedure if bread making is a 
new experience for you.) Shape dough into a smooth ball. Place 
in a well-greased large bowl. Rotate dough to grease its bottom, 
then turn over. A light coating of oil on its surface will prevent 
your pet from drying out while it takes a nap (rises). 
Cover it and let it nap in a warm, quiet place for 1 Vz to 2 
hours, 
Time to get physical again. Wake it up (punch it down). You 
do this by punching your fist into its middle, it may sigh -- or 
even hiss - -  at you. But that's O.K. It really likes it. Like when 
your guinea pig growls at you when he's having fun but doesn't 
want to admit he's really having fun? So go ahead. Punch it 
down. Turn it out onto a floured surface again. Knead it for 
maybe'a minute, it enjoys the attention. Then divide it into four 
equal portions, Roll out each portion and shape into a loaf. 
Again, a cookbook can show you how to do this. 
A tasty tea time treat can be made by adding a mixture of 
brown sugar, cinnamon~ raisins, and chopped nuts or sunflower 
seeds to a rolled-out portion of dough. Roll it up tightly jelly-roll 
fashion and seal ends by pinching them closed. 
Place each loaf in a greased loaf pan. Brush oil on the top of 
each. Cover and let rise again for aA of an hour to an hour. Keep 
it warm (80°F). 
Bake 35 minutes at 400°F. To test for aloneness, turn a loaf out 
of the pan and tap its bottom. If it sounds hollow, it's done. 
Turn loaves out onto cooling racks. 
Replenishment 
This activity will almost completely exhaust the little fellow. To 
r,eplenish your pet, this is what you do: 
Provide: 3 c. lukewarm water 
3 c. whole wheat flour 
1 tsp. honey 
Stir well. Cover loosely. Let rest at room temperature for one 
day. Remember, if your pet becomes frisky and decides to knock 
off the lid (mine has done that) and run over the side of its con- 
tainer, discipline as necessary (stir down). On the second day, 
return your pet to its favourite place in the refrigerator. 
Playing with your pet poke may become a pastime your family 
may not want you to give up. Who can resist he aroma of fresh 
baked bread on a wintery afternoon? 
Sourdough bread is heavier and more rib-sticking than most 
homemade breads. If you enjoy full-flavoured breads, you'll 
probably enjoy your pet poke. I hope you do. 
Dave Parker | 
L.A. for Skeen  
63s.4215_: 
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I Support Your Lung Association 
The Terrace Review 
Big issues, local perspectwe 
Your chance to get involved-- 
Terrace Transition House -- Call us for sup- 
port and Information if you are a victim of men- 
tal or physical abuse. We're available 24 hours 
a day to women and children. Phone 635.6447. 
The Alzhelmer Information line: phone 
635.3381. 
Every Monday evening It's Cribbage Night at 
Terracevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in 
the community is invited to drop in and catch 
the action. 
Terrace Toastmasters -- Do you find it difficult 
to prepare and give a talk? Turn to 
Toastmasters for help. Meetings are the first 
and third Tuesday of each month at Northwest 
Community College, room 206, at 7:30 p.m. For 
Information, contact Irene Blackstone at 
635.284~ 5. 
COFFEEBREAK, s women's community bible 
study, meets Wednesdays from 9:30 to 11 a.m. 
We offer free child care, a stow hour program 
for three- to five-year-olds, an opportunity to 
meet new friends, small group discussions 
over a cup of coffee. There's a place for you 
with us --  join us1 Terrace Christian Reformed 
Church, on the corner of Sparks and Straume. 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group is to provide community 
~ education about this illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further Information. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
In playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
635-4096 or May McFarland at 635.2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
Skeena Valley Rebekeh Lodge holds regular 
monthly meetings at their new location in the 
Ukrainian Hall, 4600 block Welsh, Terrace, 
every second and fourth Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
if you are Interested in Joining our fraternity, 
please contact 635-2794 or 638-0674. 
Oddfellows Lodge hold meetings every second 
and fourth Monday at the new location in the 
Ukrainian Hall, 4600 block Walsh, Terrace. 
Contact 635-3995 or 635-2956 if you wish 
membership information. 
Please, assist the less fortunate of Terrace., 
The Anti-poverty Group Society is receiving 
donatlons from people of good wlll, so that 
they may contlnue helplng disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contrlbutlon tO treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 1T3. Phone 635-4631. 
Terrace Mlnor Hockey Is looklng for coaches, 
managers, dlvlslon heads, and referees for the 
upcomlng season. Those Interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenlngs. 
Terrace Contract Brldge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Leglon from 
October to April. Please contact Mary at 
635-2977 or Rolande at 635.4374. Come and 
have a fun nlght wlth usl 
The Skeens Squares Osnce Club meets Mon- 
days from 7:30 to 10 p.m. for square danclng at 
the Carpenters' Hall on Sparks St. For more in. 
formation, call Bey Greenl.ng at 635-7868. 
Attention: Qlrls and Women --  If you are in- 
terested in camping and outdoors, the home 
and family, community service, and Interna- 
tlonal experience, Girl Guides of Canada may 
be for you. Girls -- If you are between the ages 
of six and 17, we have a place for you In 
Brownies, Guides, Pathfinders, Rangers, 
Cadets, or Junior Leaders. Women -- .we have 
opportunities for you to work with the girls or 
become members of various councils or com- 
mlttees. Training plus full support is available 
for all positions. For more information, please 
call (evenings): Margaret Cooper, 638-0609; or 
Kathy Davies, 638-1245. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 
Park Ave., is open Monday to Friday, 12 noon 
to 4 p.m. We offer support, referral and ad- 
vocacy services for women. All women are en- 
couraged to use our facility. For further Infer- 
marion, phone 638-0228. 
The Kinette Club of Terrace meets on the sec- 
ond and fourth Wednesday of every month. For 
more Information, call Gall at 635.9253. 
The K.etie Club ladles meet on the third 
Wednesday of every month. Please Call Shella 
Crampton at 635.4435 for further information. 
The Terrace Badminton Club meats Tuesdays 
and Thursdays from 8 to 10 p.m. and on Sun- 
days from 7 to 10 p.m. at Thornhill Junior 
Secondary School. For further information, 
call Diane Cey at 635.3564. 
Gay information line - please phone 638-1256 
between 7 and 11 p.m. 
Aq-,.uati,c centre 
.revenue up 80% 
I! 
since expansmon 
May 19 this year will mark the 1990 was $99,454, almost double 
first anniversary of the official 
opening of Te/race's expanded 
aquatic entre. The fall and winter 
of 1990, though, were the first real 
test of the popularity of this much- 
improved facility and it appears as 
though the city passed this test 
with flying eolours. 
In 1989, the city budgeted for 
$75,000 in general revenue from 
the aquatic entre. This was in 
anticipation of completion of the 
expansion project, an event that 
didn't occur that year, and the 
centre fell far short of its goal. 
General revenue totalled only 
$57,000. 
In 1990, the city again budgeted 
for $75,000 in general revenue and 
this time the project was com- 
pleted. And, apparently because it
was completed, the money came 
rolling in. General pool revenue in 
the previous year and more than 
30 percent over projections. 
For superintendent of parks and 
recreation Steve Scott this is no 
accident; he attributes the increase 
in revenue directly to an improved 
facility. He admits that pool rates 
have increased, but only by five 
percent. Five percent of the 1989 
general revenue_ is only $2,850 so 
it would be difficult to argue that 
the fee increase had much to do 
with the revenue increase. 
But will use of the aquatic entre 
continue to grow? It appears the 
city believes they have already 
lapped the total potential of local 
pool users. General revenue for 
1991 is expected to be budgeted a! 
$105,0130 and that means a repeal 
of last year's performance plus e 
little additional revenue through 
increased rates. 
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SKI TIPS from Shames Mountain 51a 5cnool 
TIPS FOR HANDLING THE ICE! 
Hard pack, ice and boilerplate are conditions that can strike 
terror in the hearts of many recreational skiers. So how do you 
handle ice? 
First of all, make sure your skis arc properly tuned. A square 
shazp edge (smooth and free of bums) is important for skiing ice. 
Make sure your boots are buckled firmly and a little tighter than 
you would buckle them for softer snow. This will give you a more 
positive feel for the snow and minimize chatter. Lower your centre 
of gravity (this gives you better balance because you are closer to 
the snow and it also forces you to flex your knees more) and plant 
your poles aggressively. The more your knees are flexed, the more 
you can move them laterally, increasing the angle between your 
skis and the snow. 
You should try an aggressive start to set the tempo for an 
aggressive run. A firm pole plant will set the tempo for a solid 
edge set. On ice, even more than on soft snow, it is critical that 
your skis remain in contact with the snow surface at all times. 
Lowering your centre of gravity will facilitate this. 
Gaining a feel for the snow surface is also important in skiing on 
ice. Picture your feet becoming part of the snow and keep a firm 
but relaxed tension in the lower body. If you are too still in the 
lower body, that tension will be tmusferred to your skis, causing 
them to chatter and bounce. Think of using your lower body as a 
subtle shock absorber. 
Do not try to ski above your ability. Instead, ski within the 
framework of your ability and experience. This will help you build 
confidence and eventually master ice and other hard surfaces. 
Good luck and happy skiingl 
. . . . . . . . . .  ......,-,.nn',,~'~ "'Jo OOVI  I~'1D_Q"/~A[~ 
January 19 to 26 is Minor Hockey Week InTerface; an organization that deserves appreciation, 
recognition and support. Above, TMHA 1st vice-president Brian Hawkins, mayor Jack "the hat trick" 
Talstra, the city's as yet un-named but enthusiastic black bear and TMHA secretary Claire Irwin 
ask everyone consider the value of Minor Hockey and the dedication of coaches, executive 
members and the many special parents who contribute toward that value. Special events for the 
week include fun parent/player competition during practice times this week and tri-city competition 
this weekend. 
G,,reat McEwan 
• Chew Sprint & Pontiac Firefly 
• avlngs . 
• Sale Price $7995 several to choose f r~ l i l~m~=l l l i l l~  I 
• oday cashback - $500" 
$7495 
j~/;m/ m~ price Includes freight 
/ ~ ~ ~ - ~  and P.D.I. 64 mpg. hwy. 
Price $1.0,495 i,o,0o, 
~" ~ cashback $500* 
Cavalier VL 4.dr. Sedan . price includes 
=~pg..wy Chew Ca.vaher $9,995 ,reightsndP.D.I. 
All Pontiac Sunbirds and Chevy Cavaliers Have Been Sale Pnced 
"11,9 % Financing or Cashback 
l 
On These Models 
Sprint & Firefly 11.9% or *50000 cashback 
Cavalier & Sunbird 11.9 % or *500 °° cashback 
Chev S-1 0 & GMC Sonoma Trucks 11.9% or *750 °° 
' Cashback and 1 1.9% Rnmclng are not avMkd)le together 
Out of Town Customers ~ TIME MAGAZINE 
Please Call Collect QUALITY DEALER 
635-4941 AWARD WINNER 
÷ Up to 48 months O.A.O. 
The Bright Spot oh Highway 16 West =~ 
P 
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E-n'Gmentoranni;ersa ? E WIN'S !!Ne o V. g.g  ry _ . 
lWe have wonderful gift ideas ' . . -. , ' 
for those specialpeople! :~ ' . :  ~ Ter race  Shopp~0g Cent re  Fromthehorsdoeuv_testl, o-theFrenchpastries-thechan~.pagne roche 
'Brides, : i: : i  : : !  and , .  Bdda lSmte .  You, yourw¶ _ . . . " , ' " 635  7 ' " and every detail will be "~ ~dding party andyour guests will be pampe] ~t  as you dreamed. 
ICome register your china, f latware : : i :  S?;~.; l~?U Wedo-makethosewon~ lerfulmemories . 
[and crystalpatterns in our : : :,, ~. ~ ~  . " i that last a lifetin~ e .  " ' 
|Bridal Registry. • . : ~ :~ ' ~ , ~ , Y / ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~  " " ' . • . I.akelse 
/Fo, helpful suggestions, ee us a t  ~ ~  • xerra, 
I 
Dru ,, 
rida'l A '91 m$1,pporB . PP ] ' . a par lo f  D : !:::i: : :: I cries the latest (n; ' your wedding lons. 
tel Gowns & Accessories, Choose from our beautiful collection of contemporary wedding ' 
tedding Party Fashions, stationery and accessories. Northern Drugs has Sunset'" and 
" " "  Tuxedos, Renaissance" lines available in a wide variety of styles and prices. We . 
• [~ruise & Casual Wear, can assist with both the.suggested wording and etiq-aette. 
Invitations, envelopes, serviettes, wedding scrolls, guest.books, cake 
Inn of the West ~election of Grad & Formal  Gowl boxes, matchbooks and thank you cards - -  select your complete paper 
GLASS SUPPER , ,  ~ trousseau from Northern 
Banquet Room ,&._l__l~t_~.__ 'Diamn, and,_qt¢ f/u'..n Drugs. In the card 
. . .  ? . depar tment  . . . .  
Sunday, January 27, 1991 
n.m ~r displayat Bridar fair"91 4~0s~z0,o~o. " - -~rU iC JS  
- Doors open at 1 • .~ - . . . . . .  Personalized in a number of different typestyles 
I t " ' - "  I 
• 1991 Br ida l  Fash ions  
• Br ida l  exh ib i ts  
• Door  pr izes 
i :~  :~ , ,  . :  . . ' i  - ' " 
ih Wdd i~ P ic ture  ti,~ e Per fect  . .  e___no .  Exclusive for the Bride-to-be Call for your free 
" invitation today! 
I FREE BRIDAL  PARTY Karen 
i ~ C~: . ~ .... 638-0707 
• D~.splays .~. ):):.:i :::ii;;i:i~i,:i.),)i: - 
P~~.][I[] )TO~~Ret~£ HY  i::- ; 0 Fashions . '  ::!/:::?::;~::i~::::i:/J:~/:~~,~ rra y ~i 0 Pla.nmn.g Guides  ~?_ - ~ 
I B invitation onlyI <:~f,~.~.-~ 0,~ :~: -::": Creatwe Wedding & Bridal Photography Y :; .... 
[ Stud. m.&l-- ~nvironmentalWeddingPortraits ' ! [ 
: Visit om : display at Bridal Affair '91 .835-9585 
~~,..s,.,~o.~o " Rose'sLadies Fashions 
I~ • • ,! , ' ', for  Abr ide - to - -  Ibe. , , ,  .~:'.,:ll~: I 
" b '~ r for your trousseau & honeymoon " " ::: ! 
' to ! ,  Shop attire. See the latest fashions- :"" f rom Rose's 
U ~. . ,  • -__-_._. .....-~ , modelled at Bridal Affair '9 i. ' ~'--'"~'~'~"'-~~ :Bndal Regtstry Store . : . ~i-:ii~:.:!!,!::i!!)!:~iii: ~~~[  [ 
We carry the widest st electron of; . .i):~i":'i 
i crys~ !Ro al Albert & Royal Guest Books " cs Douiton China, ~ i~ ': ::ii!~ ~ . . j ~  ~.:)   ~z~~!~.  ~. ~ ~i! 
Bride & Groom Glassi 4620A Lakelse Ave., Inn of the West ~,!, .)~:~ ~,~ ~ ~-  Y'? 
So visit our new locatit m or stopby our display at Bridal Affair '91 ' k%::= i~eds" 635-3334 Terrace phone 635-4550 '(-( ~i ~---~" "~ for 
• Honeymoon D] 
trip for twg to Mazatlan, Mexico 
• Presented by ~l~g 
,,::~ HestaWe~ (Am_o@ 
All proceeds to the 
K}.'nsmen Mothers' M " 
Tickets $4.00 in advm 
• $5.00.at the d 
I For information, call 
I 
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Kitwanga mill back iPn laner  action 
After overcoming cold weather 
problems early in the month the 
Westar Timber planer mill in Kit- 
wanga is now up and running for 
one full time shift. 
: The mill had been shut down in 
May of last year due to long-term 
sawlog shortages, but the Minister 
of Forests instructed Westar to put 
the mill's workforce back on the 
job or face penalties involving its 
forest enures in the Kispiox Tim- 
ber Supply Area. 
Westar official Peg Thurlbom 
said the start-up was difficult due 
to extraordinarily low temperatures 
and wind-chill in early Janua~, 
coupled with the fact that the mill 
hadn't been winterized after it was 
shut down last year. The mill ran 
for half of the day Jan. 7, but the 
Crew was sent home due to un- 
colnfortable working condition~ 
and mechanical problems in the 
plant. A small crew remained on 
the job, attempting toget the mill 
;°. 
and building in running order. 
The planer started full time Jan. 
14, putting 27 people •back to 
work. 
To comply with the terms of the 
minister's letter, Westar will have 
to add a second shift to the plane] 
mill in March and restart full pro. 
duction at the main sawmill ir 
September, Thurlbom noted thai 
the letter instructs We.star tc 
restore full employment of tit( 
Kitwanga workforce, and that tit( 
company has the option of creating 
employment through means othe 
than the mill operation if it cal 
come up with a plan that tb 
ministry will accept. 
The problem that odginalL 
prompted the mill closure, insu~ 
cient timber to feed both the Kil 
wanga mill and the newer Camab. 
mill in Hazelton, still remains. The 
ministry offered Westar no new 
timber, and Thurlbom said Jan. 18 
that the situation hasn't changed. 
Wilkinson Business Machines became a patron of the 1991 Northern B.C. Winter Games in 
Terrace with the donation of $5,000 last week, presented by Bob Wilkinson and received by 
Games representative Maria Thomsen. 
' 'Where To Find, lt' Guide 
_~ Terrace. = I ! ~ 2803 Kenney Street 
Tree Tr imming  I I ~ Terrace, B.C. 
~i  Will cut down any tree! ~ J  J CHANGES ~ wo,f. Tanning System 
J / ]  ,12 ,I LANZA products 
I .o,o,,.,o,°,,°,.,o.,,,°.,,, 
tl,000,000 liabihty for YOUR protection T [ / ~ 635.1~666 
6ss.7400 ~ l  ~ TOTAL HA'R CARE 
~ ~  HI.QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs B & G Durable - -  High Quality GROCERY Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
. ~ Laundromat & Carwasn installations, splicing, and repairs 
1' ~'~ ~ " .~_W/~ Open 8:30- 10:30 daily vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-0663 
~rthwest Company" 
-0241 
Hrs.) 
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles * Chi ln l iws  
snowmobiles • Madne Supplies 
.TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES * LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
k (~rentatoriunt %lb. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
Phone: 604.635-2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
,~ t " !  
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City reviewslegalstatus of park lands 
by Ted Strachan Adams in 1968. this site a couple of years ago. their deserved recognition and of M;~h Crescent. 
It may only be a technicality, but 
the legal dedication of city park 
land is a matter that appears to 
have been neglected in the past: 
City council's Community and 
Recreations Services Committee 
therefore will be reviewing a 
memo submitted by superintendent 
of parks and recreation Steve Scott 
and making recommendations to 
city council. 
It seems that there are two cate- 
gories of parks in town: those that" 
have been established thr6ugh a 
city bylaw but never registered 
with a restrictive covenant, and 
those that have the protection of 
neither a bylaw or covenant. 
In the first category are the east 
half of Elks Park on Agnr Ave., 
the Tetrault Park between Haug- 
land and Graham, Duncan Kerr 
(Rotary) Park at Cramer and Hang- 
land, and C.M Adam Park, an 
undeveloped 10-acre site of "ori- 
ginal wilderness" on the north side 
of I-laugland east of Braun St. that 
was purchased from Charlie 
These parks have been estab- Pumphouse Park is a 10-acre site 
lished by a city bylaw but have located on the east bench in the 
never had a restrictive •covenant ravine between the east and west 
placed against their title. What this 
means, explains Scott, is if some- 
one wanted to buy a piece of city 
owned property fora commercial 
enterprise, it wouldn't be described 
as park land in the legal descrip- 
tion at the Land Registry office. 
Some future counci lor  city 
employee, therefore, might sell the 
land unaware of its intended use. 
And then there's the second class 
of park in Terrace, those that don't 
have a restrictive covenant, or even 
portions of Birch Ave. And Muks- 
kum-ol Park is a strip of land 
about 50 feet wide just north of 
the new Mul~s-kum-ol housing 
development between Pear and 
Sparks Ave. 
Most residents would probably 
agree that our developed park land 
is well used and worth protecting, 
and the undeveloped sites are 
strategically located and worth 
developing. But in the park names 
listed above there are a few miss- 
a city bylaw on the books desig- ing. Most notably: Skeenaview, 
hating them as parks. These George Little Memorial, Upper 
include well-known recreational Little (Arena Hill) and Tetrault 
areas like Riverside and Christy parks. All these are registered and 
Park, and lesser known designated identified by bylaws. And for the 
parks like North Eby, Pumphouse record, Upper Little and Lower 
and Muks-kum-ol. Little parks, surrounding the 
For the record, North Eby Park is library and the arena on either side 
a 10-acre undeveloped site located of Kalum St., are really only one 
On the west side of North Eby St. park ---, George Little Memorial 
between Halliwell and Dairy Ave. Park. 
The Terrace Northmen Rugby And there are others that are as 
Club made a bid for a portion of yet undeveloped but already have 
protection through bylaws and 
registration. There's about 20 acres 
edging on the north, boundary of 
the city between Thomas and 
Munroe. The Howe Creek linear 
park, of which only the section 
north of DcJong Crescent is desig- 
nated on city maps; the city is 
working on sorting out the balance 
of this park. And a two- to three- 
acre site just west of Skeena Saw- 
mills on the side hill at the north 
end of Green Ave. 
Also, there's about one acre of 
land just north of Weber between 
Sparks and Tctranlt known as the 
Save-More Park; in effect and 
extension of Muks-kum-ol Park; a 
small strip of Skeena waterfront 
between Highway 16 and a point 
where Keith Ave. would run into 
the Skcena if it were extended due 
east; and finally the little-known 
but already-named Little Canyon 
Park; a strip of Skeena River 
waterfront running from the old 
Skeena bridge to a point just south 
How about Fisherman's Park and 
Ferry Island? The situation with 
these two locations is a different 
kettle of fish. Fisherman's Park 
doesn't belong to the city. It's 
leased from CNR by the city at 
what some would describe as an 
outlandish price. 
And Fen'y Island is leased from 
the provincial government on a 
30-year enewable lease signed in 
1968. This one only costs the city 
$25 a year but there is something 
the city would like to change with 
this leasing arrangement. 
Current plans for Ferry Island 
include developing the existing 
campsite into a full-service facility, 
adding a few nature trails and an 
interpretive centre, and there's 
even an idea floating about hat a 
portion of the island would be an 
ideal site for a small nursery. With 
the security of ownership, the city 
would be able to make some real 
plans for future developm~at here. 
'WhereT0 Find It' -  3uide 
CARL INE MUFFLER 
~ Swifty Carline Muffler Centre 
P1513 
• '- ~ " } t  }"L w;~O%' i , ' t~  
RON or AL 
NATIONALLY GUABANTEEI) 
"If  you're satisfied, tell others 
. . .  i f  not . .  • tell us ."  
4918 Craig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
COLLISION REPAIR 
AND PAINT CENTER 
Nora's Auto Refinishing Ltd. 
635-3929 ,.o 
SATELLITE TV 
CancomNaluevision authorized ealer 
PRO.TECH 
ELECTRONIC  
ENGINEERING (A 01VISl0X OF UtCl01Z lU0Uf.llt$ LTD.) 
Residential, Commercial and Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
635-5134 ,~ , ,  Lakelse, Terrace 
i 
\ 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry- Renovations 
"No Job too Small'" 
Seniors Rates _ 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4Z3 
Malcolm Simons 
Ph .  635-7724 
a Perms We specialize In 4 Facials 
• Colour straight razor shaves a Manicures 
• Creative Cuts and tapers. • Pedicures 
• New Look Consultations • Waxing 
• Braids & Updo's • Nails 
4844 Lakalu Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635-5727 or 635-4555 
.Jon's Photo Graphics 
John Roders Weddings 
Portraits 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. VgG IP9 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635-5288 
Res. 635-5544 
m 
West Coast 
Landscaptng 
DESIGN - -  INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE 
COMMERCIAL-  RESIDENTIAL 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 
• PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Jon Blake 
635-2572 
3923SM~o~onCres. 
Tecnce, B.C. 
ms~mmemm 
m~mm~mm~mlm 
~, ~ ~. .~ ~ ,.W ONE STOP :~ ~ ~ ., -J__~ ~ '-.~J ~ ~ ~,  .'~ ~ ~ ~ ~.~ p_ :C'. '~  ~ I - . . c  c .u ,u - .  M. , . .  OUT.W-- 
~. • PARTY SHOP • 
I :FreShnS~illkz~l~w~f~sl~: Iplants , O"  I " ' ' '  ' 0 ' " "  " ' " "  ' '  Parse g . _~l~ Over 1000 balloonst . • ~. HOMEUSHT LAWMMOWEIIS 
i . h Ifts chocolates . • Ic ekes tricks, novelties ::. ~ YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
l "Manlcat balloon gift wrappmgl ~ i~.  .,.0,,=,. ,~,~ a ~oveltles ~ .~,~'~" I YAMAHA FOWLER PflOOUCTS • Plus g -~ Meg ,j , • 
I : pe;~onalJzed elivery s.e~lv~erleS u-on request) ., : ~J~ '~ • ~.,~;~um:s~°crttsl~ugme deliveries .-.. ~1~.  br. SH|HOAIWA CHA|H SAW~ 
(Tuxeoo ano costume oe p 1~,  . I ~" ~ Singing telegrams, balloon o grams .1¢ ~ F DL No, 7'550 & P~ER P~OOUCTS 
| - 1 ( ,.Iml~ " Daffy decorations and ideas -" .~ l t  .~ 
. .  .c,owo,on.c.,,.,,n..--0,o, , ,  I 635.6312 ,, . 1 
I "49."47 Kalurn Street we add • sparkle of "magic to every oecesmm ! 
• v . . . .  Give someone - -  
4711-A Kelth Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
= - 635  2 8 8 1  " " 
~ c - -~ .,~,,.o,.,.j---~ , ~.'~' , .  ~,,, , ..~...... 
.0n..,,0---.,,,0--, ),. Te lecommuntcat tons  
- - - -  
mm 
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CHURCH DIRECTORY 
J 
Thou shalt not bear false 
witness against thy neighbor. 
Exodus 20:16 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a,m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
4830 St raume Avenue 635-2313 
Orville and Florence Spencer (centre) got a pleasant surprise last week when a group of their 
friends from Terrace's Happy Gang Centre dropped by to present the couple with lifetime 
memberships to the organization. The Spencers were honnured for their many years of dedicated 
volunteer work for the centre. 
Bits'n'Pieces 
People and everyday 
events in the Northwest 
by Alia Toop 
Some members of the Happy 
Gang Centre converged on the 
home of Orville and Florence 
Spencer last Friday. Gladys and 
Charlie Oliver, Lou Gair, 
Hazd DeFrane and Aileen 
Frank gathered at the Spencer 
home for a special occasion --  
Florence and Orville Spencer 
were made lifetime members of 
the Happy Gang Centre. 
Hazel DeFrane did the 
honours of presenting them 
with their lifetime pins and 
memberships. This, as Hazel 
• said, was for all the years of 
dedication and hard work and 
the happy times. They were 
unanimous in saying that peo- 
ple who don't belong to the 
Centre are missing something. 
The Spencers are a happy 
and generous couple. Members 
of the Centre can attest o their 
generosity as they look forward 
each year to the picnic at the 
Spencer's summer home at the 
Nass. On this beautifully sunny 
Friday afternoon, tea and 
goodies were served and in- 
evitably the talk, the stories 
and the jokes evolved around 
the days of yesteryear. All too 
soon it was time to leave. We 
wish them both many more 
happy days together. 
of there. This week's-B & P 
award certainly goes to her. As 
for me, I know.., you don't 
have to tell me. 
Rodney Mathews has been 
writing poetry since he was 
seven years old. As I was 
reading through his writings, I
came across this one. 
As the lights go out, 
the real world breaks through. 
Not the dreams of man, 
but the world God once knew. 
The grass is still green, 
flowers and blossoms till 
bloom, 
but now, all are made 
by man at the weaver's loom. 
Filtered through machines 
one can still breath the purest 
air, 
but the feeling's gone 
the magic just is not there. 
Do you ever have a day in 
which you're trying to do 
something and it just won't go? 
I was trying to get the truck 
out of my icy driveway, where 
it was stuck in the snowbank. 
My mind was somewhere else, 
and I was paying no attention 
why this good truck just 
wouldn't get out Of there. 
At the same time, my mail 
was being delivered. The mail 
lady offered to give me a hand, 
rocking the truck and shoveling 
snow. After a bit we traded 
places. As soon as she got into 
the truck, she put it in four 
wheel drive and drove right out 
Passion is just passion, 
The love is aft gone. 
This is MAN'S world 
and life goes on. 
There's nothing nicer on cold 
days (and this winter has given 
us lots already) than to have 
some home baking with your 
coffee or tea. Here's a nice 
recipe for a coffee ring cake. 
V2 cup butter 
¾ cup sugar 
2 cups flour 
2 eggs 
1 tsp. baking soda 
1 cup sour milk 
1 tsp. vanilla 
pinch of salt 
Mix above and spread half 
of batter in greased angel food 
cake pan. Next; 
I/4 cup brown sugar 
IA cup nuts 
tA cup raisins 
2 tsps. cinnamon 
Mix this together and spread 
over the batter in pan. Save 
some for the top. Pour the rest 
of the batter over top and 
sprinkle the rest of the nut and 
raisin mixture on top. Bake 45 
to 50 minutes in a 350 ° oven. 
Bobby-Joe, age 7 and Russ.Ella Crossley, manager of Honey's 
Place, draw the winning entries in their GRAND OPENING 
DRAW. Congratulations go out to; 
B. Yeast for her 1st Prize of a soup tureen 
Lbe Benolt for her 2nd Prize of a flower vase 
Dolls Scott for her 3rd Prize of a ceramic ornament 
June Rldke for her 4th Prize of a flower arrangement 
Mrs. J. Pratt, the first customer in the new store and 11 
others, each received a silk carnation to mark the occasl0n. 
HONEY'S PLACE, 4s46 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
St. Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: 10 a.m. 
Sunday School: 10 a.m. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Priest in Charge: 
Rev. Eugene Miller 
635-9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Morning Worship -- 11:30 a.m. 
Sunday School - -  10:15 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. a le Unruh - -  635.7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths 635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: Pastor : 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.rn. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a,m, 6:30 p.m, 
3302 Sparks Street  
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 635'5115 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowship 
NEW LOCATION: 3222 Munroe Street 
Sunday Service: 10 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays: Mid.Week Service Pastor: Slade Compton 
and Bible Study: 7:30 p.m. 
Church: 638.8384 Res.: 638.0829 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Minister: 
10:30 a.m. Stun Bailey 
• Sunday School: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m. 
4907 LozeJJe Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
Pastor: John Caplin 
Associate Pastor: Cliff Siebert 
351 1 Eby Street 635-2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible Hour: 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:00 a.m. Ass't Pastor: Douglas Ginn Evening Fellowship: 6:00 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries * Home Bible Studies * Vis i tat ion 
4923 Agor Avenue 635-7727 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Paator:. 
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Peter SIuys - -  635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles Bible Study 
September-May 9:30 a.m. & 11:00 a.m. 
3602 Sparks 635.7207 
. .  , -  , 
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The theft - -  a cassette tape 
worth less than $10. 
i 
CaugM-  you never know 
when you're being watched. 
The situation often begins with a plainclothes store 
detective. These detectives look like any other shopper, 
until the moment of arrest. When the shoplifter walks out 
through the door, the detective's voice comes from behind, 
"Excuse me, you've neglected to pay for an item flora this 
s to re -  you are under arrest." 
by Stephank Wlebe 
Joe Sullivan, owner of Lockport 
Security in Terrace, says that 
shoplifting is a "daily occurs,co." 
He should know. It's his business 
to train and employ security guards 
and plainclothes detectives for 
local stores, malls and mills. 
Sullivan stresses that the store 
detectives are professionals, trained 
locally by "the best in the 
industry". The individual who 
trains these detectives was 
nominated for 1989's "Rookie of 
the Year" in store detective work. 
"It's a spacialized industry," says 
Sullivan. "It takes a professional to 
fit in [with regular shoppers] and 
not be noticed." , 
Lockport Security's detectives ~
are rotated among stores, but 
familiarity among local shoplifters 
is not a problem, according to 
Sullivan. "When you put a store 
detective into a store, and the word 
gets out that hey have coverage in 
that store, the mere presence is a 
deterrent." 
Sullivan says that Shoplifting is 
an ongoing problem for retail 
establishments a  any time of year. 
A shoplifter can be of any age, sex 
or social class, and often a 
detective will watch shoppers for 
hours before his diligence pays off. 
Sometimes, the detective will get 
"a hunch" about a particular 
shopper. "You just get a feeling." 
Sullivan's company also offers 
seminars about shoplifting to stores 
and their employees, but maintains 
that a stoic detective is a 
worthwhile investment for a retail 
business. "When a store detective 
is in a store, it's an extra set of 
eyes watching the merchandise. ~ 
That extra set of eyes often 
//~ •~i: ••  ¸•::ii,i~;i:~ ...... 
•\ 
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i 
Although Stephanle got her fingerprint sheet as s souvenlar 
when she finished the research for the story, a real shoplifter's 
pdnts would form part of a cdmlnal record file, 
i 
Too late --- you're in the 
system now. 
im 
Terrace Review freelance reporter and columnist Stephanle 
Wlebe, with the participation of local RCMP and Northern Drugs, 
recently decided to go through the process of being nabbed and 
booked as a shoplifter. This rather unflattering photograph was 
part of it, and the rest, she found, wasn't much fun either. 
produces an arrest. After the 
detective detains the shoplifter, 
recovers the stolen merchandise, 
and the proper forms are filled out, 
the RCMP are called in. The 
shoplifler is identified, informed of 
charges and his/her legal fights, 
and escorted out of the store and 
into tic waiting RCMP vehicle for 
the short trip to the back security 
entrance of the detaclanent 
building. Inside, the shoplifter is 
taken to a small closet of a room, 
and left alone with a telephone and 
a list of lawyers' and Legal Aid 
phone numbers. The door is locked 
from outside. 
Across tic hall, fingerprints and 
"mug shots" are an anti,climax. At 
the Terrace detachment guard Jim 
Ippel performs these procedures in
a casual experienced manner. The 
photography is quick - -  the 
shoplifter sits on a stool and 
Ippel's camera clicks. At a nearby 
counter, he instructs the shoplifter 
to have relaxed fingers, allowing 
Ippel to control the pressure and 
movement across the inked 
cardboard and fingerprint paper. 
"If you pull back, we'll just do it 
over again. I've got all day." After 
washing hands, signing a few 
forms (including a "Promise To 
Ap~m" form with a court date), 
the shoplifter is then released. 
From this point, the shoplifter's 
fate is in the hands of Crown 
Counsel. Penalties range from 
probationary periods with 
community service, to possible 
f ines -  but it gets worse for 
repeat offenders. It /s possible to 
"serve time" for shoplifting. 
Shoplifting is a crime, whether the 
value of stolen goods is worth five 
cents or one thousand dollars. 
Regardless of the sentence, the 
convicted shoplifter now has a 
permanent criminal record. Most 
job applications a k if the applicant 
has ever been arrested. Any 
position which reqires bonding or 
special icencing will probably be 
• needy impossible to attain. A 
person with a criminal record can 
be denied admission to colleges, 
professional schools and foreign 
cos" t r ies .  
Is it worth it? 
Local reporter turns 
to life of crime 
"You are under arrest for 
shoplifting." The pharmacist led 
me to the back room of the store, 
where I was asked to produce the 
stolen goods. Soon after, Terrace 
RCMP Constable Jane Andrew 
Rea•ing that his feeling would be 
more intense in a legitimate arrest, 
it was comforting to remember that 
this was not real. 
Constable Andrew finally came 
back and led me down that hall to 
the phone room, a small closet 
with a painted-brick institutional- 
basement decor. There was a chair, 
a small counter, the telephone and 
walked in and requested my a marked-up list of lawyem. The 
tdentification.Tbenshe recited the door was locked, and I was 
charges - -  Theft Under $1,000, grateful not to be the 
Section 334 (b) of the Criminal claustrophobic type. I waited. And 
Code, and Posession of Stolen 
Property, Section 354 of the 
Criminal Code - -  and my legal 
rights. "You have the right to 
retain and instruct counsel without 
delay. You are not obliged to say 
anything. Anyt~ng you do say 
may be used as evidence. Do you 
understand these rights?" This is 
when the adrenalin began to flow. 
Please note: I'm innocent - -  I 
know, all criminals ay that, but I 
really am. With a journalistic 
interest, I volunteered to go 
through the procedure commonly 
experienced by shoplifters in 
Terrace. The anest was ... 
interesting. 
Walking out of a store with an 
RCMP escort was a strange 
experience. It felt as though 
everyone In the world was 
watching. 
As we drove to the RCMP 
station, I concentrated on 
imagining that this circumstance 
was genuine. I noticed that my 
hand shook slightly as the 
adrenalin came back. Driving into 
the back security entrance garage 
produced a dramatic effect. The 
garage door closed behind us, and 
the vehicle was parked. Constable 
Andrew got out of tic car, and 
walked into the building. I was left 
sitting in t ic back scat, with no 
inside door handles, no window 
cranks, no access to anywhere but 
the back seat area. Through the car 
window and open doorway, I 
watched Constable Andrew walk 
down a hall and "check in" at a 
window. For a moment, I tasted 
the scary footing of not being in 
control of any part of the situation. 
waited. 
Eventually, the door opened and 
I was led across the hall into a 
brightly lit office with a laboratory 
atmosphere, for fingerprinting and 
"mug shots". Here, my name, 
address, birthdate and basic 
information was recorded. Guard 
Jim Ippel indicated that I be seated 
on a stool, and he swung a 
numbered bar across my chest. 
"Look up fight about here," he 
said, and almost immediately the 
camera clicked. "Please step over 
to the counter." 
After informing me that my 
fingers should be relaxed, Ippel 
methodically pressed and rolled 
each one against an inked card and 
onto a paper form. He was careful 
to get clear, wide prints, and 
gently pushed up my long sleeves 
before inking my hands for a palm 
print. He then offered a lotion-soap 
and warm water wash. 
Constable Andrew appeared with 
papers to sign, and I was released 
with the send-off of "We don't 
want to see you here again." They 
won' t .  
Being arrested for shoplifting is 
a lousy way to spend a morning. 
Throughout my "detention", 
allowing the pretense to become 
real was difficult because it was 
too frightening, so I wavered 
between the slight adrenalin rush 
and detached interest. The initial 
arrest was unnerving, the legal 
processing was boring, and I didn't 
even have to deal with court dates, 
sentences or living with a criminal 
record. I don't have to face anyone 
who questions my honesty, Real 
shopliftem do. 
!:  
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Brighton Beach 
Contributed by 
Marianne Brorup Weston 
The Terrace Little Theatre's 
upcoming production. Brighton 
Beach Memoirs by Nell Simon, 
has been cast. Director Ken 
Morton (Mothers and Fathers; 
Ladies in Retirement; Forever 
Yours, Marie-lou) made his dif- 
ficult decision last week after a 
strong turnout for the three au- 
I I  U m 
ditions. 16-year-old beautiful daughter 
Cast in the lead as a 15-year- Nora goes to Jane Sparkes and 
old boy, Eugene, is Kevin Oates. her studious and sickly little 
His older brother Start is played 
by John McGowan. The father's 
role of Jack went to Lorenzo 
Campanelli. Jack's wife, Kate 
will be  characterized by TLT 
newcomer Lillian deBalinhard 
and her widowed sister Blanche 
by Linda Zwaga. Blanche's 
sister •Laurie is Sarah Brorup- 
Weston. 
An exciting multi-level set has 
been designed by TLT set expert 
Dave Battison. Don't miss this 
poignant, bittersweet play set in 
1937. Performance dates are 
March 14, 15, 16, and 21, 22, 23. 
but more chances coming 
Contributed by 
Marianne Brorup Weston 
For those who weren't cast in 
the Terrace Little Theatre's 
Brighton Beach Memoirs, you 
have not one, but two other op- 
portunities to come out and 
audition. 
Auditions for Judith Thomp- 
son's portrayal of the lives of 
four street people living on the 
fringes of normal society in The 
Crackwalker will be held Mon- 
day and Tuesday, Feb. 4 and 5, 
at 7:30 p.m. at the McColl Play- 
house. The play will be directed 
by Daniel Barnswell already 
known for his daring style in 
Curse of  the Starving Class, The 
Art of  War and Room 44. 
Needed are two females and 
three males. Call 635-5170 for 
more information. 
The following week Karla 
Hennig, whose recent hit Sinners 
was held over due to popular de- 
mand, will hold auditions on 
Feb. 11 and 12 at 7 p.m. Hennig 
has chosen an all-woman piece 
entitled Talking With. The play 
is a series of monologues 
(speeches), each a separate 
story. Eight parts are available 
--  some are funny, some sad, 
some strange. Call 635-5463 for 
more information. 
Plays require production peo- 
ple, so if your hankering isn't to 
be under the lights, perhaps you 
would like to learn more about 
the workings of 'back stage'. 
The Crackwalker is a prob- 
able entry into the 1991 Skeena 
Zone Drama Festival, while 
Talking With director Hennig 
has decided not to compete. She 
is planning a showcase perfor- 
mance at the festival. Both plays 
can be seen at th, g, blcColl Play- 
house in late April and. mid- 
May. 
So, come on out and audition! 
See you at the McColl Play- 
house, 3625 Kalum Street (Little 
Theatre building). 
The Willies 
Starring Seen A~tin, Jason 
Horst, Joshuas Jon Miller. Pro- 
duced by Gary Depew and Brad 
Southwick. Directed by •Brian 
Peck. Rating: PG-13. Running 
time: 89 minutes. '. 
Camping out and telling ghost 
stories go together like peas and 
carrots. Or at least that's what 
Michael, Jason and Josh (Astin, 
Horst and Miller) think. It's the 
middle of the night, they're hav- 
ing trouble keeping their lamp 
lit, and the big bad sounds of the 
wilderness are positively boom- 
ing just outside their tent. So it's 
only natural that they begin tell- 
ing spooky stories. 
First we hear the story of Dan- 
ny Hollister and the monster in 
the school bathroom whose only 
real bad habit was eating people 
he didn't happen to like. Then 
we hear of Gordie Belcher and 
his weird obsession with collect- 
ing flies, until an angry farmer 
decided to teach Gordie a lesson. 
Each storyteller swears his story 
really happened; one even goes 
so far as to offer proof! 
Other than one objectionable 
scene concerning a poodle and a 
microwave oven, this is a good 
movie. Anyone who has ever sat 
around a campfire scaring them- 
selves spineless with ghost 
stories can identify with this 
movie. 
Meet the Hollowheads 
Starling Nancy Mette, John 
Giover, Matt Shakman. Pro- 
duced by John Chaven and 
Joseph P. Grace. Directed by 
Tom Burman. Rating: PG-13. 
Running time: 89 minutes. 
It's earth of the future. All life 
seems to have fled underground. 
Except for a few "wormy" 
specimens, all food is supplied 
by United Umbilical. It flows 
from the factory to your home 
via huge flexible tubes. 
Miriam (Mette) is in a dither 
because her husband (Glover) 
just called and said he's bringing 
his boss home for dinner. 
Henry, a meter reader for 
United Umbilical, wants to im- 
press his boss so he can finally 
get that raise he's been haggling 
I We regret to announce that the Western tour 
I oi-G( l::r0 LAST, scheduled for Feb. 8 at the 
I  '.ESM, Lee Theatre, has been cancelled bythe 
I ' " - ~ o r s  of Gryphon Theatre. 
I nEFUNDS . . . . . .  . . .  
I Single ticket holders $20 Adults &.$.15. 
I ~ s -  Refunds avai/a.ble at 
I . . . . .  Erwin's.Jewellers - Skeena Mall 
I Concert Society Series tickets holders --- 
I r;Tun- s t.rouQfi the Concert Society only. 
I - TERRACE AND DISTRICT ARTS COUNCIL 
a l te [  iU l  l | l ; a t ,#  ,~v  j~ , . .=~.  
Henry's boss proves to be an 
offensive jerk who's more in- 
terested in Miriam than he is in 
giving Henry that raise. One way 
The Best 
from the 
Stacks 
Reviews of books from the 
Terrace Public Library 
by Harrlett 
Fjaagesund 
or another, the Hollowheads Alaskan folklore of the last century. 
decide they will have to get rid of 
him. 
This silly and somewhat 
strange movie is in a class all by 
itself. _ _  
New York Times Cookbook by Craig Claiborne 
Adult non-fiction published by Harper & Row 
What better time to test your cooking skills or add to our store 
of recipes than in the middle of a dreary winter. The small of 
good food cooking in the kitchen adds a touch of homey cheer. 
Since its first publication in 1962, the New York Times 
Cookbook has sold nearly three million copies in all editions. 
This revised edition contains nearly 1,500 recipes. 
Ranging from a wide variety of family meals to the most for- 
real dinner party, this updated edition contains additional new 
recipes using fresh herbs (and food processor techniques), and 
more foreign fare from 20 countries, including Chinese and In- 
dian dishes. There are also numerous recipes for pasta, rice and 
grains, fish, salads, breads, salad dressings, relishes and 
preserves. You'll find just about everything, from soups to 
desserts. 
Complete with a table of equivalents and conversions, cross- 
referencing, and index, this book offers countless recipe ideas. 
Alaska Sourdough by Ruth AIIman ~ 
Adult non-fiction published by 
Alaska Northwest Publishing Co. 
We associate sourdough (fermented flour, sugar and water) 
with the frontiersmen of the last century, but it's been around a 
lot longer than that. In the very first English translation of the 
Bible in 1382, John Wycliff translates Matthew 13:33 to read: 
'The kyngdom of heavenes i  like soure dowz, the whiche taken, 
a womman hidde in three measuris of meel, til it were all 
sowrdowid'. 
Sourdough is an international pioneer food, and has been 
known by such colourful names as Cellar Bread, Spook Yeast, 
Sauerteig, and Most. But whatever you call it, Sourdough is just 
about the easiest (and most versatile) food to n~ke. Laboratory 
tests have shown that Sourdough contains the greatest amount of 
protein for its Weight and size of any comparable food. 
This book offers a variety of recipes for Sourdough (as well as 
original pioneer ecipes for starting a batch), and fascinating 
Northwest Arts and 
Entertainment Calendar 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
• Feb. 14 and 15 - -  The hypnotist Reveene 
• Mar. 2, 8 p.m. --- The New Orleans Conne¢ 
The Terrace Inn 
• Gigi's-- Hot Pursuit until Feb. 2 
Terrace Concert Society 
• Feb. 16- -  Big Band Valentine Dance 
Northern Motor Inn 
• George's Pub --- Harvest Moon 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branc 
• Jan. 25and 26 - Diamond Back 
• Annual Legion Open Curling Bonspiel 
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Volunteer food benk worker Barb LeRoes helped preside over distribution during JanuarY. 
Assessing the post-holiday demand for extra food from the area's poor people, food bank 
coordinator Terri Elkiw said, "It was the busiest month in my three years with the Food Bank." In 
one week alone, Elkiw said, the church-operated food bank distdbuted 373 bags of grocedasto 
241 appll¢~_nts. ,, 
Music and relaxation 
part of Sunday coffee 
breaks at the Creperie 
by Betty Barton dent Living coffee house in a 
• rented hall. Cindy's response was, 
Last Sunday afternoon saw the "Why not here?", and the idea was 
first of weekly Sunday afternoon born. 
"coffee breaks" at the Creperie "Last Sunday, it was packed in 
Restaurant. The unusual thing here. People were phoning in for 
about his concept is that it's run reservations, but we couldn't ake 
by the Osborne Home independent any. We even had to turn people 
living residents. Restaurant owner away at the door." says Cindy. 
Cindy Agncw provided the oppor- Any Sunday, between 1 and 4 
tunity, p.m., local residents are invited to 
"I've given them the use of the drop in to the Creperie in the All- 
restaurant inorder to give them the West Centre on a first-come, fLrst- 
chance to mingle, socialize and served basis. For 0nly $1, you 
bridge the gap (between the resi- receive two cups of coffee and one 
dents of Terrace and these sppcial fresh, home-made muffin. A third 
needs people)," explains Cindy. cup of coffee costs only a dime. 
The Independent Living parlid- Cindy says this weekend, they're 
pants bake the muffins served at  going to try nachos. Live entertain- 
this S .unday afternoon get-together, merit is provided by the Indepen- 
serve the customers and handle the dent Living participants and 
money. "I just sit back and enjoy," anyone else who would like to 
adds C!ndy. bring any instrument along. 
The idea began when a worker Last weekend, they had every- 
from Osborne was discussing with thing from guitars to fiddle, s to 
Cindy plans to hold an Indepen- spoons. 
What Osborne Home is 
Contributed by 
Nardis Blomgren 
Osborne's mandate is to pro- 
vide housing, rehabilitative and 
advocacy services and support o 
persons with a mental illness. 
Osborne is a licensed community 
care facility, housing a maxi- 
mum of 10 persons, staffed 24 
hours a day, and aimed at per- 
sons who need a relatively high 
level of support to live in the 
community. 
Dinner 8:00 PM 
$25.00 per person 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT SIGHT & SOUND 
programs, and to cooperate with 
other organizations having the 
same objectives. 
We at Osborne believe that 
people challenged by mental ill- 
ness can benefit from experienc- 
ing a sense of belonging, where 
each person can make a genuine 
contribution and where they can 
be clearly needed, wanted and 
appreciated. We also believe 
that residents can be productive 
members of society through par- 
ticipation in the Therapeutic 
Work Program. It is through 
meaningful work that residents 
develop the confidence and skills 
necessary to gain independent 
employment. 
Osborne recognizes that 
public attitudes to mental illness 
contribute to people's lack of 
well being and inhibits integra- 
tion into the community. It is 
our purpose to gradually shift 
communities' attitudes from a 
focus on people's disabilities or 
handicaps to a focus on abilities 
and upon the contributions that 
are being made to our communi- 
ty. 
Osborne is founded on the 
following principles: 
• Residents and staff benefit 
from a community in which 
everyone treats each other with 
respect and dignity. 
• People with psychiatric prob- 
lems benefit from good quality, 
affordable housing that offers 
opt imal  privacy and in- 
dependence. 
• People with psychiatric prob- 
lems benefit from experiencing a 
sense of belonging, where each 
person can make a genuine con- 
tribution and where they can be 
clearly needed, wanted, and ap- 
preciated. 
• Residents of Osborne need 
the opportunity to be active par- 
ticipants in the community. 
' 'I B,g Band Dance • 15th Annuat 
February. 16, 1991 
Caledonia School 
available in the maternity ward at Mills Memorial [ 
Hospital. We i¢lll pick up your forntr.every week. Cocktai Is 7:00 PM 
SMITH -- Brenda is the pr0udmomof daughter 
Crystal Alexandria Janine, born Jan. 18, 1991 
weighing 7 lbs. 7 oz. 
WALE - -  Kathy is the proud morn of daughter 
Elizabeth Clarice, born Jan. 18, 1991 at 5:27 a.m. 
weighing 7 ibs. 
SKEENA MALL 
"EXPECT THE EXTRAORDINARY" 
WE DELIVER 
1635-4080[ 
J 
t2  ' 4741 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
After Store Hours 638-1954 1 Telex 041es549 
TERRACE FLOWERS A LA CARTE LTD. 
0 
• a Stag your w y 
to the top of the charts 
Come out to Karaok.c Night?nd stn.g..along 
Sundays 8 - 12 mid,ight & Thursoays z~:~v - t:~v 
Join the cho~s at George's Pub! 
Northern Motor Inn, 3086 Hwy 16 E., 
Terrace phone 635-6375 
Osborne exists to provide for 
the care and welfare for people 
with psychiatric disabilities, to 
provide accessible, safe and af- 
fordable housing for them, to 
provide rehabilitative, voca- 
tional, recreational and social 
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I Looking back... 
T here is a lot going on in And in 1990 a couple of stories 
our community at this headed the list. First, the estab- 
time of year. Looking lishment of a University of North- 
back, we note the promotion of ern B.C. forestry campus in Tar- 
such worthwhile causes as the race that had been proposed by 
Kinsmen Mother's March, local forester Rod Arnold was 
Alzheimer Awareness Month, receiving support from almost 
Minor Hockey Week and Cold every quarter, on this particular 
Turkey Day. There ate probably a week in 1990 from the Northwest 
few other events of note in Community College board of 
January, but the headlines tend to trustees. And it was officially 
overshadow their importance, announced that United Buy and 
In 1988 it was the transportation Sell Furniture Warehouse was 
of logs from the Kitselas .area coming to town. .. 
using North Sparks St. and Heels- Other news coming from council 
well Ave. This week in 1988, in recent years includes a 1989 
alderman Ruth .Heelock seed re- story in which taxidermist Peter 
strictious placed on loaded logging Martinson told city alderman that 
trucks using North Sparks were a lawyer was taking care of his 
unenforceable and moved that interests in the Ken'node bear 
I-leeliwell should be designated as 
an arterial route open to all traffic. 
Halleck was supported by Bob 
fiasco; the city had awarded the 
contract o mount he bear which 
Martinson had found for them, to 
• + Co0/pe r ,and  Bob Jackman, but Britton Taxidermy. 
:. opposed ,by Me T .akhar, Danny Also in 1989 were the usual 
. Sheridan 'and Doug Smith, This round of pothole damage claims 
• . . left. :.the deciding" vote to mayor we knew the city would declirte to 
: '  : Jack Talstra; he defeated'the acknowledge, and a call from 
motion. 
The following year Christy Park 
led the news. In spite of opposition 
from more than a dozen McCon- 
nell Ave. and other area residents, 
alderman Dave Hull for greater 
awareness of the city's no-smoking 
bylaw to improve nforcement. In
1990, downtown parking regula- 
tions were being examined in 
Phase II of the Youth Soccer dave- preparation for a new parking 
lopment was approved by council, bylaw and ticketing authority. 
r i+__  / 
" Terr ace 
Interiors Ltd. 
4610 Lazeile Avenue 
635-6600 
",411 the suppl ies you  need"  
Exterior and interior paints 
• Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
ACROSS ~ ~ ~ directional 
I Dotted with slats 6 Swiss river 
§ Youngster 7 Least moist 
8 Surrender ~ / ~ 8 Force 311t  0,..,,,.o,m 
f3 Paddle -- 10 Spilt pulse 
14 Stomatlo 11 Wapiti 
15 Hebrew loller 19 Born 21 Muel©eldlroctlon 
,71S AskeWExplolt ~ ' ~  22 Oownpou,s 
18 Womsn'ename 23 Point of debate 
20 ExtraSensory ~ ~ 25 Frighten 
Perception 26 Impressionist paint 
22 Kitchen appliance 2? School era.. Inlt. 
24 Lieu 29 "in media__" 
27 Advanced in school 52 Baals 33 Graze 
26 Higher 53 Unlt 34 Vlna 
30 II IS, poeltc 54 Lytton heroine 35 Rarely 
31 Period. siege 55 Besides 36 Key. for example 
32 Jackal.headed god 56 Sea. Fr 3}' Soft food 
36 Verdlls known for his 5? Albacore 38 Drew out 
39 Tennis term 43 5slnle, abbr., 
40 "Handy" trees DOWN 44 Palm fiber 
41 Popeys'eglrl 1 Sink 45 Being 
42 Top ornament 2 Devon river 4}' Chemicalsufflx 
43 Worry 3 Flngerlessglove 49 __Ge hdg 
46 Retreat 4 Morals 50 Girl'sname 
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Mound the community, the 
Theatre Alive Society was nearing 
their goal of raising half the cost 
of a $35,000 lighting dimmer 
system for the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
in 1988. In 1989 a group called 
the Seniors Housing Society was 
feeling more optimistic since they 
had put a deposit on an undis- 
closed piece of land; a bid for a 
nine acre piece of crown land 
behind the'court house had failed 
to materialize a few months 
earlier. And in 1990 the Fire 
Safety House was nearing comple- 
tion and there was talk of another 
drug awareness FoosBeel and pool 
tournament a  Danny's Pool Hall. 
O 
n the legal scene, it was 
during this week in 1988 
that former Salvation 
Army captain William Gareth 
Douglas was found guilty on 12 
counts of gross indecency. Seven 
of his sexual abuse victims were 
residents of Canyon City. It was 
announced uring this week in 
1989 that a pedestriansafety cam- 
paign would soon be underway... 
we're still waiting for it to begin. 
In 1990, 41 drivers were ticketed 
for vehicle defects in a two-day 
blitz, and the second house fire-in 
two months in the 3300 block 
Sparks was under investigation. 
In regional marten over the past 
three years, it was 1988 when the 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional District 
board, all but Kitimat directors that 
is, voiced their opposition to a 
Kitimat proposal for a highway 
from Houston to Kitirnat that 
would bypass Hazelton, Kitwanga 
and Terrace. 
In 1989 we were preparing on 
public hearings on further Mt. 
Layton Hot Springs development, 
a trailer park in Thornhill and one 
more fishing lodge on the shores 
of the Skeena. And in 1990 the 
Region 8 Tourism Task Force was 
noted for the lack of public en- 
thusiasm it managed to generate... 
only 12 people bothered to showed 
up. 
In 1988 Terrace businessman 
Bob Wilkinson was named Busi- 
nessman of the Year, Terrace Air 
was talking about expansion and 
an eight passenger Metroliner II, 
the regional district beard was 
demanding more information of the 
pdvatlzation of liquor stores, and a 
BCGEU representative was warn- 
ing potential buyers of those same 
liquor stores. "It's a myth that you 
can buy a liquor store and get 
rich," said union technical services 
director Gary Steeves. 
On the business scene in 1989, it 
was announced by attorney general 
Bud Smith that the Sunday shop- 
ping section of the Holiday Shop- 
ping Act was gone and wouldn't 
be replaced, and we were told a 
Business Enterprise Centre was 
coming to town. 
And in 1990 we ran a story on 
the continued growth of our local 
The Terrace Public Library was becoming concemed at this time 
last year about the increasing rate of theft involving its collection 
of videotapes and compact discs. Security measures were under 
discussion. 
construction industry in 1989. It 
totalled $11.5 million inside city 
limits, and although this was only 
a million or so above the previous 
two years it was a huge increase 
after the dismal showings of $4.7 
million in 1986 and $2.1 million in 
1985 
In health care, we were told a 
year ago this week that there 
would be no cancer clinic in the 
north. Two were being built in 
southern cities instead. But in 
Terrace, we would be getting 
better diagnostic tools.., namely 
nuclear medicine. 
O 
ne focus in education in 
January of 1988 was 
Family Life; parents were 
told they would soon be able to 
view a video that had been made 
for the program. But there were 
other things happening that year 
too. A few Skeena students were 
working on an impressive r flector 
telescope and that same school's 
drama club had revived a 1987 
play due to its popularity, 
"Glimpses: The Teenage Years". 
In 1989, the school.board issued 
what they called their "final offer" 
to local teachers. The two sides 
weren't talking, however, and there 
were still a number of issues to be 
resolved. And in the shadow of 
this conflict, questionably prepared 
Caledonia students were writing 
government exams. 
In other educational matters in 
1989, northern university sup- 
porters were calling for a letter 
writing b l l~ NWCC Adult Basic 
Education received a thank-you 
from Russia for their earthquake 
relief fund raising efforts, the 
NWCC board offered support for a 
certified Forestry Technicians 
Program, and Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival representatives 
were calling for a better school 
band program in the area. The 
quality of the present program, 
they seed, was deteriorating. 
And how about sports a year ago 
this week? Local minor hockey 
players Were hot... Rap teams won 
three of four weekend games. Our 
Midgets swamped Kitimat 9-2 but 
lost their second game 5-4 and our 
Bantams hosted Burns Lake and 
defeated them twice. 
In junior high basketball, the 
Skecna Tsimpseans lost to the 
Prince Rupert Ravens 68-47 in the 
final of a weekend tournament, 
and at the senior high level the 
Kermode boys and girls each gave 
up one but won two in a Kitimat 
tournament. Final standings when 
it was all over had the Kermnde 
boys in second place and the girls 
in third. 
And then there's the weather. In 
1988 temperatures ranged between 
'5oc and +4oC with mixed rain 
and snow. On the two messiest 
days, we got 43.8 millimetres of 
rain and 16.54 centimetres of snow 
on Jan. 19, 19.8 millimetres of rain 
and 26.4 centimetres of snow on 
Jan. 24. 
Conditions were quite similar in 
1989, and in 1990 the Alcan Mara- 
thon was under threat of cancella- 
tion. It had been scheduled for 
Feb. 10 at the Onion Lake ski trail 
development but snow conditions 
even in January were far from 
accepiabie, 
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